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Deutsche zusammenfassung
Im Gegensatz zum menschlichen Auffassungsvermögen ist die Menge an online verfügbaren
Informationen riesig. Diese Diskrepanz kann diverse Dynamiken hervorrufen und zum Beispiel die Aufmerksamkeit je nach offline auftretenden Geschehnissen anders auf Themen
oder Diskussionen verteilen. Das Auftreten neuer Diskussionsthemen kann daher verschiedene Einflüsse sowohl positiver als auch negativer Art auf bereits aktive Diskussionen ausüben. Die Literatur über Aufmerksamkeitsdynamiken hat sich tiefgehend mit dem Wettbewerb
zwischen verschiedenen Themen um die endliche Aufmerksamkeitspanne eines Publikums
beschäftigt, jedoch wurden verstärkende Effekte, die die Ausbreitung eines Themas auf ein
anderes haben kann, bisher vernachlässigt.
Aufgrund dieser bestehenden Lücke in der wissenschaftlichen Literatur liegt der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit darauf, wie Themen sich positiv auf die Verbreitung anderer Themen
auswirken können. Solche Einflüsse werden positive Übertragungs- oder Spillover-Effekte
genannt.
Um Aufmerksamkeitsdynamiken zu untersuchen, betrachteten wir als annähernde Messung für das von einem Thema erfahrene Aufmerksamkeitsniveau die Größe der Diskussionsteilnahme, die wir hier als die Menge der Tweets und Retweets auf Twitter definieren,
die zu dem Thema veröffentlicht wurden. Online-Aktivität stellt nämlich einen sichtbaren
Ausdruck von Aufmerksamkeit dar, da das Schreiben von Beiträgen zu einem bestimmten
Thema dessen Verbreitung und Wahrnehmung vergrößert.
Diskussionen zu verschiedenen Themen zeigen unterschiedliche zeitliche Verläufe und
daher auch verschiedene Muster in den zugehörigen Zeitreihen der Online-Aktivität. Um die
Abweichungen zu verringern, untersucht diese Arbeit im Speziellen eine bestimmte Klasse von Themen, nämlich plötzliche Todesfälle unter Prominenten. Präziser ausgedrückt,
beschäftigen wir uns damit, wie sich das beobachtete Aufmerksamkeitsniveau zwischen
prominenten Todesfällen unterscheidet.
Die einem Thema zugewandte Aufmerksamkeit hängt vom vorherigen Wissen über das
und dem Interesse an dem Thema ab. Daher war es notwendig, dass wir Twitter-Nutzer mit
einem gemeinsamen kulturellen Hintergrund für unsere Analyse der Aufmerksamkeitsdynamiken auswählen.
Weil es in der Literatur an Techniken fehlt, um Twitter-Accounts mit einer gemeinsamen ”Little c”Culture auszusondern, beginnt diese Arbeit damit, die Auswahl einer TwitterGemeinschaft mit einem gemeinsamen kulturellen Hintergrund unter Vernachlässigung von
Interaktionen und räumlicher Nähe darzustellen. Kapitel 2 beschreibt unseren ersten wissenschaftlichen Beitrag, eine Technik um Twitter-Nutzer auszuwählen, deren individueller
kultureller Raum sich mit dem eines geographischen Interessenbereichs überschneidet. In
unserer Fallstudie wenden wir diese Technik auf den kulturellen Raum Italiens an.
Nachdem wir die territoriale Twitter-Gemeinschaft Italiens ausgewählt haben, analysieren wir in Kapitel 3, wie sich das Aktivitätsniveau bei prominenten Todesfällen über die Zeit
verändert. Unsere Untersuchungen zeigen einen anfänglichen Gleichgewichtszustand, der
durch ein exogenes Ereignis, die öffentliche Bekanntmachung des Todes, gestört wird. Die
Systemreaktion darauf ist ein plötzlicher Anstieg der Aktivität, gefolgt von einer Abklingphase, die einem Potenzgesetz entsprechend verläuft, bis schlussendlich das System wieder in
seinen Gleichgewichtszustand zurückkehrt. Da die meisten Twitter-Nutzer höchstens einen
Tweet über einen Prominenten verfassen, kann der Aufmerksamkeitsabfall gemäß eines
Potenzgesetzes auch Konsequenz davon sein, dass das Verhaltens der einzelnen Nutzer
aggregiert wird. Zumindest ist die beobachtete Abklingrate sehr ähnlich zu der, die man anhand der Literatur für diese Klasse von Ereignissen erwarten würde, und liegt nur ein klein
wenig über dieser.

In dieser Arbeit zeigt sich, dass die Aktivitätskurve in gleicher Weise für die meisten Prominenten ansteigt und abklingt, jedoch schwankt die Größe des maximalen Ausschlags in
Übereinstimmung mit Eigenschaften sowohl der Prominenten selbst als auch der Art und
Weise des Todes. Unser Modell bietet eine Vorhersage der Dimensionen der Hauptaktivitätsspitze anhand der medialen Berichterstattung und den Elementen des Nachrichtenwerts des Themas, das heißt, anhand von Faktoren, die den Neuigkeitswert einer Nachricht
gemäß der journalistischen Literatur prognostizieren. Es ist beeindruckend, das diese Faktoren sich nicht wesentlich seit den sechziger Jahren geändert haben und dass sie nicht nur
einen Einfluss auf das Leseverhalten, sondern auch auf das Teilen von Beiträgen haben.
In Kapitel 4 untersuchen wir schließlich die positiven Abweichungen vom erwarteten Verlauf der Aufmerksamkeit, der einem Potenzgesetz wie in Kapitel 3 beschrieben folgt. Unsere
Analyse betrachtete diese Nebenspitzen als Anhaltspunkte für positive Übertragungs- oder
Spillover-Effekte zwischen den ausgewählten prominenten Todesfällen. Der Schwerpunkt
von Kapitel 4 liegt auf dem Verhalten der Nutzer, die für die Haupt- und Nebenspitzen verantwortlich sind, und auf deren Beteiligung in Diskussionen zu anderen Prominenten. Hierzu
definieren wir die Größe des positiven Spillover-Effekts als das Ausmaß der Überschneidung
in den an ihnen interessierten Nutzergruppen.
Die gegenseitige Unterstützung in der Verbreitung der Informationen über Prominente
wird als Netzwerk dargestellt, in dem die Verbindungen zwischen den Prominenten für die
positiven Spillover-Effekte stehen. Ein Hauptergebnis von Kapitel 4 wurde aus der zeitlichen
Zusammensetzung jeder Verbindung gewonnen. Gemäß dieser Analyse ist die große Mehrzahl der Fälle positiver Spillover-Effekte eine Folge ähnlicher Thematik (das heißt, Folge von
Ähnlichkeiten zwischen den Prominenten oder in der Art und Weise des Todes), und nur in
wenigen Fällen kann zeitliche Nähe zwischen den Todesfällen eine Rolle spielen. Schließlich
erhalten wir aus einer Zentralitätsanalyse des konstruierten Themennetzwerks unser letztes
Resultat: Eine Einschätzung, welche Abweichungen vom erwarteten Aufmerksamkeitsverlauf eine Folge von positiven Spillover-Effekten sind und bei welchen es sich schlicht um
Rauschen handelt. Tatsächlich werden einige Nebenspitzen von positiven Spillover-Effekten
mit anderen Ereignissen ausgelöst, die nicht im Zusammenhang mit Prominenten stehen.
Die von uns vorgeschlagenen Methoden zur Analyse von Topic Associations, die das
Rauschen im System schätzen, können in verschiedenen Situationen angewendet werden,
in denen die äußeren Einflüsse nicht genau bestimmt werden können. Es handelt sich also
um offene Systeme, die nicht genauer bestimmte Wechselwirkungen nach außen haben,
um es mit einem oft in der Physik verwendeten Begriff auszudrücken. Insbesondere zeigt
die durchgeführte Netzwerkanalyse (ohne eine Übereinstimmung der Daten mit den Erwartungen von Wissenschaftlern zu erzwingen), dass das Niveau der Unbestimmtheit auch
eine Information in sich selbst darstellt. Dieser Ansatz ist namentlich dann nützlich, wenn
vollständiges Wissen über alle Faktoren, die eine Rolle im untersuchten Phänomen spielen,
nicht erreicht werden kann, so wie es zum Beispiel bei Aufmerksamkeitsdynamiken der Fall
ist.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“The convenience of tools does not eliminate the responsibility of the authors and reviewers to be
sure that they are used appropriately.”
(Howison et al., 2011, p.785)

1.1

Motivation

The power of news media in shaping public opinion, for example giving more relevance to
some news rather than others, has been subject to critics and investigation at least since
1800 with the invention of the term “Fourth Estate” (Schultz, 1998). Unlike traditional news
media, for which the topic selection and relevance is chosen by the editor (Shoemaker and
Reese, 1996), topic diffusion on social media platforms is strongly influenced by user behaviour. Social media users are able to affect the visibility of an event by sharing information,
comments and opinions on the topic. For example, Twitter users can retweet posts and
hence increase the diffusion of the corresponding subject.
Similarly to traditional news media (McLuhan and Quentin, 1967), the mechanisms behind topic visibility on social media can have large implications on public opinion due to the
high number of people who use these platforms as information source1 . Therefore, it is
not surprising that topic spread on social media is a subject of ongoing research (Webster,
2014). Nevertheless, one of the limits of these studies is that they often analyse the diffusion
of each subject individually without considering the dependencies among the spread of different topics. The diffusion of a topic might indeed affect the spread of another topic stealing
or increasing its audience attention through positive, negative or null feedback effects. For
instance, the decision to share a certain topic may be due to the themes previously read by
the user (Li et al., 2014).
We intend to contribute to the existing literature by accounting for the spread of other
topics during the analysis of information diffusion on social media.
Even if different kinds of interaction exist, the existing literature has mainly focused on
how news compete against each other for audience attention (Asur et al., 2011; Downs,
1973). These dynamics rise from the disequilibrium between the finite human attention and
the practically infinite amount of information published online. In this dissertation, we follow
a different approach and investigate how the diffusion of one topic might amplify the spread
of another. Borrowing a term typically employed in economics (Germaise and Natividad,
2016), we define as positive spillover effect the positive effect of one topic on the diffusion
of another.
1

www.journalism.org/2017/09/07/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2017

1

1.2
1.2.1

Case selection
Why use social media to investigate attention dynamics?

The possible explanations behind positive spillover effect among topics are not limited to
social media, but rather intrinsic in human mind. For example, the evocation of memories by
apparently unrelated events has been extensively studied in current cognitive studies (Troscianko, 2013). The most famous example of this phenomenom can be found in the novel
Proust (1913), in which the author gives a famous description of the flood of sensations
and memories of his childhood which were revived in him by the mere ingestion of a typical
French cookie called “Madeleine”. Positive spillover effect can be observed in several contexts, for example in reading dynamics of online newspapers, but in this thesis we focus only
on social media platforms.
The growing phenomenon of social interaction through digital platforms is a great opportunity to analyze social dynamics. “This research data makes visible social processes
that are much more difficult to study in conventional organizational settings” (Agarwal et al.,
2008, p.250). For instance, sharing information, comments and opinions on any topic leaves
digital traces which partially reveal audience’s interests.
However, every tool, even the most convenient, has some limitations. Hence, being
aware of the characteristics of digital trace data is essential to understand the strengths
and limits of social media to investigate social dynamics regarding not only the platforms,
but also offline phenomena. Howison et al. (2011) defined digital trace data as traces of
activity, recorded evidence that something has occurred in the past (trace data), undertaken
through an information system (thus, digital). Since digital trace data are found data, rather
than produced by a designed research instrument, they have to be interpreted taking into
consideration the individual characteristics of the employed online platform to avoid the risk
of misinterpreting the results.
The most famous case of misinterpretation is the web service Google Flu Trends that
attempted to make predictions about influenza activity according to the searches of the
symptoms on Google and that overestimated the influenza cases by around 50% (Butler,
2013; Lazer et al., 2014). The gap between the online phenomenon and the offline event
was caused mainly by the high ambiguity of the symptoms (a cold can be only a cold, not
always the beginning of influenza) and the influence of mass media (the press reports may
have triggered many flu-related searches by healthy people).
Other studies have instead found several correlations among the activity on social media
and offline events. For example, Jungherr and Jürgens (2014) enlightened how deviations
from regular patterns in online data can identify offline phenomena. Specifically, Segerberg
and Bennett (2011) and Jungherr and Jürgens (2013) showed how peaks in the number of
Twitter posts, about public protests, correspond to exogenous events, such as occupations
or demonstrations. However, activity peaks on social media can also correspond to false
positives (such as fake news that do not correspond to actual events) and false negatives.
In fact, “[s]pikes in online activity seemed to correspond with events offline, but offline events
did not necessarily find an echo online” (Jungherr and Jürgens, 2013, p. 85).
According to the existing literature on attention dynamics (Thompson, 2017; Webster,
2014), there are multiple factors which can trigger these differences between exogenous
events and online activity peaks. Beside the actual newsworthiness of the the event (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996), one of the main reasons for the gap between actual events and
the attention given to them is the level of personal interest in the topic. According to Basil
and Brown (1994), if a topic is personally relevant to some individuals, they will likely discuss it with others. The researchers tested it for the spread of the news of “Magic” Johnson’s
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positive HIV test. The fans of the American basketball player Earvin “Magic” Johnson were
more likely to spread the news of this infection with the HIV virus rather than the non-fans.
Another relevant factor is the gap between news reading and news sharing. Bright (2016)
examined four different platforms highlighting wide differences in readership and sharing of
news according to the nature of the topic. For example, crimes have a large audience that,
nevertheless, shares crime news rarely because they could harm their own public image. In
fact, another factor to consider is that social media are always self-presentations. “People
take their choice of what to display personally and consider it a form of impression management” (Hogan, 2010, p.377).
Beside the importance of personal interests and public image, in this thesis we address
the issue of how positive spillover effect plays a role in the gap between the actual offline
events and the related online activity. Hence, we decided to study the platform most focused
on news: Twitter.

1.2.2

Why Twitter?

Twitter defines itself as a tool to describe “what’s happening in the world and what people
are talking about right now” 2 . Therefore its focus is on dynamics that occur outside the
platform and especially on peoples’ reactions towards them. Beside its self-definition, Twitter
is a suitable tool to observe users’ reaction to news. According to a survey from the Pew
Research Center3 , it is by percentage the platform most used by the American population
to get informed.
Twitter is a social media platform created in 2006 with a structure that does not require
reciprocation (e.g. in contrast to Facebook). This means that it is possible to follow any of
the visible accounts, getting updates on what they post, without the need for these accounts
to follow back. Twitter messages are public by default unless the user decides otherwise
through the account settings4 . According to Bruns and Weller (2016), this weak-tie structure
has proven to be especially responsive to breaking news events.
On Twitter registered users can post tweets, original messages, or retweets (re-sharing
original messages posted by other users). Hereafter we refer to the set of tweets and
retweets simply as posts. To amplify the visibility of certain tweets, users can include hashtags. Hashtags highlight that the message deals with a certain topic corresponding to the
name following the symbol #, making it traceable by other users.
Twitter digital trace data contains also metadata, additional information associated with
each post that Twitter provides to the public. The metadata associated to a tweet contains
information relating the tweet itself5 (such as its location, date of publication and geolocation)
and the user6 (such as its description, profile picture and username). Furthermore, the
metadata associated with a retweet contains also public information regarding the original
tweet and its user. Finally, the metadata associated with any post depends on the privacy
settings of the related account.
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https://about.twitter.com/en_us.html
See footnote 1
4
https://help.twitter.com/en/safety-and-security/public-and-protected-tweets
5
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/tweet-object.html
6
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/user-object.html
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Data collection on Twitter
Compared to other social media platforms (such as Facebook), Twitter allows researchers
to easily access tweets, retweets and their relative metadata through several public Twitter
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Data collection can be either performed free,
paying a subscription or paying for the amount of collected data. The free Twitter APIs are
mainly divided into two approaches7 :
• Streaming APIs give developers low latency access to the global stream of Tweet
data and they are divided into three categories:
– Public Streams: Streams of the public data selected according to some criteria,
such as keywords or hashtags.
– User streams: Single-user streams, roughly the data corresponding to a Twitter
account.
– Site streams: The multi-user version of user streams.
These approaches allow to obtain several rates, from around 1% in the free version
(“spritzer” stream) to 10% in the paid version (Firehose) of all the worldwide Twitter
posts, and the related metadata, that satisfy the selection criteria. The main downsides
of this approach, beside having a rate limit, are that the rate of the provided posts is
not stable in time and that it is not possible to choose the users under examination.
• Rest APIs allow to obtain data backwards in time regarding specific accounts. For
example, it is possible to obtain the timelines of the selected users8 ; the last 3,200
posts (the last 16 pages of the Twitter archive) published by these users and the related
metadata. Nevertheless, it is possible to repeat in time the data collection to overcome
the rate limit and obtain a complete collection of posts for the selected sample of users.
An additional limitation is the frequency of the requests (in case of the timelines, 1,800
pages of the Twitter archive each 15 minutes) causing a certain delay in accessing the
data of the selected users.
Due to the lack of completeness of the data collection through the Twitter Streaming
APIs, the Rest APIs often are the favorite methodology in research. In line with the existing
literature, in this thesis we performed data collection on Twitter through the Rest APIs repeating it each month. Since this technique can be applied only on specific Twitter accounts, the
user selection (performed in Chapter 2) is an essential step for a proper data collection.

1.2.3

Why Italy?

Since personal interests have a deep impact on sharing dynamics (Basil and Brown, 1994),
it was necessary for our attention dynamics research to select a user population belonging
to a common cultural background, a territorial community. In fact, people belonging to the
same cultural community often have shared interests due to their common cultural background and react to the same stimuli, the offline events (Elias, 2008). Nevertheless, the
Internet faded the impact of geographic closeness on the sense of belonging. Hence, in
Chapter 2 we developed a novel methodology to identify members of a territorial community
focusing on what “glue” them together (Anderson, 1991) creating ties of cohesion (for example language). Instead, the existing literature focuses simply on users’ residence.
7
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In Chapter 2 we implemented our methodology selecting Twitter users belonging to the
Italian Twitter community and this choice was due to several factors: the geographicallyfocused language, the large emigration and the strong connection ties.
The importance of the first factor is driven by the selection criteria employed by our methodology, whose majority is language-oriented. Thus, the user selection approach developed
in Chapter 2 has the limitation to work only for geographically-focused languages, such as
Italian. Nearly the entire community of Italian speakers is in Italy. However, this country
experienced a serious voluntary emigration involving over 5 millions of registered Italians
abroad9 . Furthermore, Fortier (1998) estimated that the majority of people with “Italian origins” (65 million) lives outside the country of origin because of the long history of mass
emigration. An additional factor is that the descendants of Italian emigrants, even several
generations apart, tend to keep strong connection ties with their home country (e.g. through
traditions, culinary culture and religion) (Fortier, 1998), but not a particularly high level of
nationalism due to their complicated relationship with national identity (Mose and Shive,
2011).
Therefore, due to the large number of these citizens (not residents, but still part of the
Italian cultural space), the selection of the Italian community was an optimal study case to
implement our user selection technique. In fact, in Chapter 2 we were able to select not
only Italians living in Italy, but also Italians abroad, immigrants, foreign companies, children
of emigrants and even supporters of Italian teams. These are categories that could have not
been selected employing the existing geo-inference techniques (Bruns et al., 2014; Schulz
et al., 2013), due to their focus on spatial proximity.

1.2.4

Why celebrity deaths?

To be able to identify topical influences on the diffusion of a certain topic on Twitter, we had
to identify what would have been its diffusion without positive spillover effect. However, different topic categories have different kinds of diffusion (Lehmann et al., 2012). For example,
foreseen Hollywood blockbuster releases tend to have less steep peaks than sudden news
such as the Higgs discovery announcement (Borge-Holthoefer et al., 2016). Hence, we
limited the range of variations of the topic diffusion over time investigating information concerning only one kind of matter: sudden events. Unexpected events have very well known
dynamics: a shock that rises suddenly the activity on the topic followed by its decay until,
after a time period called relaxation time, the attention goes back to its initial level (Lehmann
et al., 2012).
Among all the different types of sudden events, this thesis investigates how the Twitter
activity level on celebrities vary after the announcement of their sudden death. This topic has
been chosen because of the relative high frequency of celebrity deaths and their potentially
large audience due to the high human interest in this kind of news (Shoemaker and Reese,
1996). In particular, Twitter users have a high interest in celebrities; Hargittai and Eden
(2011) showed high correlation between interest in celebrity gossip and Twitter use. In
addition, even if reading and sharing topics might differ for several reasons, updates about
celebrities may be more likely to be shared than other kinds of news (Bright, 2016).
Mourning public figures is a historically well known phenomenon in psychology even if
the mediated public event of a celebrity death is largely a novel phenomenon, it started
in the twentieth century. Mourning is at once private and public and it had always been
mediated by various ritualized mourning practices (Burgess et al., 2018). The digital arena
has only mediated the phenomenon, coming to replace the classical funeral oration (Darrida,
9
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2001). Media rituals have important social functions such as forming a sense of “imagined
communities” (Anderson, 1991) that may help people to react to grief (Glasgow et al., 2014).
According to Radford and Bloch (2012) social media users, in particular participants of
Yahoo!Groups, exhibit real mourning behaviours (introjection and incorporation) with very
intense response, yet somewhat short lived. Also Twitter users mourn online using the
platform both as information source and to obtain emotional support, as testified by the
reaction to the death of Michael Jackson (Lee and Goh, 2013). Therefore, we expected that
a large number of Twitter users would react to celebrity deaths. Finally, celebrity deaths are
events that are easy to be detected and have a clear timing. Since these events cannot be
foreseen and the amount of activity on the topic is approximately null before the happening,
the audience response to each celebrity death can be clearly identified.

1.3

Thesis structure

The lack of existing methodologies to select territorial communities from the current sociological prospective (Anderson, 1991) led to the first key question:
(i) How to select a Twitter territorial community according to cultural proximity?
In Chapter 2 we developed a novel methodology to identify members of a territorial community according to their cultural interests disregarding interaction and spatial proximity.
Hence we implemented this technique selecting users belonging to the Italian Twitter community and collected their posts published during the whole year 2018.
In Chapter 3 we performed an attention dynamics analysis for the Twitter activity level
regarding celebrities with an Italian audience who died in the same year. In Chapter 3 we
tried to answer to the following research questions:
(ii) How does the Twitter activity level regarding celebrities vary after their death?
(iii) What are the explanatory factors of the variations among the celebrity activity levels?
Once having determined how the Twitter activity level on a celebrity typically varies after
the announcement about their death, Chapter 4 analyses the positive deviations of these
standard dynamics. In fact, these deviations are possible evidences of positive spillover
effect.
Having analysed only one category of topics, sudden celebrity deaths, the investigated
positive spillover effect in Chapter 4 is only among celebrities who died in 2018 (both source
and target of the effect). Thus, our final research question is:
(iv) How does the diffusion of information about a celebrity amplify the spread of information about another one?
Finally, to study the relations among topics we employed the tools of social networks
analysis. This prospective allowed us to focus on the ties connecting several topics, in our
case positive spillover effect, and rank the topics according to their level of influence through
the centrality analysis tools. These analytic tools allowed us to test the hypothesis that
positive deviations in the online activity of the topics in analysis are correlated to positive
spillover effect.
In Chapter 5 we give final concluding remarks and discuss the provided contributions to
the attention dynamics literature.
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Parts of this thesis have been presented at various conferences.
• The methodology developed in Chapter 2 has been accepted for a presentation at
the Computational Social Science workshop, Satellite to the Conference on Complex
Systems 2019.
• Partial results of Chapter 3 have been presented at the Conference on Decision Sciences 2018.
• Results of Chapter 4 have been presented at the EUSN 2019.
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Chapter 2

User selection:
Imagined territorial communities
“A squirrel dying in front of your house may be more relevant to your interests right now than people
dying in Africa”
Mark Zuckerberg

2.1

Introduction

Since community membership has a deep impact on people’s attitude toward themselves
and others, its investigation presents several applications. First of all, belonging to different territorial communities might have consequences for attention dynamics, testified also
by the presence of the concept of proximity among news values (Shoemaker and Reese,
1996); factors that foresee news importance for the audience. The importance of proximity
in attention dynamics belongs to a larger phenomenon called the ”first law of geography”,
that says that “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than
distant things” (Tobler, 1970, p.3).
Belonging to a territorial community has also an impact on the choice of cultural products.
Its effect was firstly noticed by Straubhaar (1991) about television genres. As soon as national programs started to be available, South American people “seem to prefer nationally or
locally produced material that is closer to and more reinforcing of traditional identities, based
in regional, ethnic, dialect/language, religious, and other elements” (Straubhaar, 1991, p.51).
Due to interactive nature of social media that allows the users to positively influence
the diffusion of the favorite topics, the users’ membership to a certain territorial community
might effect information flows. Hence, in this chapter we investigate territorial communities
and how to identify their members on Twitter.
Our approach identifies members of a territorial community focusing on what “glue” them
together creating ties of cohesion (for example language) following the imaginary communities approach (Anderson, 1991). Selecting community members is an open problem mainly
because it is based on the subjective sense of belonging of the members. Furthermore,
the unifying factors can be several and not of easy identification. In fact, even if all the
current sociological literature agrees that the unifying factor of a territorial community is not
necessarily interaction or spatial proximity, there is not complete agreement on its definition. The cohesive factors may be common values, traditions, interests, language or religion
regardless of the territorial dispersion of the community members (Newby and Bell, 1974).
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According to Elias (2008), a place stops to be characterized as a territorial community
when the mutual interdependence among the members is so feeble that they stop to be
involved in local gossip remaining indifferent to any form of community control. This means
that members of the same community do not need to interact directly, but they need to have
a common area of discussion since they are part of the same cultural space which is mainly
formed by “Little-c” culture ( i.e. what people talk about at the hairdresser or on the bus). As
the paradigms from choral novels in Anderson (1991) show, shared knowledge and habits
may be the basis for the sense of belonging. In other words, considering common cultural
space as cohesive criteria, territorial communities are composed by people with territorial
interests about the selected geographical area.
Since people belonging to the same cultural community often have shared interests due
to their common cultural background, cultural proximity has a deep impact also on social
media due to the high range of topics shared online. Therefore, for our attention dynamics
research, it was necessary to select an audience belonging to a common cultural background.
Even if the existing techniques claim to select territorial communities on social media,
they map only sections of communities that satisfy also additional requirements such as
spatial proximity (e.g. Schulz et al. (2013)). Nevertheless, the existence of categories of territorial community members beyond spatial proximity is well known in sociology. For example
children of immigrants often have a lower national identification with the country of residence
than the natives (Leszczensky et al., 2019). We suspect that this is partially due to a certain
sense of belonging to their parents’ country of origin, making them part of such territorial
community, even if their connection is limited to only certain aspects such as religion and
language.
Instead, other existing literature focuses on identifying communities through the level of
interaction among the members (van Meeteren et al., 2010). However, not in all communities
members interact directly. For example, in cultural or territorial communities most members
do not contact (or even know) each other, but they still share a sense of belonging and
they react to the same stimuli. Therefore, only focusing on direct interaction ties to identify
territorial communities would lead to considerably underestimate their size.
Hence, due to the multifaceted nature of the actual sociological concept of community,
its identification presents several challenges. In this chapter we propose a technique to
select members of the same territorial community in Twitter; groups with geographic interests
regardless of their territorial dispersion (Newby and Bell, 1974).
Therefore, due to the limitations of the existing literature, we propose a novel methodology to identify territorial communities from a sociological point of view. We select, for the
first time, Twitter users not considering only their location, but also their territorial interests
through a multi-signal approach. Users whose individual cultural space intersects the one
of the geographical area of interest and that are selected through the connection of any
selection criteria with the selected territory. This prospective leads to a broader concept of
community taking into account Twitter users that would have not been selected according
to the existing literature procedures, but that belong to the local cultural space. Such as
tourists, emigrants, children of immigrants, fans of the culture and even supporters of the
local football teams.
Furthermore, these users are not only members of a group with shared interests, but part
of a community since they display their belonging to the territorial community. They exhibit on
Twitter their connection with the geographical area of interest on the platform through several
signals, such as the language of their posts, showing their own public identity (Hogan, 2010).
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we start presenting the theory on which our approach is based and in Section 2.3 we compare it with the
existing methods. In Section 2.4 we implement our methodology for the Italian territorial
community and test its validity with some sanity checks. Finally, in Section 2.5 we conclude
by underlining its strengths and limitations.

2.2

Theory

The concept of community is open to wide interpretation and often used as reference point
in multifaceted discourses about identity in several fields, from psychology to anthropology
(Cohen, 1985). In fact social identities are constituted by people’s overlapping, competing and conflicting memberships in several communities and community membership has a
deep impact on people’s attitude toward themselves and the others.
In sociology the concept of community has a long history characterized by many variations in its conceptualization also because of the political and social fragmentation that
occurred in time. According to the recent literature (Anderson, 1991), communities are considered imaginary, specific and not exclusive. Based on “a relational idea: the opposition of
one community to others or to other social entities” (Cohen, 1985, p.12), communities are
defined through symbolic boundaries. Community are based on what “glue” the members
together differentiating them from the others, the people outside the community.
Even if early sociological debates stressed community territorial base (e.g. groups whose
members share a well defined location (Hawley, 1950), the later concept of community is
rather an imaginary state of mind. A boundary-expressing symbol as postulated by Cohen
(1985) defined by what differentiate the community members from the others. The recent
definition of territorial community goes beyond simply spatial proximity, but there is not consensus on the nature of the unifying factor among the members that leads to their sense
of belonging. Furthermore, even if the change of perspective on the definition of territorial
communities started before the digital revolution, the developments in technology further
reduced the impact of the geographical component on the sense of belonging. The cyberspace has undetermined whatever geographical basis communities have ever had, blurring
its geographical demarcation lines.
According to Elias (2008), the members of the same community do not need to interact
directly, but they need to have a common area of discussion, to be part of the same cultural
space. As the paradigms from choral novels in Anderson (1991) show, shared knowledge
and habits may be the basis for the sense of belonging. Discussing a dinner party by hundreds of unnamed inhabitants of Manila conjures up the image of a community. Nevertheless
the concept of common knowledge may change according to the geographical area under
examination; only in Manila people know about the dinner party.
For a more formal expression of this concept of community, let us consider the cultural
space of each category of people as a set. Following the approach of Elias (2008), we
considered members of a territorial community anyone whose cultural space intersects the
cultural space regarding the geographical area of interest. For example, also the foreigners
living in Manila may know about the dinner party having therefore a cultural space which
intersects the Philippine one. Nevertheless their cultural space is not a subset since it intersects also the one of the foreigners’ country of origin. In turn, the citizens of Manila who live
abroad would may have a cultural space that intersects also the one of their place of emigration and their level of intersection would depend on their level of assimilation. Considering
intersecting communities (not disjoint sets) with the cultural space of the geographical area
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of interest has the advantage to include in the selection also who has personal interests that
range beyond their territory (for example U.S. citizen who like Philippine music). Finally, the
intersection of the cultural spaces does not have to include all the aspects of the local cultural
area. For example fans of Manila football team may be interested not in all the Philippine
news, but only in the ones about football.
Following Elias (2008), we defined a territorial community as composed by anyone who
has personal interests that partially intersect information about the geographical area of
interest. Therefore, studying people’s interests is essential to establish territorial community
membership.
Since we want to select any Twitter user whose cultural space intersects the one of the
geographical area of interest and the territorial community does not have to include all the
aspects of the local cultural area, but only any part of it, we propose to select any user with
at least one selection criteria connected with the geographical area. Similarly to the cultural
spaces (illustrated in Section 2.1), we can consider all the Twitter accounts that satisfy each
selection criteria as a set. The presence of discordant indicators does not exclude the users
from the sample as we are not considering the intersection of multiple signals, but rather
their union. In this way we are considering also, but not just, the residents, a category
selected by the existing techniques (described in the following section), and also subgroups
of Twitter users that would have not been selected otherwise (e.g descendants of emigrants
or immigrants).

2.3

Existing methods: State of the art of Twitter user selection
according to their geolocation

Several authors have developed techniques to identify Twitter users according to their residence. However, the users’ sense of closeness to a certain territory can be objective and be
location based, or subjective and depending on a personal feeling of connection to a territory
through cultural ties.
The existing approaches in literature to perform community detection on social media
are based on both geolocation and frequent interactions. These are interesting, but only
optional aspects that are not always present among the members of a territorial community
(Section 2.2). To the best of our knowledge, there are no existing techniques to identify territorial communities disregarding members’ interactions and their spatial proximity on Twitter.
In this section we investigate the state of art of the main procedures of the Twitter user
selection according to their location and compare them to our alternative approach.
Besides the conceptual limitations, identifying social network users’ localization presents
some challenges, especially for platforms that do not require such information to open an
account, such as Twitter. Users can provide the geolocalization of their account on a voluntary basis, and, according to Hecht et al. (2011) only 66% of the users provide any kind of
geographic information (counting also very general indications such as “Asia”). These isssues aside, processing this information presents some challenges because of the presence
of ambiguous locations or fake information (such as “flying” or “anywhere but here”). An
interpretation of this field, its coordinates, is provided by Twitter Firehose, the paid version
of the Twitter Streaming API data collection. Nevertheless the obtained geolocation, since
it is not obtained on additional information provided by the user, may not be accurate for
ambiguous names (beside Paris in France there are more than 20 other Paris in the USA).
Therefore, due to the challenges of correct geolocation of the Twitter user profile, several
methodologies have been developed to determine Twitter users’ residence.
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2.3.1

Snowball approach

To the best of our knowledge, the first attempt to select the entire Twitter population related
to a certain nation was implemented by Bruns et al. (2014), who developed a methodology
to collect the Australian Twittersphere. This user selection approach is a snowball selection
that choose as seeds Twitter accounts that set an Australian time zone for their Twitter profile
and that employ hashtags related to particular Australian topics (e.g. #ausvotes for the 2010
Australian election or #qldf loods for the 2011 floods in Queensland). Therefore, the selected
users were most likely in Australia when they registered their Twitter account (until 25/5/18
Twitter suggested the time zone to insert according to the IP addess) and are interested in
territorial topics.
Bruns et al. (2014) selected also the followers and followees of the seeds that satisfied
the time zone criteria on the assumption that “most Australian Twitter users are more likely
to connect with other Australians than with other international accounts” (Bruns et al., 2014,
p.5). Several works support this hypothesis showing that the frequency of people’s contacts
on social media, versus the distance between the contacts’ location and their own, decays
following a power law distribution. This had been shown to be true for several platforms,
such as for Facebook friends (Backstrom et al., 2010) and partially for Twitter followers and
mentions (McGee et al., 2011). The spatial proximity of friends is not limited to social media
platforms, but it had a significant impact also before the digital revolution (Mok and Wellman,
2007). Nevertheless, even if geographical distance has an impact on users’ level of interaction making plausible the initial assumption, it may be independent from membership to
territorial communities.
Besides the non-generalizability of the initial assumption to identify territorial communities, the user selection approach developed by Bruns et al. (2014) has several downsides.
First of all the thematic focus of the selected hashtags; in case of hashtags with a political
focus (e.g. #ausvotes, #auspol,...) the snowballing process will be likely to find accounts
with the same focus rather than with an interest in any kind of territorial topic. Even if the
attention paid to the discussed topics is a very interesting aspect, overcoming this problem
is not trivial since it would be necessary to find hashtags relating to any Australian theme.
Finally not every tweet contains hashtags (from a maximum of 18% of German tweets to
a minimum of 5% of Japanese ones (Hong et al., 2011)) creating problems in the seed
selection.

2.3.2

Social network-based geo-inference

To overcome the problems regarding the small number of Twitter posts associated with geolocation (0.85% of the total Twitter posts (Hecht et al., 2011)), recent work has focused on
geo-inference using social networks to predict the location of posts. This class of methods consists in the recent practice and it is based on the assumption that the locations of
users’ relationships is evidence of the location of the user and of its posts. This hypothesis
has been introduced in Subsection 2.3.1, but there are essential differences between the
snowball approach and the social network-based geo-inference. The first methodology assumes that the majority of your contacts has your same location, the second one reverses
the concept: the nationality of your contacts can be used to detect your location. Either
way territorial communities do not imply interaction, therefore the geographical location of
the people known by a person is not a sufficient condition for its belonging to a territorial
community. Knowing a Manila citizen is not enough for a Hungarian to be part of the cultural
space of Manila; this would be true only if they would discuss topics regarding Manila.
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Furthermore, Twitter social relationships have several roles beyond signifying friendships. Therefore several geolocation inference algorithms have different definitions of what
they consider a relationship (e.g. followers, mentions or reciprocal followers) to create social
networks. To identify territorial communities it may make sense not to consider all the contacts of the Twitter users, but only the ones regarding news agencies, politicians or any topic
regarding the geographical area under interest. In fact, this may show a territorial interest of
the users. Nevertheless, it is not trivial to detect accounts considering local topics about any
possible theme (a similar problem to the one discussed in Subsection 2.3.1).
In addition, social network-based geo-inference uses some ground truth data as inference. The problem is how the choice of this data sample is conducted. Usually the ground
truth data is considered to be users’ self reported location or GPS-based locations of the
tweets, that gives better performances (Jurgens et al., 2015). Therefore, these selection criteria choose a subpopulation of users not representative of the complete Twitter user sample
(Sloan and Morgan, 2015). Finally, also the temporal impact has to be taken in consideration
in training these methods. Geo-inference performance uniformly declines in time and its half
life is roughly four months. This suggests the need to test periodically the data to update the
effectiveness of the ground truth data.

2.3.3

Multi-Signal Intersection

Han et al. (2014) showed that the language of the tweets has a strong influence on geolocation prediction, especially for geographically-focused languages, however integrating several
approaches can significantly improve the performance prediction. Following this suggestion,
Schulz et al. (2013) employed a multi-signal method to determine both tweet location and
user’s residence.
To detect user’s residence, Schulz et al. (2013) considered the area determined by different signals: “Location” field, language (German since they were selecting residents in
German cities), geolocation of the tweet and the country code as well as the geolocated
IP adresses for each shared URL. Each indicator defines an area from which the post can
be sent from. Through the intersection of these areas, Schulz et al. (2013) determined the
geolocation of the posts. This approach was used to determine both the location of each
post and the user’s residence, defined as the predicted location of the last post sent by the
user.
One of the downsides of this technique is that the user location is defined by the geolocation of only one tweet of the user ignoring its other messages. In addition, in case of
discordant signals the user is excluded from the selection not considering that false negative accounts may be excluded as well. It may happen that the geolocated tweets refer to
a particular occasion, such as a trip abroad, not being therefore a valid indicator for users’
residence.
Finally a user may relocate over the course of its social history making possible the presence of several home locations keeping territorial interests towards each of them. Hence,
we reversed this approach (that selects only the locals) and included any user that had a
connection with the geographical area of interest considering the union of multiple signals.
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2.4

Our Approach: Multi-Signal Union for cultural connection

Besides the several difficulties in identifying users’ nationality on Twitter, we are not only interested in identify users with a certain home location, but more broadly to their connection
with a specific geographical area. Since we consider the cultural identity of the users, we
developed an alternative methodology to select users that may belong to a geographic community. To the best of our knowledge, this technique is the first one to select users according
to their cultural connection with a certain territory that may be motivated by several reasons,
such as residence, family origins or business reasons.
Even if affiliation and identification may be unclear even to the actors themselves who
leave several identifying signals unintentionally, their membership to communities shape
their own individual social identities and therefore their behaviour. Therefore, we propose
a multi-signal methodology, to which we will refer as multi-signal union, considering several
indicators:
• language of the user interface: the choice of the language of the Twitter interface is
compulsory and always present.
• time zone of the user: the time zone the user declares himself in setting its Twitter account. This information is not available anymore because of changes to the developer
platform occurred on 25/05/18.
• language of the tweet: the machine-detected language identified in the text by Twitter12 . In case of retweets the detected language regards the union of the text of both
the comment and the original message.
• location associated to the tweet: if present, it indicates that the tweet is associated to
(but not necessarily originated from) a place by the user.
Half of these criteria are language oriented, thus this approach has the limitation of not
working properly for geographically-diverse languages such as English and Spanish. It can
instead be employed for geographically-focused languages such as Hungarian and Italian.
For this and other reasons illustrated in Subsection 1.2.3, we implemented our methodology
to identify users belonging to the Italian Twitter community.
Considering Italian as a geographically-focused language may be reductive. Even if the
largest community of Italian speakers is in Italy (over 65 millions of inhabitants), Italian is
also an official language of other countries: San Marino (32,448 of inhabitants), Vatican
City (829 of inhabitants), Switzerland (over 600,000 of Italian speakers, 8.3% of the population) and Western Istria (around 2,200 Italian speakers). Nevertheless, beside Slovenia,
these minorities have access to Italian mass media (e.g. Italian TV stations), therefore we
considered possible for them to be part of the Italian cultural space.

1

https://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp47
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/rules-and-filtering/overview/
premium-operators
2
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2.4.1

Implementation

The multi-signal union consists of 5 steps:
1. Baseline: Internet Archive
Users are selected from a downloadable collection of tweets made available from the
Internet Archive3 . It consists of the “spritzer” stream, around 1% of all the worldwide
Twitter posts, and the related metadata4 from September 2011 to the present day.
The Internet Archive is a nonprofit digital library that collects and makes available a
digital library of Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in digital form as historical
sources. The importance of Internet data, Twitter in particular, as a historical sorce
for our “collective memory” was well reconceptualized by Bruns and Weller (2016).
Also Sequiera and Lin (2017) recognized the importance of the Twitter data collection
provided by the Internet Archive, but rather from a methodological point of view since
it provides the research community with a downloadable test collection of tweets.
The main advantage of using the Twitter data collection of the Internet Archive as
baseline for the user selection is to avoid to choose an arbitrary time period to perform
streaming data collection and then filter the users according to the selection parameters. Almost all the existing methods in literature (Section 2.3) selected their sample of
users from arbitrary periods of data collection through the Twitter Streaming API. The
only exception is Bruns et al. (2017) that considered all the existing Twitter users.
Even if the Twitter data collection of the Internet Archive is very comprehensive, the
data regarding some time intervals is missing (especially in 2014 and 2015). Another
limitation is that, since the Twitter data collection of the Internet Archive provides only
around 1% of the published posts, our user selection is pushed to the most active
users. The more active the users are, the higher is the probability that their posts will
be collected by the “spritzer” stream.
Since we started the data collection on 1/01/18, we employed all the data of the Internet Archive downloadable at that moment: from September 2011 to June 2017 due to
the delay between the data collection and its publication.
2. First selection: User selection from Internet Archive
Among all the users whose tweets are contained in the Internet Archive collection, we
selected only the users that satisfy at least one of the selection parameters for the
geographical area under consideration.
Some of the selection parameters have been employed also by some of the existing techniques to select Twitter users according to their residence (Section 2.3). The
time zone of the Twitter account has been employed by both the snowball approach
(Subsection 2.3.1) and the multi-signal intersection (Subsection 2.3.3). Instead the
location associated with the tweet by the user is usually employed as ground truth, it
is the one that gives the best prediction of users’ location, in the social network-based
approaches (Subsection 2.3.2) and in the multi-signal intersection (Subsection 2.3.3).
Finally, the language oriented criteria (language of the user interface and of the tweet)
are employed only by Han et al. (2014) and partially by the multi-signal intersection
(Subsection 2.3.3). Mainly because the other techniques focus on geographicallydiverse languages (e.g. the Australian Twittersphere in Subsection 2.3.1) or on the
location of users’ residence at city level.
3
4

https://archive.org/
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/basics/things-every-developer-should-know
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Other parameters that could have been useful to complete the user profile are the user
Profile Geo and the self-reported user location. The Profile Geo5 is a field available
only in the enriched version of the tweets (contained in Twitter Firehose6 ), therefore
not collected by the Internet Archive. If activated, it provides an interpretation for the
geographic place described in the profile location string. The self-reported user location is the user-defined location for the account and its interpretation presents several
challenges (Han et al., 2014). The performance of the prediction of this indicator varies broadly according to the gazetteer (i.e. geographical dictionary) in use due to the
not standardization of the field. In addition, since different language communities use
Twitter in different ways, the accuracy of self-reported user location varies also according to their cultural differences (Hong et al., 2011). It seems reasonable to assume
that different levels of patriotism may influence user self-reported location and description. Due to Italian low nationalism and identification with the state (characterized by
a high level of parochialism) (Mose and Shive, 2011), we considered unlikely that the
users would explicitly write Italy in the field under examination. Finally, beside the interpretation problems of the “Location” field, it refers only to the user-defined location,
not to its community identity. However, we employed this field in the sanity checks
(Subsection 2.4.3).
For selection of the Italian Twitter community, we selected roughly 10.8 million of users
that satisfied at least one parameter. Due to the Twitter Developer Agreement7 , the
Internet Archive should update its archives every time that an account or a post is deleted (Sequiera and Lin, 2017) and therefore should not contain any deleted account.
Nevertheless, for safety, in the next step we filtered the users according their existence,
activity and consistency of the selection parameters.

5

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/enrichments/overview/profile-geo
http://support.gnip.com/apis/firehose/overview.html
7
https://developer.twitter.com/en/developer-terms/agreement-and-policy
6
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3. Existence and activity of the accounts
After having selected the users from the dataset of the Internet Archive, we checked
if the accounts still exist and if the selection criteria are still satisfied. We verified as
well if the users are still active: if their last post occurred less than a month before
the data collection. One month has been chosen as threshold mainly because, as we
can observe in the last bar of the frequency distribution of the users for their period of
inactivity (illustrated in Figure 2.1), the vast majority of the users that did not tweet in
the last month did not tweet in the last year (65%). In addition, having tweeted at least
once in the last month is one of the criteria used by Twitter to detect users that have
an “active usage” of the platform8 .

Figure 2.1: Frequency distribution of the users that satisfy the selection criteria
according to the difference between the date of the last tweet and of the user selection.
The bars to the right of the dashed line show the distribution of the excluded Twitter
users with, for each month, their percentage over the excluded accounts.

To check these criteria we considered only the first page of the user archive (the last
200 tweets) to streamline the analysis.
The number of active accounts of the Italian Twitter community that satisfied the criteria
was 1,698,460. To consider the impact of each month on the user selection, we plotted
in Figure 2.2 how many new active users are added to the selected Twitter population
going backwards in time. As expected, Figure 2.2 shows that going backwards in time
allows to add fewer and fewer new users to the selection. This is due both to the
abandoned accounts and to the presence of the posts of the same active users in
several months (also the recent ones) of the dataset from the Internet Archive.
Since we performed the user selection in December 2018 with the data from the dataset of the Internet Archive until June 2017, we can observe that the highest impact
(the highest bar) is given by the last month available in the archive. Until March 2018
we updated the user sample adding also the users obtained from the dataset of the
Internet Archive until November 2017 (following the first 3 steps of the user selection).
Because the risk of not being able to obtain the complete collection of posts of the
new users (2% in March according to the estimated frequency of the users’ tweeting
behavior) would have further increased going forward in time, we stopped updating our
user sample.
8

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/many-twitter-users-dont-tweet-finds-report/
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Figure 2.2: Number of the users added to the user selection for each month of the
Internet archive, going backwards in time.

Hereafter we considered the impact of each selection parameter and their combination.
Table 2.1 shows that more than half of the users was selected only because of the
language of the published posts, which may be a very noisy selection criteria. In
fact, more than half of them (777,632) had a very low level of consistency in the use
of the language: only 1 in 200 posts was detected as Italian. This may be due to
the ambiguous Twitter language recognition (e.g. Spanish and Portuguese are often
labeled as Italian) and to the very large diffusion of Italian words (e.g. Ciao). To
address this issue we investigated the reliability of the detected tweet language.
Table 2.1: Impact of the selection criteria and their combination in absolute values
and as percentage of the total selected users.
indicator
interface
time zone
tweet language
associated location
interface & tweet language
interface & time zone
interface & associated location
tweet language & time zone
tweet language & associated location
time zone & associated location
interface & tweet language & time zone
tweet language & time zone & associated location
interface & associated location & time zone
interface & associated location & tweet language
interface & associated location & time zone & tweet language
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users
13,707
7,273
1,167,301
6,220
291,604
1,677
220
14,019
15,671
391
75,559
5,371
79
66,874
32,584

percentage
8.07%
0.43%
69.73%
0.37%
17.17%
0.10%
0.01%
0,82%
0,92%
0,02%
4.45%
0.32%
0.05h
3.94%
1.92%

4. Filter: consistence in the use of the language
After having selected any user that tweeted in Italian at least once over its last 200
tweets, we investigated the ambiguity of the Twitter language recognition. Therefore,
we performed a sanity check on the users selected only through the language criteria.
We manually examined a random sample of Twitter accounts, for several values of consistency of the language in the tweets, to determine if they had any connection with the
Italian cultural space. To do so we employed the criteria described in Subsection 2.4.3
and the uncertainty over the percentages has been computed considering maximum
variability and a confidence level of 95%9 . Figure 2.3 shows both the total number
of users selected only through the language criteria for several values of consistency
in the use of the language (in gray) and the percentage of users that, according to
the sanity check criteria (Subsection 2.4.3), has been detected as part of the Italian
community (in green).

Figure 2.3: Number of users selected only through the language criteria for several values
of consistency in the use of the language (in gray) and their percentage that has been
detected as part of the Italian community (in green). The uncertainty over the percentages
has been computed considering maximum variability and a confidence level of 95%9 .

As conclusion of this analysis, we decided to exclude from our selection the users
that were not consistent in the use of the language of their posts below a certain
threshold (3 tweets over 200) if that is the only satisfied criterion. In fact, that is the
first level of language consistency that shows the presence of accounts intersecting the
Italian community, even if lower than the confidence interval. The first level of language
consistency in Figure 2.3 that shows unmistakably the presence of users belonging to
the Italian community is 3%. According to the analyzed sample cutting these users
(905,009) meant not to exclude any user connected with the Italian cultural space,
with the uncertainty level shown in Figure 2.3. Therefore, the estimated maximum
number of false negative accounts that was cut in this step is 154,600.
9
q The level of precision over the percentages has been computed employing Cochran’s formula e =
Z 2 p(1−p)
(Israel, 1992) with n0 as sample size, in this case only 10 individuals were tested due the cost
n0
of this sanity check (Subsection 2.4.3). Z is the abscissa of the normal curve and it depends on the desired
confidence level (1.96 for 95%) and p is the estimated proportion of the attribute that we want to measure in the
population. Since we do not have previous knowledge of p we assume maximum variability (p = 0.5).
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This cut led to the selection of 944,996 users and, even if much less effective, the
parameter with the highest impact was still the tweet language.
5. Filter: consistency of the selection criteria
Since we intended to perform a data collection one year long, we wanted to check if
some of the users selected so far have modified their connection with the Italian cultural
space or if they have stopped to be active on Twitter in that period. Therefore in 8/18
we run a robustness test checking if the selection criteria illustrated in the third and
fourth steps (both for the activity level of the users on the platform and their connection
with the territory) were still satisfied. This was not true anymore for 464,565 Twitter
accounts showing a high variation in time of some users’ use of Twitter or of their
personal cultural space.
Since, by the time of the sanity check, the time zone of the accounts was not provided
anymore by Twitter, the robustness check could not be performed on 12,562 users that
were selected only by this parameter. This is a very small number compared to the
total size of the selected users (2.61%). Therefore the strength and replicability of this
technique remains unvaried.
Table 2.2 shows how, from the composition of the excluded accounts, this last cut
affected mainly the users that were selected only through the language of their tweets
(more than half of the excluded users). This seams reasonable, especially considering
that the other criteria are mainly set during the profile setting. Nevertheless, we can
observe that also a consistent number of users that were selected by the combination
of several criteria were affected by the cut. This is mainly due to the accounts that are
not active anymore on Twitter rather than a change in their connection with the Italian
cultural space.
Table 2.2: Impact of the selection criteria and their combination in absolute values and as
percentage of the selected users who do not satisfy any more the selection criteria: both
regarding their tweet frequency and the indicators regarding their connection to Italy.
indicator
interface
tweet language
associated location
interface & tweet language
interface & time zone
interface & associated location
tweet language & time zone
tweet language & associated location
time zone & associated location
interface & tweet language & time zone
tweet language & time zone & associated location
interface & associated location & time zone
interface & associated location & tweet language
interface & associated location & time zone & tweet language

users
6,823
271,701
4,066
113,574
543
86
2,774
6,989
139
21,579
1,613
17
24,816
9,845

percentage
1.47%
58.48%
0.87%
24.45%
0.12%
0.02%
0.60%
1.50%
0.03%
4.64%
0.38%
0.04h
5.34%
2.12%

As we can observe more in detail in the language analysis of the excluded accounts
illustrated in Figure 2.4, the cut occurred mainly among users that did not tweet in
Italian on a regular basis. In fact, more than half of the cut users had less than 5% of
their posts in Italian and, furthermore, this was the only satisfied selection criteria.
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Figure 2.4: Users that do not satisfy any more the selection criteria with the language
of their tweets as the only selection criteria for several percentages of consistency in
the use of the Italian language in their tweets.

Finally, the selected population is formed by 480,431 active users that show their connection to the Italian cultural space satisfying the selection criteria consistently in time.

2.4.2

Results: population analysis

After having selected the population sample, Table 2.3 shows that the combination of the
language of the tweets and of the account interface was the selection criteria with the highest
impact. Compared with the selection steps (Subsection 2.4.1), where the most impacting
selection criteria was always the language of the tweets, the final selected accounts have
a stronger cultural connection with the territory. In fact, our approach led to a population in
which the majority satisfies two selection criteria rather than only one.
Table 2.3: Impact of the selection criteria and their combination in absolute values and as
percentage of the 480,431 selected users.
indicator
interface
time zone
tweet language
associated location
interface & tweet language
interface & time zone
interface & associated location
tweet language & time zone
tweet language & associated location
time zone & associated location
interface & tweet language & time zone
tweet language & time zone & associated location
interface & associated location & time zone
interface & associated location & tweet language
interface & associated location & time zone & tweet language
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users
9,391
7,758
101,173
2,943
206,740
1,231
168
11,790
10,108
176
56,222
3,850
65
45,505
23,311

percentage
1.95%
1.61%
21,06%
0.61%
43.03%
0.25%
0.03%
2.45%
2.10%
0.04%
11.70%
0.80%
0.01%
9.47%
4.85%

Table 2.4: Overlap of the selection criteria in absolute values and as percentage of the total users.
In the second table the percentages show the rate of the accounts identified by each signal
(in the rows) that satisfy also other criteria (in the column).
480,431
interface
time zone
tweet language
associated location

interface
time zone
tweet language
associated location

interface
342,633

time zone
80,829
104,403

tweet language
331,778
95,173
458,699

associated location
69,049
27,402
82,774
86,126

interface
71.32%
77.42%
72.33%
80.17%

time zone
23.59%
21.73%
20.75%
31.82%

tweet language
96.83%
91.16%
95.48%
96.11%

associated location
20.15%
26.25%
18.04%
17.93%

Table 2.4 shows that nearly all the users that have an Italian interface tweet in Italian
(97%), but the other way around occurs in a less prominent way (72%). This is partially due
to the international companies that have an English user interface and market their products
in Italian, but also to the foreigners whose cultural space intersects the Italian one (such
as fans of Italian teams who retweet news from the official account, thus in Italian) without
knowing the language well enough to choose it as interface.
Likewise, almost all the users that have selected an Italian time zone tweet in Italian and
their majority (77%) has an Italian interface, but not the other way around. It seams reasonable to assume that the majority of the users who set their Twitter account in Italy are
locals proficient in the language (that tweet in Italian with an Italian Interface). Therefore,
since nearly all the users selected through the time zone parameter satisfy also other indicators (only 1.61% of the total population was selected only through this signal) and that
this information is not available anymore since 25/05/18, the replicability of the methodology
remains unvaried. Repeating the multi-signal union approach nowadays for the Italian territorial community would lead to almost the same population size; due to the changes to the
developer platform only less than 3% of the users would not be able to be selected.
Finally nearly all the users that associated Italy to their tweets tweet in Italian (90%) and
have an Italian interface (80%). Therefore, the overlap of the selection criteria suggests that
the majority of users that tweet about Italy (to associate tweets to a location usually indicates
that also the topic of the tweets is related) has a strong connection to the country having two
other matching selection criteria. In conclusion, most of the users that tweet about Italy are
robustly linked with it, but not not necessarily the other way around.

2.4.3

Sanity checks

To verify if among the members of the selected population there are not only residents
in Italy, but also Twitter users who have a territorial interest to the country regardless of
their territorial dispersion, we performed an incomplete evaluation of the composition of the
selected population. We performed a manual analysis following the steps described in the
following decision tree (Figure 2.5) on random samples of users who satisfy each of the
selection criteria and their combination. These steps were performed analyzing features of
the Twitter accounts that where not considered as selection criteria, but that were taken into
consideration by other methods present in literature and illustrated in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.5: Decision tree to determine if the Twitter account under examination is part of the Italian
cultural space (green outcome), not part to it (red) or an inconclusive result (grey).
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Due to the highly time consuming manual evaluation of the composition of the selected
population, we could analyze only a small sample of Twitter accounts. Nevertheless the task
of this analysis was to only determine the presence of Twitter users who have a territorial
interest in the Italian culture without being part of the residents, not to quantify them. In fact,
if this class of users had not been present, there would not have been any reason to have
developed an alternative approach to the ones present in the literature.
Finally, this incomplete evaluation of the composition of the selected population does not
only lead to the conclusion if the users are part of the territorial community, but also to which
intersecting category they belong. Each category has a different level of intersection with the
Italian cultural space and, according to the different levels of concordance with the selection
criteria (illustrated in Table 2.5), the user selection includes different categories of users.
Table 2.5: The percentage of the accounts whose cultural space intersects the Italian one over the
total sample size is displayed in the first column. Its composition is illustrated in the remaining
columns and the uncertainty over the percentages has been computed considering maximum
variability and a confidence level of 95%10 . The composition of the not intersecting accounts has
been omitted from the table.
indicator

intersecting Italians Italians Children of Foreign Immigrants Others
accounts in Italy abroad emigrants companies
interface (int)
70%
40%
10%
10%
10%
time zone (tz)
30%
10%
10%
10%
tweet
50%
20%
20%
10%a
language (tw)
associated
50%
10%
10%
10%
20%b
location (loc)
int & tw
90%
90%
int & tz
70%
70%
int & loc
60%
20%
20%
20%
tw & tz
90%
90%
tw & loc
80%
30%
20%
30%
tz & loc
8%
30%
10%
10%
30%
int & tw & tz
100%
100%
tw & tz & loc
100%
90%
10%
int & loc & tz
70%
60%
10%
int & loc & tw
90%
90%
int&loc&tz&tw
100%
100%
a
b

Fans of Italian teams
Tourists

Table 2.5 displays how, as expected, if the number of the satisfied selection criteria
increases also the percentage of Twitter accounts whose cultural space intersects the Italian
one raises. This occurs especially if the language of the tweets is among the criteria showing
its high impact as selection criteria.

10

The level of precision of the percentages has been computed employing Cochran’s formula (see footnote 9).
This led to a confidence level of ±31% for all the criteria beside than for the combination of location and language
of the interface and tweets (±30%) because of the so selected small number of Twitter accounts.
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Furthermore, according to the different level of concordance of the indicators, Table 2.5
displays several profiles. Unsurprisingly, for high level of agreement of the selection criteria
(in particular for the combination of the language of the tweets and of the interface) we obtain Italians who live in Italy replicating the results of the multi-signal intersection technique
(Section 2.3.3). Instead, loosening the selection criteria we can observe the presence of
other profiles, such as Italians who live abroad, foreigners in Italy, foreign companies, children of emigrants, tourists and even supporters of Italian teams (mainly football). Therefore,
we were able to determine not only the presence of the residents, but also of other categories of users who are part of the same geographic community without being resident in the
territory.
As shown in Table 2.5, each signal has a specific meaning and therefore it identifies a
certain class of users. Since the time zone was deeply influenced by the location of the
user during the set of the account (because of the suggestions that Twitter provided through
the IP address) it is reasonable that, if the account is not associated with any parameter
language related, it identifies accounts of foreigners in Italy.
Finally, these results confirm that the multi-signal union approach was able to select
classes of users that have a cultural connection with Italy besides the residents. These
classes of users would have not been selected by the existing techniques (Section 2.3).
Mainly because their focus was the residence, not the cultural connection of the user population.

2.4.4

Triangulation

To perform a credibility check on the size of the selected sample, due to the lack of directly
comparable data, we performed a triangulation employing different sources.
Audiweb11 is an impartial monitoring organization about internet usage in Italy. It collects
data from a panel of people whose devices have a monitoring software. According to Audiweb, in 2017 around 7,100,000 Italians had a Twitter account whose high majority accessed
through mobile. They are between 35 and 54 years old; much older than the users of other
social media or than the USA’s audience. Instead, in agreement with the American Twitter
users, most Italian users are men (57%) and, among all the social media, Twitter has the
highest number of people with a degree.
According to the analysis performed by Twopchartsin 201312 , only 44% of the users
that has a Twitter account has tweeted at least once. Furthermore only 23% of them has
tweeted in the last month. Considering these percentages valid also for the Italian users in
2018, then around 718,528 Italian Twitter users should have twitted in the last month. We
selected 65.33% of this number; a reasonable amount considering that the percentages are
5 years old and that they may have varied in the meantime. Finally, we selected not only
Italian users, but more broadly users who have a cultural connection with Italy, therefore we
cannot directly compare these estimates.

11
12

http://www.audiweb.it
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/many-twitter-users-dont-tweet-finds-report/
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2.5

Summary and Discussion

To account for mobility and the current sociological research, we introduced the concept
of territorial community. As shown in the introduction (Section 2.1), the most recent conceptualisation of community is an imaginary state of mind (Anderson, 1991). Groups of
people whose personal interests intersect, even if only partially, the cultural space of the
selected geographical area regardless of the territorial dispersion (Elias, 2008). The existing
identification approaches (illustrated in Section 2.3) do not consider the current sociological
definition of territorial community leading to the selection of only subsets of the territorial
communities, such as residents and locals. Because of this gap in literature, in Section 2.2
we proposed a technique to select members of geographic communities on Twitter disregarding members’ interaction and residence; any user whose cultural space intersects the
one of the geographical area of interest. This was obtained considering any account that
satisfies any of the selection criteria. In fact, the presence of discordant indicators does not
exclude the users from the so selected community, but it only indicates that their personal
interests may range beyond the territorial ones.
We tested the efficiency of the developed technique (called multi-signal union since it
considers the union of the users selected through each signal) implementing it for a specific
geographical area: Italy. However, this methodology can be generalized employing it for any
territory characterized by a geographically-focused language.
Even if the language of the posts is the parameter with the highest coverage among
the selected population, the other signals (language interface, time zone and associated
location) identify mostly users with a very strong cultural-linguistic identity (higher than the
ones identified only by the language of the posts) since they express their belonging to the
Italian cultural space through multiple signals. Furthermore, we can consider these users
as part of a community, not only a group with shared interests, because they express their
belonging to the territory through the selection criteria (Hogan, 2010).
Trough multi-signal union we were able to select not only the residents, that could have
been identified also by the existing methods in the literature, but also other categories of
users intersecting the territory by a cultural connection. During the method implementation,
we were able to select not only Italians living in Italy, but also Italians abroad, immigrants,
foreign companies, children of emigrants and even supporters of Italian teams. Categories
that could not have been selected employing the existing geo-inference techniques, due to
their focus on spatial proximity.
An additional advantage of the use of multiple signals is that this practice makes this technique robust to Twitter policy variations. In the future Twitter may not make some metadata
available any more through the APIs (Subsection 1.2.2). For example, since 25/05/18 Twitter
no longer offers information regarding users’ time zone, but the replicabiltiy of the technique
remains intact. Replicating the user selection without this information we would only lose
1.61% of the actual population size.
The main limitation of this approach is that half of the selection criteria are language
oriented, thus this approach has the limitation of not working properly for geographicallydiverse languages. This restriction has no easy fix; it may be possible to analyze the text in
the posts trying to identify dialectal words employed in a limited geographical area. This is
slightly similar to the approach employed by Han et al. (2014) in identifying specific words
that may give some indication on the location of the users (e.g. Piccadilly Circus for Londoners).
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This methodology presents several applications in multiple fields. For example replicating
on Twitter Basil and Brown (1994)’s experiment (showing that if a news item is personally
relevant to an individual, they will be more likely to share it with others) for the several
categories composing the cultural space. Another possible use of this technique is to test if
the different categories so selected present differences in the use of the platform. As Hong
et al. (2011) pointed out, language communities differ significantly in the use of: URLs,
Hashtags, Mentions, Replies and Retweets. For example in 2010 German users had a
strong propensity for content-related behavior (high use of URLs and hashtags) and instead
Indonesians and Malays preferred social behaviors (high use of retweets and mentions).
Since some differences might be attributed to cultural differences or to how long Twitter had
been used in that community, we may observe these variations also among the categories
previously selected.
Finally, this study shows the value of theory-driven operationalization. Our community
detection approach is based on concepts developed in sociological theory illustrating the
potential and challenges of doing data science following well-established sociological theory
developed in contexts diverging radically from the environment of digital communication. To
the best of our knowledge, the developed approach is the first to perform user selection
going beyond spatial proximity selecting user categories that would have not being identified
otherwise, but whose existence is well known in sociology (e.g. children of emigrants).
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Chapter 3

Attention dynamics analysis
“The amount of media coverage generated in the news wave may differ enormously between issues
but the fundamental patterns of media attention across time greatly resemble each other in
appearance.”
(Waldherr, 2014, p.853)

3.1

Introduction

Recurrent patterns in attention dynamics on news have been detected since 1970 describing issue-attention as wildly fluctuating (Downs, 1973). Usually, after a latent stage where
only insiders are interested in a topic, the matter gets known also by a broader audience
reaching its maximum level of notoriety. “However, after a limited time span of boom, the issue loses attention again and sooner or later disappears from the public agenda” (Waldherr,
2014, p.852). Even if the existing literature agrees that attention on topics decays over time,
there is no consensus on the shape of the attention decay, in part also because different
kinds of topics have different timelines. It remains also unclear which factors predict topic
popularity on social media. This chapter addresses both issues exploiting the digital trace
data (Howison et al., 2011) left from user behaviour (such as sharing information, comments
and opinions) on Twitter.
Not only the literature on issue-attention cycle (Downs, 1973), but also the investigation
of topic popularity (Galtung and Ruge, 1965) started way before the digital revolution. Numerous studies were performed to foresee topic popularity (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)
for its great relevance for example in advertising and journalism. Over the years, news values, i.e. the factors that may predict what people find interesting, did not change substantially since their first analytic analysis (Galtung and Ruge, 1965) until the current literature
(Harcup and O’Neill, 2017). However, this is not the case for topic popularity on social media
whose mechanisms remain nebulous.
According to Weng et al. (2013), the main explanation of the popularity of a topic on
social media is the network structure of the users’ online contacts. Instead, Asur et al.
(2011) stated a strong correlation between the number of sources of an information and its
trend duration. In fact, long trend news is often published from traditional media sources.
The importance of the source of the news discussion was also emphasised by Yang and
Leskovec (2011) that clustered the temporal shapes of attention given to online content
according to which website mentioned the topics. Yet other studies emphasize the crucial
role of content as predictor of online popularity (Bandari et al., 2012).
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Besides the great variety of possible explanations for topic popularity, also the gap
between readership and sharing may play a role (Bright, 2016). For example, Bandari et al.
(2012) found out that news items regarding technology are the most popular on Twitter, but,
as Bright (2016) pointed out, this can be partially due to the high sharing score of this theme,
way higher than its readership. Therefore, being a very popular topic that is often shared in
social media is not a sufficient condition to be well known by the audience.
The main downside of existing literature on attention dynamics is the search for common
explanations of temporal diffusion and popularity regardless of the topic category, even if
different topic categories have different kinds of diffusion (Lehmann et al., 2012). For example, foreseen Hollywood blockbuster releases tend to have less steep peaks than school
shootings (Borge-Holthoefer et al., 2016).
To limit the range of variations of the topic diffusion over time, this chapter investigates
topics belonging to the same class of events: sudden celebrity deaths. How the attention
level on celebrities vary after the announcements of their sudden death. This class of events
has been chosen mainly because of their high frequency and the potentially large response
of the audience, as illustrated in Subsection 1.2.4. Nevertheless, this analysis can be generalized to any kind of sudden events such as crimes or natural disasters. Furthermore,
analysing the variations among the audience response to events that belong to the same
category can help to identify which factors might influence the shape of the diffusion dynamics. In fact, this case selection reduces the range of variations not only among the curves,
but also among the news values to take into account. For example, all the celebrity deaths
have a high human interest ruling out this element from the factors that may explain the
differences of the audience response to these events.
To study the attention dynamics following sudden celebrity deaths, this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we start describing the data collection procedure and the
online user behaviour, such as the impact of the circadian rhythm on Twitter activity.
Since posting about a celebrity displays the existence of interest about it, in Section 3.3
we analyse the data regarding the temporal distribution of the number of tweets and retweets
about each selected celebrity. In fact, in this thesis we considered these time series as
approximate measurements of the temporal variations of the attention given to each celebrity
by the Twitter population. In particular, Section 3.3 describes the celebrities under study and
how we selected and classified them.
In Section 3.4 we show that the shape of the time series regarding each celebrity presents
several variations. The attention level on each celebrity varies differently even after the same
kind of event: sudden celebrity death.
To describe the large variance among the time series, this chapter illustrates the analysis
of both the attention rise (Section 3.5) and drop (Section 3.6). In particular, Section 3.6
focuses on the state of the art of the latest studies on the shape of the attention drop for
time series regarding both tweets and retweets and only retweets. Both results show that
the best fit of the cooling phase, for the topics under analysis, is a power law. Moreover,
we prove that a power law might result from the arithmetic averaging of exponential curves.
Therefore, to exclude that our result would have been caused by mathematical aggregation
rather than by the data itself, we analyse also the shape of the curves at individual level for
frequent users. For these few cases, the salience curves present a power law shape also at
individual level.
After having determined that the variations of the shape of the time series about several
celebrities consist in scaling their dimensions, in Section 3.7 we analyse the main possible
explanatory variables for the audience response to the celebrity deaths. Then, the so developed explanatory model is tested on the observed shapes of the time series.
Finally, in Section 3.8 we comment the main results and the future directions of the study.
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3.2

Data collection: Online user behaviour

Once having selected the 480,481 Twitter users whose cultural space intersects the Italian
one in Chapter 2, we collected their tweets and retweets published during the whole 2018
through the Rest APIs, as illustrated in Subsection 1.2.2.
Thus, we investigated the impact of the circadian rhythm on Twitter activity analysing the
user behavior for our user sample.
We examined the distribution of tweets and retweets per hour, per day of the week and
per month through quartile plots (Tufte, 1983). These distribution plots of the posts published
in the selected time interval illustrate the median as a dot, the interquartile range in white
and the distance between first and third quartiles from the minimum and maximum as black
lines. We displayed also the number of posts per user per time interval. The median (as well
as the minimum, first and third quartile) is displayed as a black dot and the maximum as a
smaller gray dot.

Figure 3.1: On the top, quartile plot of the hourly number of tweets and retweets published by the
selected sample of users during 2018. The median is displayed as a dot, the interquartile range in
white and the distance between first and third quartiles from the minimum and maximum as black
lines. The plot on the bottom displays the distribution of tweets and retweets per user per hour
posted by the active users in that time interval. Therefore, their minimum number of messages is 1
(that corresponds to also the first, mean and third quartile) represented by a big black dot. The
maximum number of Twitter posts per user is instead represented by a small gray dot.

Figure 3.1 shows on the top a quartile plot illustrating the number of posts per hour.
According to this plot, the number of tweets and retweets vary significantly according to the
hour of the day. The median distribution shows how the circadian rhythm plays an important
role in the overall tweet distribution with the two main peaks located right after the meals (at
14 and at 22). The highest peak, at 22, is often due to comments regarding the ongoing
TV programs (e.g. talent shows or soccer matches). Instead, the plot on the bottom of
Figure 3.1, the number of posts per user, shows that the number of published posts per
active user is stable; predominately one.
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Figure 3.2: On the top, quartile plot of the number of tweets and retweets per day of the week
published by the selected sample of users during 2018. The median is displayed as a dot, the
interquartile range in white and the distance between first and third quartiles from the minimum and
maximum as black lines. The plot on the bottom displays the distribution of tweets and retweets per
user per day of the week posted by the active users in that time interval. Therefore, their minimum
number of messages is 1 (that corresponds to also the first, mean and third quartile) that are all
represented by a big black dot. The maximum number of Twitter posts per user is instead
represented by a small gray dot.

Figure 3.3: On the top, quartile plot of the number of tweets and retweets per month published by
the selected sample of users during 2018. The median is displayed as a dot, the interquartile range
in white and the distance between first and third quartiles from the minimum and maximum as black
lines. The plot on the bottom displays the distribution of tweets and retweets per user per month
posted by the active users in that time interval. Therefore, their minimum number of posts is 1 (that
corresponds to also the first, mean and third quartile) that are all represented by a big black dot.
The maximum number of Twitter posts per user is instead represented by a small gray dot.
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Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show on the top two quartile plots with the number of posts
per day of the week and per month, respectively. According to them, whereas the day of the
week has no effect on the tweet and retweet frequency (as shown in Figure 3.2), the month
of the year has an impact on user behaviour. In fact, the median distribution in Figure 3.3
shows that the users tweet more during summer (June and July), likely because they have
more free time during summer holidays. Finally, the bottom plot of Figure 3.2 shows that
most of the daily active users publish only one message per day. Likewise, the same plot
in Figure 3.3 shows that the majority of monthly active users posts only once each month.
Hence, since the Twitter Rest API approach allows to retrieve the last 3,200 public posts of
each user, for the majority of the users in our sample (over 90%) it would have been enough
to perform the data collection for the whole 2018 only once. Instead, to be on the safe side,
during our data collection we retrieved each month the last 3,200 public posts of the selected
users (Subsection 1.2.2).

3.3

Data collection: Salience curves of the selected celebrities

Even with the limitations illustrated in Subsection 1.2.1, posting about a certain topic displays
the existence of interest for the issue from the Twitter users. However, the opposite is not
automatically true; people do not post on social media about all the topics they pay attention
to, such as crime news (Bright, 2016). Therefore, we define the time series of the tweets and
retweets per hour containing the name and surname of each selected celebrity or a related
hashtag (selected in Subsection 3.3.1) as approximate measures of the attention level given
to each celebrity by the Twitter population.
Due to large variations in users’ online behaviour caused by the circadian rhythm (Section 3.2), we normalized the previously computed time series over the total amount of Twitter
posts published by the user population during that hour. Hence, the activity level of a certain
topic is the percentage of the posts published by the selected users about the topic into
consideration. Furthermore, we define as salience curve of a celebrity its activity level over
time.
Before studying the collected salience curves in Section 3.4, we describe hereafter the
selection process of the analysed celebrities.

3.3.1

Celebrities: definition and selection steps

Since we investigated the Twitter audience response to the celebrity deaths, the first issue
that we had to face was the vagueness of the celebrity definition. The Oxford English Dictionary defines celebrities simply as “famous” or “well-known people”. Instead, celebrity Latin
derivations, celeber and celebritas, are related to the religious meaning of being object of
rites and ceremonies. Since the celebrity current concept dates back to the birth of capitalism in the nineteenth century, we can consider celebrities as modern gods. “The star is part
of a system of false promise in the system of capital, which offers the reward of stardom to a
random few in order to perpetuate the myth of potential universal success” (Marshall, 1997,
p.9). In fact, even if their celebration and feeling attached to them are real, “celebrity exists
above the real world, in the realm of symbols that gain and lose value like commodities on
the stock market” (Marshall, 1997, p.6).
Hence, since celebrities’ own definition depends on the value and attention that people
(their audience) give them, it is crucial to determine the cultural background of the population
to be able to select the public figures they are familiar with. Given that in Chapter 2 we
selected Twitter users belonging to the Italian cultural space, for our analysis we focused on
celebrities with an Italian audience.
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As baseline of the celebrity selection we considered the 1,586 people who died in 2018
and have biographical Wikipedia pages in Italian updated with their death. Several guidelines
have to be satisfied to have a biographical article, such as notability defined as “significant
coverage in reliable sources that are independent of the subject”1 . In addition, Wikipedia
strongly discourages writing autobiographies due to its intent of neutrality2 . Therefore, the
existence of a biographical article about a certain person implies that at least one Wikipedia
user was interested enough to create, or translate, a Wikipedia page about their life in Italian.
Nevertheless, to select only sudden deaths and celebrities that are “famous enough”
also on Twitter, we applied the following exclusion parameters:
1. No sudden death
Since we chose to analyse only sudden events, we excluded the cases with peaks of
activity a week before the death due to news about health conditions of the celebrity.
We detected only two cases of not sudden deaths: John McCain, American senator,
and Sergio Marchionne, CEO of FIAT. In the first case the illness of the politician was
made public by the press since July 2017. Furthermore, the news that John McCain
interrupted the medical treatments was published by the main newspapers the day
before his death. Instead, in the case of Sergio Marchionne the news of his illness
was unexpected, but not his death that occurred some time after his hospitalization. In
contrast to the expected curves for the sudden deaths (for which the exogenous shock
that rises suddenly the activity is the celebrity death), the salience curve of Sergio
Marchionne displayed in Figure 3.4 shows that the main peak is not associated with
the death, but rather with the coma.

Figure 3.4: Salience curve regarding Sergio Marchionne from its hospitalization
(27/6/2018) to a couple of weeks after his death (25/07/2018).

1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Autobiography
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2. No sufficient interest
(a) in Wikipedia
Since our research focus is on the changes of attention after exogenous events,
we excluded from our selection those celebrities whose Wikipedia page was created after their death. The excluded celebrities did not generate enough interest
during their life to induce people to create related Italian biographical Wikipedia
pages. Most of the public figures whose Wikipedia page was created after their
death died in particular circumstances. Hence, their death, not their life, arose
enough interest to make people write related articles in Wikipedia (e.g. the suicide of the fashion stylist Kate Spade).
Figure 3.5 shows 9 of the salience curves associated with the excluded celebrities. In most cases the shape of these curves is similar to the one expected for
sudden deaths. A high initial peak in occasion of the celebrity death followed by
an activity drop, apart from the presence of secondary peaks often due to other
well-known personalities attending the funeral.

Figure 3.5: Salience curve shapes of people whose Wikipedia page was
created after their death.

An exception to this pattern is the salience curve of the dissident Saudi Arabian
journalist Jamai Khashoggi as displayed in Figure 3.6. In this case, the building
up of the attention of the audience is gradual. In fact, the time series of the unique
users entering the discussion about the journalist (Figure 3.6) displays users that
enter the discussion not only at the beginning (when the news burst), but mainly
when the investigation about the death of the journalist got public.

Figure 3.6: Salience curve regarding the Saudi Arabian journalist Jamai
Khashoggi and the time distribution of the users entering the discussion.
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(b) on Twitter
Related hashtags We selected only the celebrities who have at least one related hashtag selected among the ones published by the user population
between the day of the death of the celebrity and the day after. The hashtags regarding the public figure have been selected manually, excluding the
false positives, among the ones containing either the name or the surname
of the celebrity and that have been posted in that time interval. Nevertheless,
this procedure is not immune from excluding false negatives such as hashtags regarding celebrity nicknames. For example, in case of a singer (e.g.
Dolores O’Riordan), we did not select hashtags regarding the songs or the
band (e.g. #zombies, #ripcramberries), but we considered only hashatgs including the name or the surname of the celebrity (e.g. #mimancheraidolores,
#sweetdreamsdolores, #tributedoloresoriordan). This procedures restricted
our selection to 535 celebrities that were famous enough among the Twitter
population to own a dedicated hashtag.
Famous enough on Twitter To be able to compare the shapes of the salience
curves a minimum number of observations is necessary. Hence, we selected
only the 247 celebrities, out of the 535, whose number of related posts is at
least the median of the posts regarding all the personalities who own dedicated hashtags. This threshold value, 72, is employed also in the following
Subsection 3.6.4. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of tweets and retweets
related to each celebrity, strongly skewed toward the median, indicated by
the black dashed line. Specifically, the top plot is a scatter plot of the number
of posts per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.

Figure 3.7: Distribution of the total number of tweets and retweets for all the
celebrities. The top plot is a scatter plot of the number of posts per celebrity and the
lower plot is the respective density plot. Only the celebrities with a number of posts
higher than the median (72), represented by a black dashed line, were selected.
Mean: 1, 994.8; median: 260; min: 72; max: 92, 975; variance: 62, 907, 107.
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Among the 1,586 celebrities whose biographical Wikipedia page in Italian got updated
with information about their death in 2018, only 247 satisfied all the previous criteria. The
complete list of the selected celebrities is in the Appendix, Table .1.
Let us now investigate the size of the audience; Figure 3.8 shows the distribution of the
unique users that tweeted about each celebrity. The top plot is a scatter plot of the number
of unique users per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot. Similarly to
Figure 3.7, also the distribution of the unique users that tweeted about each of the selected
celebrity is skewed towards the median besides some labeled exceptions.

Figure 3.8: Distribution of the unique users that tweeted about each celebrity. The top plot is a
scatter plot of the unique users per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.
Mean: 1, 111.5; median: 190; min: 38; max: 29, 859; variance: 12, 128, 627.

The scatter plot on the top of Figure 3.7 shows that the soccer player Davide Astori
is the celebrity with the highest number of tweets and retweets in 2018 followed at great
distance by Stephen Hawking. In contrast, Figure 3.8 reverses that order: Stephen Hawking
is the celebrity with the highest number of users that tweeted about him, shortly followed by
Davide Astori. Therefore, the fans of Astori tweeted more often than the fans of Hawking
that, instead, were more numerous. This observation is also confirmed by the analysis of
the users that tweeted most often about them as displayed in Subsection 3.6.4.
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3.3.2

Celebrity classification

As discussed in Subsection 3.3.1, the definition of who is a celebrity is nebulous, mainly
because it is totally dependent on the audience perception. Likewise, also celebrity classification into categories is not univocal and depends on the chosen criteria.
According to Carlyle (1966), there are six types of heroes: heroes of the divine, prophetic, poetic, priestly, literary and kingly orders. Instead Lowenthal (1944) analysed famous
peoples’ biographies and divided them between idols of production (i.e. business leaders
and politicians) and idols of consumption (i.e. the stars of cinema and sports). For the first
category the key of success was hard work, instead for the second one luck and circumstance and they are thus seen as false promises for the whole society. According to us, this
taxonomy is not based on the objective evaluation of the value of celebrities’ careers. Maybe
parts of their success was due to luck, but strenuous training and abilities (e.g. acting and
athletic skills for actors and sport figures respectively) cannot be excluded from the reasons
that led these people to achieve fame. Hence, we employed a different classification.
Boykoff and Goodman (2009) classified the public figures involved against climate change
simply taking into consideration their professions. They categorised celebrities as: actors,
political figures, sport figures, business people, musicians and public intellectuals. We employed this classification and categorised the celebrities according to the job description
of their Wikipedia page implementing some small changes. If the job description in their
Wikipedia page does not belong to any of the listed categories, the celebrity is classified
as others. Furthermore, not only writers and journalists are classified as public intellectuals, but also all the professions that have “privileged voices” (Boykoff and Goodman, 2009)
even without attending talk shows and TV programs, such as academics. Finally, in case of
multiple occupation descriptions that could not be included in one category, celebrities were
classified as mix or in the categories that, according to our opinion, gave them the major
fame. Following these criteria, Table 3.1 illustrates the employed classification of the job
description of the selected celebrities.
Table 3.1: Classification of the professions of the selected celebrities in the employed categories.
Political figures
Politician
Soldier
Partisan
Activist
Judge
Army member
Syndicalist
Layer
First Lady
Fixer of politicians
Policeman

Sport figures
Sports executive
Hurdler
Jockey
Soccer Player
Racing Driver
Gymnast
Mountaineer/Climber
Coach
Basketball Player
Cyclist
Shooter
Snowboarder/Skier
Motorcycle Rider
Athlete
Rugby Player
Wrestler
Darts Player
Hockey Player
Boxer
Football referee
Runner
Figure Skater
Fisher
Sports manager

Business people
Entrepreneur
Designer
Fashion Designer
Manager
Record Producer
Engineer
Architect
Stylist
Shipowner
Movie/TV Producer

Actors
Actor
Dubbing actor
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Musicians
Musician
Singer
Rapper
DJ

Public intellectuals
Journalist
Writer
Art/Architecture historian
Theologian
Critic
Artist/Painter/Sculptor
Linguist
Poet
Publisher
Cartoonist/Draftsman
Lyricist
Photographer
TV Personality/Presenter
TV writer/Screenwriter
Translator
Movie/TV/Theater Director
Scriptwriter/Playwright
Historian
Photography Director
Composer/Soprano
Conductor
Engraver
Noble man
Editor
Religious member
Anthropologist
Philosopher
Psychiatric
Philologist
Sociologist
Archaeologist
Physicist
Orientalist
Jurist
Theologian
Inventor
Choreographer/Dancer
Biologist
Musicologist
Economist

Others
Chef
Artisan
Sound Engineer
Astronaut
Doctor
Supercentenarian
Criminal
Terrorist
Hacker
Magician

Also the effects that nationality or category of the celebrity might have on the celebrity selection were considered. According to our data, Italian celebrities were selected only slightly
more often (0.51%) than the foreigners (0.50%) from the initial baseline of the celebrity selection; the 1, 586 people that have a biographical Wikipedia page in Italian that got updated
with their death in 2018.
The distribution of nationalities among the selected celebrities, displayed in Figure 3.9,
shows that the majority of the selected celebrities is Italian (40.49%) mainly because of the
high concentration of Italians among the Italian Wikipedia biographical pages.

Figure 3.9: Distribution of the nationality of the selected celebrities.

Also the job category might have an effect on the celebrity selection. As shown in the
distribution on the selected celebrities versus their job category (Figure 3.10), public intellectuals represent the majority of the selected celebrities. The same tendency occurs also
among the biographical Wikipedia pages in Italian probably because of the broad and blurry
definition of the category.

Figure 3.10: Distribution of the job categories of the selected celebrities.
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3.4

Salience curves

Lehmann et al. (2012) claim that the shape of the salience curves depends strongly on the
kind of topic they concern. To verify whether salience curves referring to the same kind
of events have a similar shape, we visualized both the time series of tweets and retweets
per hour related to each selected celebrity in Figure 3.11 and their salience curves in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.11: Number of tweets and retweets per hour related to each selected celebrity.
The time series are groupped by the celebrity job category.
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Figure 3.12: Salience curves regarding each celebritiy groupped by the celebrity job category.

Both Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show that the shape of the salience curves varies
significantly among celebrities. Specifically, Figure 3.12 presents less deviations than Figure 3.11 because of the normalization of the time series over the total amount of messages
published by the population under analysis (Section 3.3). In fact, the salience curves show
how the trend of the user sharing behaviour changes over time independently from the circadian rhythm.
Since our research focus concerns how the attention level about each celebrity changes
after their death, we started the observation time one week before the death and we stopped
once the daily activity level returned to its initial level for at least a week.
The general pattern of the salience curves (both for the curves in Figure 3.12 and in
Figure 3.11) is an initial plateau before a high peak and then a decay of the activity level,
with some secondary peaks, until the activity returns to its initial activity level.
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To describe the shape of the salience curves we use hereafter the following terms:
daily baseline The daily baseline is the median of the activity level from one week to one day before
the death of the celebrity. Since the events under consideration are sudden and cannot
be foreseen, the measured daily baseline for each celebrity was always null.
confidence interval The confidence interval is defined as the standard deviation of the activity level from
one week to one day before the death of the celebrity. We extended the observation
time up to 4 weeks, but we did not note any difference both for the daily baseline and
for the confidence interval. Hence, the employed observation time period is one week.
discussion phase The discussion phase is the time period in which the system is not in equilibrium due to
an exogenous shock, in this case the celebrity death. The start of this phase is defined
as the first day in which the activity level exceeds the daily baseline over the confidence
interval and it stops once that the activity level stays, within the limits of the confidence
interval, under or at the same level of the daily baseline for one week. When this did
not occur, we considered that the end of the discussion phase coincides with the end
of the data collection: 31/12/18. This was the case of 4 celebrities (Mac Miller, Stan
Lee, George H.W. Bush and Amos Oz) because their death was very close to the
end of the data collection. The period of inactivity was even extended up to 4 weeks,
but without significant variances in the discussion phase length. To be on the safe
side against furhter variations in the activity level, the considered period of inactivity (1
week) is way longer than other literature studies on attention dynamics. For example,
Kwak et al. (2010) considered topics inactive if there are no related posts for only 24
hours.
The following definitions are illustrated in Figure 3.13, as comments of the salience curve of
Stephen Hawking, and their distribution is analysed in the following sections:
a0 The hourly baseline (a0 ) is the hourly median value of the day selected to compute the
daily baseline.
∆a The maximum rise of activity is defined as ∆a = amax −a0 , where amax is the maximum
level of activity occurring at time tmax .
trise trise is the necessary time to reach amax from the start of the discussion phase.
relaxation time In physics relaxation means the return of a system, after a perturbation, to equilibrium
(Maxwell, 1867). Similarly, we define as relaxation the period that the system (the
attention payed to the celebrity under examination) needs to go back, after the shock
(the celebrity death), to its initial state. The relaxation time spans from the time of the
maximum level of activity (amax ) to the end of the discussion phase.

Figure 3.13: Graphic illustrations of a0 , ∆a, trise and relaxation time in relation
to the salience curve of Stephen Hawking
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3.5

Attention rise

The employed measurement of the maximum level of attention reached by each celebrity
is ∆a, the maximum percentages of the total amount of tweets and retweets related to
the celebrities over the total number of public posts published hourly by the selected user
population. The ∆a distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.14. Specifically, the top plot is a
scatter plot of the ∆a values per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.

Figure 3.14: Distribution of ∆a, the maximum rise of activity, for the selected celebrities. The top
plot is a scatter plot of the ∆a values per celebrity and the lower plot is their density plot.
Mean: 0.0053; median: 0.0007; min: 0.0001; max: 0.1937; variance: 0.0004.

Figure 3.14 shows that most of the celebrities are characterized by very low peaks of the
salience curves. Nevertheless, these values have a high coefficient of variation (377%) and
the labeled exceptional cases, the public figures with high activity peaks, were not only well
known by the user population, but had also a young audience very active on social media.
For example, the fans of Stan Lee, the inventor of the Marvel Universe, are likely younger
and more active in social media platforms that the audience of the Oscar-winning movie
director Bernardo Bertolucci.
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The analysis of the attention rise period continued through the distribution of the time
necessary to get from the start of the discussion phase to the maximum activity, trise , shown
in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.15: Distribution of trise , the time necessary to get from the start of the
discussion phase to the maximum activity (amax ) for the selected celebrities. The top plot
is a scatter plot of the trise values per celebrity and the lower plot is their density plot.
Mean: 4.23 h; median: 3 h; min: 1 h; max: 27 h; variance: 14.27 h2 .

According to Figure 3.15, the time needed to reach the maximum activity level is quite low
for almost all the celebrities (the median is 3 hours). This result is consistent with Leskovec
et al. (2009) that report a typical lag of 2.5 hours between the peaks of attention in official
news media and blogs, even if the article dates back to 2009 and the authors analysed a
different platform without focusing on a specific kind of news.
The outliers labeled in Figure 3.15 present high values for particular reasons. For example, Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha, Thai entrepreneur and sport executive, died the day before the official announcement of his departure. This delay occurred because of the investigation about the helicopter accident that caused his deaths. We can therefore conclude that
the delay in spreading the news among the outliers is due to accidents rather than actual
differences among celebrities or their death.
Besides the labeled outlies, the observed trise values are rather constant with a quite
low coefficient of variation (89.3%). These observations are in agreement with Lehmann
et al. (2012); low and constant trise values are characteristics common to all the sudden
events. While Sano et al. (2013) performed an analysis of also attention rise dynamics,
but the period of attention rise in our observations is often too short for additional analysis.
Therefore, this thesis focuses only on the descriptive analysis of the relaxation phase.
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3.6

Attention drop

After having investigated the attention rise dynamics, our analysis pursued focusing on the
relaxation phase. First of all, we examined the relaxation time length for the selected celebrities whose distribution is illustrated in Figure 3.16. The top plot is a scatter plot of the relaxation time values per celebrity and the lower plot is their density plot.

Figure 3.16: Distribution of the relaxation time for the selected celebrities. The top plot is a scatter
plot of the relaxation time values per celebrity and the lower plot is their density plot.
Mean: 21.89 days; median: 13 days; min: 1 day; max: 165 days; variance: 503.43 days2 .

According to the top plot in Figure 3.16, the relaxation time is larger for cases in which
there is an investigation about the celebrity death (3 over the 5 labeled cases with the longest
relaxation time). For the others, the relaxation phase lasts usually around 2 weeks with
coefficient of variation of 102.5%. Hence, the observed variance is large enough to allow us
to observe that, in contrast with trise , the relaxation time varies among the celebrities.
In conclusion, the activity level reaches its maximum at the same speed for all the
celebrities, but the height of the peak and the relaxation time varies for each celebrity.
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3.6.1

State of the art of the attention decay shape

The attention decay dynamics has been extensively studied in the literature. While there
is common agreement that attention decays in time, there is no consensus on the shape
of the attention drop partially because the existing approach consists in the attempt to find
a general formula for attention decay without taking into consideration that different topic
categories have different kinds of diffusion (Lehmann et al., 2012). Therefore, we investigated several formulas of decay that, according to the literature, could fit the decay for the
activity level a(t) of the celebrities after their sudden death; hence, during the time period
∆t = t − tmax . The relaxation phase spans from the time of the peak to when the activity
level goes back to a0 , the hourly baseline.
We tested the main approaches followed by the literature on attention dynamics. The
following does not aim to be a complete list, but only a representative collection of the previously investigated shapes of the relaxation phase:
exponential a(t) = a0 + ∆a e−λ∆t ,
with λ the parameter that determines how fast people lose interest.
Li et al. (2014) proposed this formula about news readers’ interests. The authors
postulated a gradual exponential decay of the importance of the past readings as time
passes. Therefore λ is considered to have only positive values.
∆a
biexponential a(t) = a0 + p+r−q
[(p − q)e−(p+r)∆t + re−q∆t )],
with decay rate p + r for communicative memory (employed for oral communication)
and q for cultural memory (part of our long term memory, but not necessarily communicated orally). Candia et al. (2019) took into account that information flows from
communicative memory (p) to cultural memory (q) at a rate r. Considering information rate is positive for all memory types and that information can move only from
communicative to cultural memory, the parameters p, q and r have to be positive.

Candia et al. (2019) defined this formula as universal decay, but it was tested only for
cultural products, such as songs and movies.
power law a(t) = a0 + ∆a (∆t + 1)−β ,
with β the parameter that determines how fast people lose interest.
This formula is equivalent to the one introduced by Crane and Sornette (2008) to study
the decay of the number of views of Youtube videos and to the one employed by Sano
et al. (2013) to study blog posts regarding extraordinary events, such as earthquakes.
Since both Crane and Sornette (2008) and Sano et al. (2013) considered a temporal
decay, β has to be positive.
two parameters power law a(t) = a0 + ∆a (α∆t + 1)−β ,
with α and β that determine respectively for how long people pay attention to a topic
and how fast people lose it.
Fujiyama et al. (2016) introduced this formula of decay as an implementation of the
one proposed by Crane and Sornette (2008) and tested it for Japanese blogs posting
about social events. Since the authors considered a temporal decay, α and β can have
only positive values.
mix power law and exponential a(t) = a0 + ∆a eλ∆t (∆t + 1)−β ,
with β and λ determining the speed of the attention decay.
Mathews et al. (2017) introduced a power law with exponential cutoff to explain the
existence of heavy tails in retweet activity. In fact, this formula is different than regular
power law in the tails. Also in this case the authors considered a temporal decay,
hence the parameters β and λ are positive.
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The previously described formulas are employed in Figure 3.17 to fit the salience curve
about Stephen Hawking during the relaxation phase. The employed parameters are the
ones that best approximate the observed salience curve decay according to the least square
method.
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Figure 3.17: Salience curve of Stephen Hawking. The activity level during the relaxation time has
been fitted by the main approaches followed by the existing literature about attention decay.

Figure 3.17 suggests that the tested formulas do not present substantial differences
among each other in the fit of the activity level during the relaxation time. The main difference
among the formulas is that exponential formulations have a constant decay rate and hence
“fatter tails” than power laws. Therefore, in the following investigation of the formulas that
best interpolate the celebrity salience curves after the announcement of their deaths, we do
not expect large variations in the goodness of fit of the various formulas.

3.6.2

Shape of the attention drop after celebrity deaths

To determine the curve that fits best the activity drop on Twitter about each selected celebrity,
we compared the goodness of the fit for each previously introduced formula (Subsection 3.6.1)
applying the chi-squared test (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). A good agreement between
the chosen curve and the observations displays low values of
2

χ =

N
X
(Oi − Ei )2
i=1

Ei

N
X
2i
=
Ei
i=1

with O the observed values, E the expected ones and  the residuals defined as Oi − Ei .
Figure 3.18 shows the comparison of the χ2 obtained fitting the salience curve decay of
each celebrity. Instead, Figure 3.19 shows the percentage of the formulas that fit best the
salience curves comparing
χ2red =

χ2
with N the number of observations of the salience curves.
N − n parameters

Since χ2red takes into account the degrees of freedom of the fit, it allows the comparison
among salience curves of different length.
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Figure 3.18: Goodness of fit for each formula, computed through the χ2 , for the activity level decay
of each selected celebrity.

Figure 3.19: Best fit distribution, computed selecting the formula with the minimum χ2red for the
activity level decay about each selected celebrity.

Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 show that the best fit for the attention drop is a power law
with two parameters, followed by the power law with only one parameter.
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In order to verify whether the improvement on the fit due to a power law, rather than by
an exponential curve, is statistically significant for the activity decay of each celebrity, we
conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) on the χ2red obtained applying the
two formulas. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) is a non-parametric statistical
hypothesis test used to compare two matched samples to assess whether their population
mean ranks differ. The p-value obtained confronting the χ2red for the two formulas is < 0.001,
meaning that the attention decay is fitted significantly better by a power-law rather than by an
exponential curve. Furthermore, since the two curves have the same number of parameters,
there is no risk of overfitting. Instead, this is a risk that can occur comparing a power law
with two parameters with a power law with only one. Therefore, we checked if considering a
two parameters power law, rather than a power law with only one parameter, increases the
quality of the model or only to overfit the data. Hence, we evaluated the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) for the fit of the dropping phase of each celebrity. AIC does not consider
only the likelihood of the agreement between the observed data and the estimate values
(L̂), but it also privileges simple models adding a penalizing term according to the number
of parameters in the model (k). Normalizing the residuals we can map easily the results
obtained by the least square method into the maximum likelihood estimate (Burnham and
Anderson, 2002) obtaining the respective AIC:
[
AIC = 2k − 2 log(L̂) = 2k + n log(RSS)
where
PN
[=
RSS

ˆ2i
i=1 

N
with N the total number of observations and ˆ the normalized residuals:
i − µ
with  the residuals, µ their mean and σ their standard deviation.
ˆi =
σ
Once that we obtained the AIC for each celebrity for both of the employed formulas, we
conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the two sets of data. The obtained p-value shows
that the AIC for a two parameters power law is not significantly lower than the AIC for a
single parameter power law. The same result is also shown in Figure 3.20, that displays an
almost perfect overlap of the density plot of the two formulas.

Figure 3.20: Comparison of the density plot of AIC for the salience curves
decay for power law (in green) and two parameters power law (in red).

Furthermore, since the penalty term to add a parameter in the model is higher in BIC
(Bayesian Information Criterion), rather than in AIC, also comparing the BIC for the two
sets of data would give the same result. Fitting the attention decay with a power law with two
parameters rather than only one does not lead to an actual improvement in the description
of the shape of the attention decay.
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Therefore, considering that the activity drop in the relaxation phase follows a one parameter power law, we analysed the distribution of the decay rate β for the salience curves of
each celebrity, as displayed in Figure 3.21. The top plot is a scatter plot of the decay rate
per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.

Figure 3.21: Distribution of the rate of decay β, that determines how fast people
lose interest in the death of the selected celebrities. The top plot is a scatter plot
of the decay rate per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.
Mean: 0.89; median: 0.82; min: 0.54; max: 3.48; variance: 0.11.

Except for the labeled outliers in the top plot, Figure 3.21 shows that the decay rate for
the various celebrities presents a low variance (coefficient of variation 37.26%), similarly to
trise . Considering the activity level as approximate measure of the attention level, this result
suggests that the attention decays with about the same rate for all the celebrities. Therefore,
since β is quite always the same and the height of the peaks varies, the relaxation time
varies in agreement with ∆a. The salience curves scale, but their shape remains the same.
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Figure 3.21 shows that, with the exception of some outliers, the curves regarding the
cooling phase of the selected celebrities present decay rates slightly higher to the ones
predicted by the exogenous critical dynamic class described by Crane and Sornette (2008).
The authors classified YouTube videos according to their number of views decay. Behaviours
belonging to the exogenous critical dynamic class are exogenous events who propagate
“through many generations of viewers influencing viewers influencing viewers and so on” of
YouTube videos (Crane and Sornette, 2008, p.15650). Likewise, but in a different context,
the announcements of the deaths of famous people are events that leave a trail in Twitter
conversations not only at the moment of the event, but also at a later date. The slight
difference between our observations and the decay rates for this class of events might be
due to both the differences among the platforms (Twitter gives more visibility than YouTube
to new content) and the time span among the studies (the literature study on YouTube dates
back 10 years before our data collection and users might have changed their attitude towards
online content).
Figure 3.22 shows the χ2red of the salience curves of the celebrities, also the ones with
too few related posts to be selected (as described in Subsection 3.3.1), versus the number
of related post.

Figure 3.22: Goodness of the power law fit (χ2red ) for the relaxation phase versus the number
of tweets and retweets. The dashed line is the median of the logarithm of the published posts
and it has been employed as tradeoff for the celebrity selection. Only the celebrities on the
right of the dashed line have been selected in Subsection 3.3.1.

Figure 3.22 shows that the labeled outliers in Figure 3.21 regard cases whose fit do not
agree well with the observed cooling phase, as testified by their high χ2red . This is often due
to high secondary peaks correlated to exogenous events, such as the presence of famous
public figures at the funeral (e.g the president of Guatemala Jimmy Morales for the former
president Álvaro Arzú), or public memorials (e.g. the minute of silence for the soccer player
Juan Carlos Garcia). These positive deviations are investigated in detail in Chapter 4.
Furthermore, Figure 3.22 shows, as expected, that increasing the total number of observations leads to an improvement of the agreement between the cooling phase fit and the
observations. The more posts are published about a celebrity, the less likely the fit of its
relaxation phase would deviate from the main trend.
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The comparison of χ2red for salience curves and time series of tweets and retweets regarding each celebrity illustrated in Figure 3.23 shows that also having performed a normalization over the total published posts led to an improvement of the fit of the salience curve
decay. In fact, Figure 3.23 shows that the χ2red for activity level decay is always lower than
the χ2red for the cooling phase of the absolute values of tweets and retweets.

Figure 3.23: Comparison of the goodness of fit (χ2red ) for the relaxation phase of salience curves
(light gray) and of time series of tweets and retweets (dark gray) of each celebrity.

3.6.3

Decay analysis of the retweet activity about celebrities after their death

According to Mathews et al. (2017) retweet activity is characterized by heavy tails. Hence,
the best fit of the cooling phase is a power law with exponential cutoff that has a ticker tail
than the one of a simple power law. We tested if this hypothesis is valid also for the retweets
regarding the selected celebrities. The comparison of the χ2 obtained fitting the salience
curve decay of the retweet activity of each celebrity is shown in Figure 3.24. Instead, Figure 3.25 shows the percentage of the formulas that fit better the decay.

Figure 3.24: Goodness of fit for each formula, computed comparing their χ2 for the decay
of the retweet activity about each selected celebrity.
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Figure 3.25: Best fit distribution, computed selecting the formula with the minimum χ2red for the
decay of the retweet activity about each selected celebrity.

Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25 show that the retweet activity concerning the selected
celebrities displays the same dynamics of the total number of posts. The decay of retweet
activity is fitted better by power laws (single and two parameters) rather than by the mix
of exponential and power law. Furthermore, the difference is statistically significant. The
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) on the χ2red on the two sets of data obtained applying the two formulas shows p-value < 0.001, therefore we reject the hypothesis of heavy
tails for retweets regarding the selected celebrities after their death.
Finally, we are not entirely neglecting the hypothesis of heavy tails in the retweet activity
(Mathews et al., 2017). We are only arguing its validity for all kind of Twitter topics. For our
dataset, the best fit of the retweet activity drop is a power law rather than a power law with
exponential cutoff. The power law does not only have a better agreement with the data, but
it also employs less parameters being therefore a better solution according to the principle
of parsimony (Burnham and Anderson, 2002).

3.6.4

Attention drop at individual level

Since power law may be an artifact of arithmetic averaging (Anderson and Tweney, 1997;
Hidalgo, 2006), we tested what is the best fit of the salience curves during the relaxation
phase also at individual level. Power laws might emerge for a cumulative effect, as pointed
out both by Anderson and Tweney (1997) about the memory loss dynamics and by Hidalgo
(2006) about aggregating waiting time.
Hidalgo (2006) proved that summing the distribution of inter-event times might result in a
power law with an exponent (-2) higher than the mean value of the measured decay rate β.
Instead, to the best of our knowledge, there is no literature proving that summing exponential
decays with at least one exponent different than the others may result in a power law.
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Power law as an artifact of arithmetic averaging
Given the mathematical form of the exponential decay P (t) = ψe−βt , with time t and the
parameters ψ and β > 0, for an arbitrary interval of time (k > 0) the rate of change remains
constant over time:
P (t)
P (t + k)
=
.
P (t − k)
P (t)
P 0 (t)
P (t)

Equation 3.6.1 follows from

(3.6.1)

= −β with P 0 (t) as the temporal derivative of P (t).

Instead a decay with a power law shape P (t) = ψt−β , with ψ and β > 0, has a rate of
change that varies in time:
P (t)
P (t + k)
<
.
P (t − k)
P (t)
Equation 3.6.2 is due to

P 0 (t)
P (t)

(3.6.2)

= − βt , a function of time.

After the previous preliminaries, the result that a power law shape of the decay can be
due to a cumulative effect can be stated as follows.
P
−αi t be the sum of exponential curves with at least one
Theorem 3.6.1. Let P (t) = N
i=1 ψi e
of the decay rates different from the others. Then
P (t)
P (t + k)
<
P (t − k)
P (t)
for any k > 0.
Proof. Since P (t) > 0 for all t the statement is equivalent to P (t)2 < P (t + k)P (t − k),
we observe that
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Thus, it suffices to show that 2 < e−(αi −αj )k + e(αi −αj )k if αi 6= αj .
To this end, let q = e−(αi −αj )k . Then we have to show that 2 < q + 1/q if q 6= 1.
This is true since q 2 + 1 − 2q = (q − 1)2 > 0 for q 6= 1.
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Therefore, if the decay is formed by the sum of several exponential curves with at least
an exponent different from the others, the decay has a rate of change that varies in time and
this happens to be true for power law decays (as described in Equation 3.6.2). A decay not
constant in time might occur also for other curves beside power laws, but not for exponentials
(as illustrated in Equation 3.6.1). Finally, this cumulative effect may result from the presence
of even only one exponential curve with a different decay rate than the others.
Because the rate of the decay may vary according to various factors (such as frequency, recency and pattern of prior exposures (Anderson and Scholer, 1991)), Anderson
and Tweney (1997) claims that the power law of forgetting may not be true at individual level.
Likewise, we cannot assume that the attention about a certain topic decays in time at the
same rate for several users, especially because each of the users might have a different level
of personal attachment to it. This is true for any kind of topic, but especially for celebrities
that base their own definition on people’s perception.
Analysis of the individual attention decay of frequently twitting users
To check if the detected shape of the attention decay at global level is a mathematical artifact
or it rather reflects individual dynamics, we investigated the online behaviour of users that
tweeted several times about the same topic. Nevertheless, since most of the users tweet
once a month (as illustrated in Section 3.2), we expect that only few users would tweet
several times about the same celebrity. We define as frequent users Twitter users that
tweeted about a certain celebrity at least 72 times throughout 2018. The same threshold
has been employed as minimum number of observations needed to consider a celebrity
famous enough on Twitter (Subsection 3.3.1).
The distribution of the number of posts published by each user about each celebrity is
shown in Figure 3.26 and the users above the black line are considered frequent.

Figure 3.26: Distribution of number of tweets and retweets published by each user about each
celebrity during the discussion phase. The minimum number of posts per user is 1 (that
corresponds to also the first, mean and third quartile) represented by a big black dot. The maximum
number of Twitter posts per user is represented by a small gray dot. Finally, the black dashed
horizontal line represents the logarithm of the threshold above which the users are considered to be
frequent. If part of the celebrity audience is composed by frequent users their number is displayed
above the small gray dot of the respective celebrity characterized by a bold x label.
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Figure 3.26 shows that most of the users post only once about each celebrity. Hence,
the frequent users are certainly not representative of the general user behaviour, but rather
an exception. Furthermore, not even all celebrities show the presence of frequent users, but
only 15 of them.
The celebrity with the highest number of frequent users was the soccer player Davide
Astori. As an example of individual behaviour, Figure 3.27 shows the overlap of the time
series of tweets and retweets about the soccer player of each of his frequent users. The
darker the shadows in the plot are, the higher level of overlap among the time series is. Figure 3.27 displays that the initial main peak is common to several time series of the frequent
users.

Figure 3.27: Overlap of the time series of tweets and retweets about Davide Astori for each of his
frequent users. The darker the shadows in the plot are, the higher overlap among the time series is.

To investigate the temporal distribution of the published posts for each user about each
celebrity selected through the analysis of the frequent users, we analyzed the time series of
their related posts published by each of the frequent users displayed in Figure 3.28.

Figure 3.28: Overlap of the time series of tweets and retweets published by each
frequent user about the celebrities selected through the analysis of the frequent users.

Figure 3.28 shows that the time series of each frequent user presents several peaks.
Not all the frequent users posted at different hours (e.g. one user tweeted about the death
of Charles Aznavor more than 60 times in only one hour). Therefore, to investigate the
individual attention decay, we selected only the frequent users whose cooling phase has
a number of Twitter posts higher than the number of the parameters of the tested fitting
formulas (Subsection 3.6.1).
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Figure 3.29 shows the comparison of the χ2 obtained fitting the time series drop at individual level of each celebrity with each tested formula. Instead, Figure 3.30 illustrates the
percentage of the formulas that fit better the decay comparing the corresponding χ2red .

Figure 3.29: Differences of the goodness of fit for each formula computed comparing the
χ2 of the time series decay from the number of posts of each frequent user that tweeted
about any of the selected celebrities.

Figure 3.30: Best fit distribution computed selecting the formula with the minimum χ2red of the time
series decay from the number of posts of each frequent user about any of the selected celebrities.

As Figure 3.29 and Figure 3.30 show, the cooling phase of the frequent users follows
the similar trend of the aggregated version. The best fit is provided by a power law, even
if the goodness of the fits is not significantly different (p = 0.32) according to the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, mainly because of the little number of observations. However, we chose a
power law fit for the individual relaxation phase not only because of its higher likelihood, but
also because of its minor number of parameters in relation to a biexponential fit. This result,
even with the limitations of the few investigated users (only 34), suggests that the power law
decay is a dynamic present also at individual level.
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3.7

What may affect attention: explanatory variables

To identify the possible explanatory variables for the salience curve characteristics, hereafter
we consider the factors that may influence both readership (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996)
and sharing (Bright, 2016). Since the shape of the analysed salience curves is constant
and the only substantial variation that we noticed is its scale (Section 3.6), the investigated
explanatory factors might be correlated with the height of the maximum activity peak that,
therefore, scales the whole salience curve. Some of the studied characteristics refer to the
topic in general, the public figure (e.g. how popular the celebrity was), and others depend on
the exogenous event that caused the attention rise, the celebrity death (e.g. how exceptional
the circumstances of the death were).
Determining news values cannot provide a complete explanation of which topics people
find interesting, nevertheless they are worth studying because they help to understand the
main mechanisms behind topic selection by the news media (Harcup and O’Neill, 2017).
Furthermore, the factors determining news values in the official news media did not change
substantially since their first analysis in Galtung and Ruge (1965) suggesting the existence
of certain standard dynamics followed by human attention.
According to the current journalistic literature (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996), the topic
characteristics that could vary among information of the same kind, such as celebrity deaths,
are:
• for readership (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996):
– Controversy: “Conflict is inherently more interesting than harmony” (Shoemaker
and Reese, 1996, p.106). If a celebrity death needs additional investigations, this
may affect the height of the peak and consequently the length of the attention tail.
We measured the controversy of the death of each celebrity through a boolean
value regarding the presence of a police investigation. Figure 3.31 shows the distribution of controversy among the the celebrity death. According to Figure 3.31,
police investigations about celebrity deaths occurred only in 17 cases (6.85% over
the total selected celebrities).

Figure 3.31: Distribution of controversy about the death of the selected celebrities.
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– Popularity: the strength of the connection between the celebrity who passed away
and the geographical area of the selected user population, Italy. Our approximated estimation of popularity, to which hereafter we simply refer to as popularity,
is the number of views of the Italian Wikipedia page of the celebrity for one year
starting from the day before the death.
Figure 3.32 shows the distribution of the popularity for the selected celebrities.
The top plot is a scatter plot of the popularity values per celebrity and the lower
plot is their density plot.

Figure 3.32: Distribution of the popularity of each selected celebrity. The top plot is a scatter plot of
the popularity values per celebrity and the lower plot is their density plot.
Mean: 21, 229; median: 21, 229; min: 20; max: 575, 798; variance: 3, 149, 072, 090.

The top plot of Figure 3.32 shows that most of the celebrities have a very low
level of popularity with few exceptions. The celebrity with the highest number of
views of its Wikipedia page is Stephen Hawking, who is also the celebrity with the
highest number of users that tweeted about him. Surprisingly, the celebrity with
the second number of users, Davide Astori, does not have a high popularity level.
Probably because, unlike Stephen Hawking, many users were not interested in
Astori before of his death that occurred in exceptional circumstances. The soccer
player died at 31 because of a sudden illness and his death was also followed
by a police investigation about the medical staff shortcomings. Instead Stephen
Hawking died at 76 after long illness. This example shows how necessary it is to
consider how exceptional were the circumstances of the death, evaluated in the
following topic characteristic.
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– Surprise: how exceptional are the circumstances in which the celebrity died. To
estimate the level of surprise in each death, we employed the criteria used by
several death pools websites to compute bets payoff3,4,5,6 :
Bet payoff = (100 − Age) + Bonus

(3.7.1)

The definition of bonus points vary according to the chosen website (for example
being based on the death modalities such as car accidents or suicide), but all
these betting websites have in common that the level of surprise is strongly inversely related to the age of the celebrity. Thus, to take into account the level of
surprise of each death, hereafter we consider simply the age of the celebrities at
the moment of their death. Figure 3.33 shows the distribution of the age of the
celebrity deaths. The top plot is a scatter plot of the age of the death per celebrity
and the lower plot is the respective density plot.

Figure 3.33: Distribution of the age of the celebrities at the moment of their death. The top plot is a
scatter plot of the age of the death per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.
Mean: 75.03; median: 78; min: 19; max: 117; variance: 296.82.

Figure 3.33 shows that the age of the selected celebrities at the moment of the
death is lower than the mean life expectancy of the Italian population7 . Nevertheless, since not all the celebrities are Italian, we investigated the distribution of the
age at the time of the death by nationality displayed in Figure 3.34.
3

https://r77celebritydeathpool.weebly.com/bonus--points1.html
https://www.dougstanhopescelebritydeathpool.com/Home/TheGame
5
http://www.postronic.org/totomorto/gioca/regolamento
6
https//www.fantamorto.org/regolamento
7
82.54 for the World Health Organization http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.country.country-ITA
4
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Figure 3.34: Quartile plot of the age of death by nationality for the selected
celebrities. The median is displayed as a dot, the interquartile range in white
and the distance between first and third quartiles from the minimum and
maximum as black lines. Finally, the thickness of the lines is proportional to
the number of celebrities belonging to each group.

Figure 3.34 shows that the age of death for the celebrities from each country
do not follow the mean life expectancy of the respective geographical areas8 .
Probably because, rather than the country of origin, the most influential factor to
predict the celebrity life expectancy is rather their profession. To test this hypothesis, Figure 3.35 shows the distribution of the age of the death by job category
(described in Subsection 3.3.2) for the selected celebrities.

Figure 3.35: Quartile plot of the age of the death by job category for the
selected celebrities. The median is displayed as a dot, the interquartile range
in white and the distance between first and third quartiles from the minimum
and maximum as black lines. Finally, the thickness of the lines is proportional
to the number of celebrities belonging to each category (Subsection 3.3.2).
8
estimates of the World Health Organization (France: 82.9, Spain: 83.1, Italy: 82.53, U.S.: 78.5, U.K.: 81.4)
http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.country
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Figure 3.35 shows that the celebrities with the lowest age at the time of the death
are sport figures, probably because they reach fame very young. They are followed by musicians who instead die young probably for the extreme life styles or
as victims of crimes, especially American rappers. Among the categories who
live the longest there are public intellectuals, mainly because they become famous quite late in their lives. Writers and journalists usually need several publications to establish themselves among the audience. Finally, the most long-lived
are the celebrities who belong to the category others because it includes also
supercentenarians.
Obviously, job categories do not affect on the age of the death. Nevertheless,
celebrities’ profession has an impact on the age in which they reach fame (e.g.
famous soccer players are usually younger than successful academics) and this
has an influence on the distribution of the age of the death among celebrities
according to their job category.
We considered also alternative measurements of the level of surprise of celebrity
deaths: the actual bet payoffs and the betting frequencies of an online death
pool9 . However, this these values were not available for all the selected celebrities
because the websites had different criteria than ours for the celebrity selection.
• for the sharing (Bright, 2016):
– Media coverage: how much space is given to the celebrity death by the official
news media. Bright (2016) measured it by the amount of time that a topic is on
the main page of the analysed online newspaper, its position and the presence of
an image related to the topic. We performed a similar analysis, but for hard copy
newspapers. Through the collection of newspaper articles Nexis10 we investigated the most important national daily newspaper in Italy, according to its average circulation11 : the Corriere della Sera. For this newspaper we recorded page
number and number of words of each article regarding the death of the selected
celebrities. Finally, employing the same approach of Bright (2016), we measured
the media coverage of each celebrity death by computing the positioning score:
Media coverage =

articles
X
a=0

wordsa
n pagea

with n pagea the page number and wordsa the number of words of the article a.
The media coverage distribution of the death of the selected celebrities is displayed in Figure 3.36. The top plot is a scatter plot of the media coverage of the
death per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.

9

See footnote 4
https://www.nexis.com
11
report of march 2017 of the Italian federation of editors of newspaper http://www.fieg.it
10
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Figure 3.36: Distribution of the media coverage of the selected celebrities. plot of the media
coverage of the death per celebrity and the lower plot is the respective density plot.
Mean: 32.05; median: 3.63; min: 0; max: 1, 188.08, variance: 10, 873.21.

Figure 3.36 shows that most of the celebrity deaths had a very low level of coverage from the press. The highest level of press coverage was given to public
intellectuals probably because of their broad definition. As shown in Figure 3.10,
public intellectuals represent the majority of the selected celebrities.
Alternatives to the previous definition of media coverage are the total number of
words and the number of articles, but all these measures are strongly correlated.
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3.7.1

Explanatory model

After having identified the possible explanatory variables for the height of the maximum
activity (∆a), we verified their effective correlation with ∆a and, therefore, with the dimension
of the whole salience curve. In fact, both the decay rate β and time necessary for the
information to spread trise are constant for almost all the selected celebrities.
As displayed in Equation 3.7, the approximation of the level of surprise about each death
is computed as inversely related to celebrity age. Hence, the investigated explanatory factor,
instead of the surprise level, is simply the age of the celebrity at the moment of death. Finally,
also the job category and nationality of the celebrities have an effect in the selection process
(Subsection 3.3.1), thus they were added to the explanatory variables under study.
Since the distribution of ∆a is too skewed, to satisfy the assumptions of the linear models
we considered log(∆a). In fact, the bottom plot of Figure 3.14 shows an almost symmetric
density plot for log(∆a) that hence satisfies the assumptions of the linear models.
The correlations of log(∆a) for the selected celebrities with the explanatory variables and
some of their transformations are displayed in Figure 3.37.

Figure 3.37: Correlations of log(∆a) with the tested explanatory variables and some of their
transformations. The first row shows the plots of log(∆a) in function of the other variables and the
first column the respective correlation coefficients. Finally, the correlation coefficient obtained for the
variable controversy should be disregarded because this explanatory variable is a binary variable.

To obtain linear relationships between log(∆a) and the explanatory variables, we considered also their transformations. Figure 3.37 shows that the best results are given by
log3 (popularity) and log(media coverage). Therefore, the tested explanatory model for the
height of the peak is
log(∆a) = γ0 + γ1 category + γ2 nationality + γ3 age + γ4 controversy
+ γ5 log3 (popularity) + γ6 log(media coverage). (3.7.2)
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The variables in Equation 3.7.2 were obtained through the backward selection of all the
investigated explanatory variables and their alternative measurements (e.g. number of bets
and newspaper articles). This procedure provided as best performing model almost the
same formulation of Equation 3.7.2 with AIC = −15.72. The only excluded explanatory
variable was controversy that was kept in the model because of our research focus on the
role of news values.
The analysis of the model 3.7.2 is illustrated in Figure 3.38.

Figure 3.38: Analysis of the model 3.7.2 for all the selected celebrities.

Figure 3.38 shows that the residuals are not spread perfectly random along the ranges of
the predictors, especially for low predicted values. This may be due to our selection criteria
that excluded celebrities that were not famous enough in Twitter. This led to select very few
cases with low ∆a values.
Moreover, Figure 3.38 shows the presence of an outlier, Scott Wilson. His particularly
high ∆a value, compared to his explanatory variables, is probably due to the estimation
method of the media coverage limited to only hardcopy newspapers. There were no articles
regarding the death of Scott Wilson, the actor that got famous in the TV series “The Walking
Dead”, that however obtained a great peak of activity on Twitter due to the coverage of the
news given by other information sources: the official Twitter account of the TV show and of
his costars. This case outlines a limit in our research: the impossibility to check all possible
sources of media coverage.
Anyway, Scott Wilson is not an influential case for the model. Table 3.2 shows that the
coefficients of determinations of the model 3.7.2 do not variate significantly excluding the
TV star. Even if this is not true for category and nationality, our research focus is on media
coverage and news values and they do not display significant variations.
As we can observe from the coefficients of determination of the model in Table 3.2, the
tested model 3.7.2 explains 64% of the observed variance.
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Model 3.7.2
(Intercept)
−7.75 (0.64)∗∗∗
category (ref. Actors)
(Business people)
0.33 (0.32)
(Mix)
0.50 (0.28)
(Musicians)
0.58 (0.27)∗
(Others)
0.39 (0.37)
(Political figures)
0.50 (0.27)
(Public intellectuals)
0.47 (0.22)∗
(Sport figures)
0.35 (0.26)
nationality (ref. Africans)
(Americans not US citizens)
0.41 (0.55)
(Asians)
−0.27 (0.56)
(English)
−0.29 (0.55)
(Other Europeans)
−0.66 (0.55)
(French)
−0.05 (0.54)
(Italians)
−0.72 (0.51)
(Spanish)
0.52 (0.64)
(US citizens)
−0.15 (0.51)
age
−0.02 (0.00)∗∗
controversy (ref. True)
0.45 (0.30)
log3 (popularity)
0.00 (0.00)∗∗∗
log(media coverage)
0.24 (0.04)∗∗∗
2
R
0.63
Adj. R2
0.59
Num. obs.
247
RMSE
0.95
∗∗∗ p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Model 3.7.2 excluding Scott Wilson
(Intercept)
−7.89 (0.63)∗∗∗
category (ref. Actors)
(Business people)
0.46 (0.32)
(Mix)
0.61 (0.27)∗
(Musicians)
0.71 (0.27)∗∗
(Others)
0.53 (0.36)
(Political figures)
0.61 (0.27)∗
(Public intellectuals)
0.59 (0.22)∗∗
(Sport figures)
0.48 (0.26)
nationality (ref. Africans)
(Americans not US citizens)
0.43 (0.54)
(Asians)
−0.25 (0.55)
(English)
−0.30 (0.54)
(Other Europeans)
−0.66 (0.54)
(French)
−0.05 (0.53)
(Italians)
−0.73 (0.50)
(Spanish)
0.52 (0.63)
(US citizens)
−0.21 (0.50)
age
−0.02 (0.00)∗∗∗
controversy (ref. True)
0.44 (0.29)
log3 (popularity)
0.00 (0.00)∗∗∗
log(media coverage)
0.24 (0.04)∗∗∗
2
R
0.64
Adj. R2
0.61
Num. obs.
246
RMSE
0.93
∗∗∗ p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 3.2: Coefficients of determination for the model 3.7.2 considering all the selected celebrities
and excluding Scott Wilson.

As expected, the rise of activity about a celebrity after the death is strongly correlated
(at a significant level) positively to media coverage and popularity and negatively to celebrity
age. Furthermore, also the presence of a police investigation has a slight effect on the height
of the activity peak, but not at a significant level of 0.05.
These results confirm that also for the sharing dynamics, the factors that determine news
values have a considerable impact. It is remarkable to find that these elements stayed
substantially constant since Galtung and Ruge (1965) until contemporary online dynamics.
The only difference is that our model consider also the media coverage of celebrity deaths
as additional influential parameter for the sharing dynamics.
However, taking media coverage under consideration might be among the causes of the
exclusion of controversy among the variables of the backward selection of the model. The
existence of a police investigation could lead to the appearance of the news of the celebrity
death in the official newspapers and so to a wide media coverage.
Finally, also the occupation of the celebrities has an effect on the height of the activity
peak. In fact, musicians and public figures have a high peak of activity probably because of
their young age in the first case and of their large number in the second.
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3.7.2

Dominance in the explanatory space

After having tested which explanatory variables are correlated to the height of the peaks,
hereafter we considered a different approach to evaluate the impact of the explanatory variables in justifying the height of the peaks. The dominance relationships among celebrities
according to their relationships in an explanatory four dimensional space (each dimension
represents controversy, popularity, surprise and media coverage respectivelly). We define
that celebrities dominate other celebrities if they have at least the same ranking position in
each of the four explanatory dimensions. This means that a celebrity dominates another if
one of their explanatory variable is higher and, at the same time, all the other explanatory
variables are not lower than the values of the dominated celebrity.
Figure 3.39 displays the dominance relationships among the selected celebrities. The
dominance relationships are visualized as incoming directed links and the y coordinates
correspond to the number of dominated celebrities. Finally, the colour of the nodes, as well
as the size of the labels, is proportional to ∆a. Dark blue for high ∆a values and yellow for
low values.

∆a
19.37%
0.14%
0.07%
0.04%

Dominated nodes

0.01%

Figure 3.39: Dominance relationships among celebrities in an explanatory four dimensional space.
Each dimension represents controversy, popularity, surprise and media coverage. The nodes are
celebrities whose colour, as well as the size of the labels, is proportional to ∆a. Dark blue for high
∆a values and yellow for low values. The incoming directed links represent the dominance
relationships. Transitively implied relationships are omitted and vertical position corresponds to
number of celebrities dominated. Celebrities dominate others if they have at least the same ranking
position in each of the four explanatory dimensions.
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Figure 3.39 shows that the celebrity with the highest peak is also the most dominating
one, the soccer player Davide Astori, due to his high values in all the four dimensions.
One of the celebrities not dominated by Davide Astori is the singer Avicii that died younger,
with a higher surprise level, than the soccer player. Other undominated celebrities have
uncontroversial deaths, such as the TV presenter Fabrizio Fizzi and the scientist Stephen
Hawking.
The general trend is that the dominating celebrities have higher peaks than the dominated ones, with one exception. San Lee, the inventor of the Marvel universe, has a very
low ranking and a smaller ∆a than Fabrizio Frizzi, from whom he is dominated. San Lee
died at 95 of natural causes with high levels of popularity, but not of media coverage because national newspapers do not usually deal with comics. As for Scott Wilson, also this
case outlines a possible future expansion of our investigation; considering alternative media
sources besides national newspapers.

3.8

Summary and Discussion

The intent of this chapter was to study attention dynamics through the sharing activity of
information on Twitter. In particular how attention levels on celebrities vary after their death.
As argued in Chapter 1, posting tweets and retweets about a certain topic displays the
existence of attention about it even with some limitations. Hence, the salience curves, the
time series of the Twitter activity level regarding each celebrity, is an approximate measurement of how attention on celebrities changes in time.
Section 3.5 shows how almost all the celebrities have a null baseline and a period of only
3 hours before reaching their maximum level, in agreement with the literature (Leskovec
et al., 2009). This result suggests that this time lag is independent from both the digital
platform and the viral news into consideration. Hence, 2.5/3 hours is the typical time interval
for sudden events to pass from the offline to the online world.
While there is common agreement that the attention decays in time, there is no consensus on the shape of the attention drop. In Section 3.6 the main literature approaches
were tested and the best fit for the activity drop of celebrities after their death was given by
the power law. Nevertheless, this results cannot be generalized because different kinds of
topics have different timelines and thus different attention drop shapes. Also aggregation
might play a role in the shape of the cooling phase. In Subsection 3.6.4 we proved that
summing exponential decays with at least one exponent different than the others do not
result in an exponential decay, but rather in a power law mathematical formulation. Since
users might have different levels of personal attachment to each topic, we cannot assume
that the attention about a certain topic decays in time at the same rate for different users.
This is true for any kind of topic, but especially for celebrities that base their own definition
on people’s perception. Hence, we tested if the observed power law attention drop is only
a mathematical artifact or it instead emerges at individual level. However, since most of the
users tweet only once about each celebrity, we could test the shape of the cooling phase
at individual level only for few users that are not representative of the standard user behaviour. This small sample displayed a power law activity drop suggesting that the aggregated
behavior is present also at individual level.
Our results show that the online activity decays quite often with the same rate for all
celebrities. Furthermore, the decay rates are slightly higher (0.89) than the ones predicted
for YouTube videos belonging to the exogenous critical dynamic class (Crane and Sornette,
2008); exogenous events whose spread propagates through many generations. The slight
difference among our observations and the decay rates for this class of events might be due
to both the differences among the platforms (Twitter gives more visibility than YouTube to
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new content) and the time span among the studies (the literature study on YouTube dates
back 10 years before our data collection and users have might changed their attitude towards
online content).
Finally, we can conclude that the shape of the salience curves remains constant, but their
dimensions change according to several explanatory variables. In Section 3.7 we examined
factors that determine news value, well established in journalism literature (surprise, popularity and slightly controversy) (Shoemaker and Reese, 1996), and that influence sharing
dynamics (media coverage) (Bright, 2016). The linear model obtained with these explanatory variables, with the addition of job category and nationality, could explain 64% of the
observed variance. The performance of the model could be further improved expanding the
examined sources of media coverage.
However, we expect that there will always be a certain level of uncertainly in predicting topic popularity. After all, “no theory of news values can explain everything, not least
because arbitrary factors including luck, convenience and serendipity can come into play”
(Harcup and O’Neill, 2017, p.1472).
Finally, our approach to investigate the variance among topics of the same kind can be
generalized to any sudden event with a clear response from the audience. However, our
analysis on the perception of each event by the population would be incomplete without
considering the mutual influence among the topics. Users’ attention might be drawn or
deflected by different events according to their level of relatedness. Hence, we address this
thematic in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Topic association:
positive spillover effect
“A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention and a need to allocate that attention
efficiently among the overabundance of information sources that may consume it.”
Herbert A. Simon, 1971

4.1

Introduction: Salience curve deviations

Even if in the previous chapter we could observe the tendency of the sharing activity of the
audience of each analysed celebrity to follow regular patterns, it is not uncommon for the
salience curves to display anomalies. For instance, Figure 4.1 shows that the salience curve
of the Spanish football player Quini (red line) presents several anomalies, compared to the
expected activity drop shape (black line) investigated in Section 3.6. An initial plateau that,
after the celebrity death, is followed by a steep peak and by a power law decay until the
activity level goes back to the value before the death. As defined in Section 3.4, the time
period in which the system is not in equilibrium due to the celebrity death (the exogenous
shock) is referred to as discussion phase.
For the salience curve of Quini (displayed in Figure 4.1), the main anomaly is a high
secondary peak few days after the death of the soccer player, during the discussion phase.

Figure 4.1: Observed (red line) and expected (black line) salience curves of the football player
Quini. The observed salience curve is computed as the percentage of the related posts per hour,
whereas the expected curve is based on a power law decay.
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The presence of anomalies in the shape of the salience curves suggests that our analysis is not over. Salience curve anomalies, especially positive deviations, might be due to
the interaction of the audience with discussions about other topics or to other exogenous
events in general (Jungherr and Jürgens, 2014), as introduced in Subsection 1.2.1. Hence,
considering the deviations of the salience curves as evidence of possible interactions, this
chapter investigates the influence that each topic may have in the diffusion of other topics.
Human attention is known to follow some standard dynamics, such as being drawn and
deflected by exogenous events (Webster, 2014). The occurrence of several topics may have
three main effects on the existing discussions: obscuring, no effect and help. These dynamics rise from the disequilibrium between the finite human attention and the almost infinite
information published online (Simon, 1971). Hence, due to the audience finite attention, the
various topics on social media are in competition (Weng et al., 2011). Information can obscure each other, especially in case of an avalanche effect (Thompson, 2017). Viral topics
occupy a large amount of audience’s attention that could otherwise be allocated differently.
Thus, the audience of each topic might be reduced by other information that steals attention
from its usual audience. An example is the effect that Trump’s election had on mass media.
It moved all the other daily news over the front page of all the main newspapers affecting
negatively their diffusion (Bright, 2016). The existing literature focused mainly on how topics
compete for the audience limited attention (Webster, 2014; Waldherr, 2014) overlooking that
different topics may also help each other diffusion, especially if they are highly related. An
example is the peak of Twitter posts related to the musician Prince after the death of the
other musician George Michael. Possible reasons for this phenomenon are memories or
awareness of a particular topic. Conversely, we suspect that, whether news items concern
very different topics with completed unrelated audiences, the information diffusion would not
influence directly each other. However, there might still be an indirect effect.
Even if different kinds of interaction exist, the present literature has mainly focused on
how news compete with each others for the audience attention (Asur et al., 2011; Downs,
1973). In fact, apart from the boredom effects of the audience (Shoemaker and Reese,
1996), the main reasons for the disappearance of attention on topics are competing issues
that displace existing topics from the media agenda (Webster, 2014). Instead, in this study,
we follow a different approach and investigate how the spread of similar topics might amplify
each other diffusion.
A related matter is incidental learning through social media (Gil de Zúñiga et al., 2017);
how exposure to news occurs when people may have been using the Web for reasons entirely unrelated to information seeking. “What may be happening for Web users is not so
much passive learning, but learning that proceeds from spontaneously generated interest”
(Tewksbury et al., 2001, p.536). Nevertheless, we intend to investigate how accidental exposure of related topics influences topic diffusion rather than the effect that accidental exposure has on people. Borrowing a term typically employed in economics, hereafter we
refer to the positive effect of a topic on the diffusion of other topics as positive spillover effect
(Germaise and Natividad, 2016).
In the following analysis, we focus only on the positive deviations of the observed salience curves from the expected curve shapes according to the analysis described in Section 3.4. These positive deviations are considered possible evidences of the consequences
of positive spillover effect. Since all the expected curves exhibit a primary peak as reaction
to the celebrity death (Section 3.4), we refer to all the positive deviations of the observed
salience curve from the expected shapes as secondary peaks. In specific, we define as
secondary peaks the deviations of the activity level from the expected salience curve that
are wider than a certain threshold, determined by three times the standard deviation (σ) of
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the difference between the expected and the observed salience curve. Moreover, to evaluate only meaningful deviations also in case of very regular curves, we did not consider
secondary peaks due to only one Twitter user. However, we are aware that the decision of
what we define as a secondary peak is subjective, but assuming white noise (the deviations
of the salience curves are not correlated in time if they are not due to exogenous events), it
would be very unlikely (with a probability of 0.13%) to detect secondary peaks higher than
3σ entirely due to noise.
Since most of the users that participated in the discussion about celebrity deaths tweeted
only once (Subsection 3.6.4), most of the identified secondary peaks are due to new users
entering the discussion for the first time. Therefore, salience curve anomalies might be
evidences of the presence of positive spillover effect among topics, but an even stronger
evidence are new users entering the discussion. In fact, they might be part of the audience
of other celebrities, especially if they join the conversation after the end of the discussion
phase.
This is the case of the secondary peak of the salience curve of the Spanish soccer player
Quini (Figure 4.1). In fact, the temporal distribution of the users joining the conversation
about Quini for the first time displayed in Figure 4.2 presents a very high secondary peak
as well. The secondary peaks in both figures occur at the same time showing that in the
moment of the positive deviation in the salience curve many new users decided to join the
discussion about the death of the Spanish soccer player. The behavior of these new users
participating to the online mourning so late in time, compared to the first peak, is the object
of our analysis.

Figure 4.2: Quini’s time series of the new users entering the conversation.

As we show in Section 4.5, the secondary peak of Quini’s salience curve is correlated
to the death of another soccer player, Davide Astori. As in this case, spillover effect among
celebrities is likely to happen because it involves highly related topics; both celebrities were
soccer players. Since highly related topics might exhibit a high level of overlap among the
audiences (Thompson, 2017), we investigated the level of overlapping audience among the
celebrities selected in Subsection 3.3.1. In fact, our research focus is positive spillover effect
among celebrities, i.e. how the diffusion of news about a celebrity helps information about
another celebrity to spread.
Even if we are conscious that positive spillover might occur also without overlapping
audience (a topic might still amplify the diffusion of another even if none of its audience
tweets actively about the other topic), in this study we hypothesize the presence of positive
spillover effect only in presence of common users among topics. We also assume that the
strength of the interaction is proportional to the overlapping users and that there is a partial
audience focus migration. Therefore, the direction of the positive spillover effect is towards
the topic with the smallest audience.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 starts analysing
who are the Twitter users that tweet about more than one celebrity. In Section 4.3, we
study the links among various celebrities constructing topic networks in which the nodes
are the celebrities and the links represent both the overlap of their audiences and the positive spillover effect among them. In Section 4.4, we classify each link by examining the
temporal composition of the audience responsible for the positive deviations in the salience
curves. In particular, how the audience between each pair of celebrities interacts before,
during or after the discussion phase. Thus, we perform a link classification according to the
temporal location of the strongest connection. In Section 4.5, we analyse what are the reasons behind the previous classification according to the nature of the positive spillover effect.
Section 4.6 concludes our analysis identifying a ranking of influence among topics through
centrality. Our centrality analysis on the constructed topic network goes behind the simple
index approach applying the principles of positional dominance (Brandes, 2016). Finally, in
Section 4.7, we comment on the main results and discuss the future directions.

4.2

Users twitting about several celebrities

The data set that we employed for our analysis is the one described in Chapter 2 consisting
of all the Twitter posts published throughout 2018 by 480,431 users belonging to the Italian
community. Around 30% of the selected users (140,120) posted about at least one of the
247 selected celebrities for a total of 508,386 tweets and retweets. As defined in Chapter 3,
a post is related to one of the selected celebrities if it contains the celebrity name or any of
the related hashtags. Such a high percentage of the selected Twitter population (one third)
interested in the death of celebrities testifies that news about celebrities is a popular topic
on Twitter, in agreement with the literature (Hargittai and Eden, 2011).
Since we are interested in the positive spillover effect among celebrities, we focused only
on the users that tweeted about at least 2 celebrities. From this selection we excluded 3 mortuaries accounts (according to the account description) that nominated over 100 celebrities.
We verified also the identity of the 26 users that nominated over 40 celebrities according
to their account description. Unlike the users that nominated over 100 celebrities, almost
90% of them were not mortuaries, but instead very active Twitter users posting about news
in general. Hence, we did not exclude these accounts from our user selection. Figure 4.3
shows the distribution of the so selected 63,165 Twitter users (less than half of the users
posting about celebrities) illustrating how, as expected, the number of users decreases with
the increase of the number of the nominated celebrities.

Figure 4.3: Number of users per number of nominated celebries on Twitter during the whole 2018.
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4.3

Topic networks

Under the assumption that the strength of the interaction among celebrities is proportional
to the overlapping users, we investigated the level of overlap the audiences. Even if the
existence of an overlapping audience, indicating a connection among the topics (Webster,
2014), increases the probability to observe a positive spillover effect, its presence is not
necessary. Overlapping audiences among celebrities might signify merely shared interests
among the users (Thompson, 2017), but not the existence of positive spillover effect.
Hence, we built a topic network of the overlapping audience (illustrated in Figure 4.4)
in which the nodes are the celebrities and the links their level of relatedness, with weights
proportional to the overlapping audience normalized over the size of the minimum audience.
Considering two celebrities a and b, their overlapping audience is denoted by ua∧b : users
that posted about both public figures throughout 2018. Hence, if b is the celebrity with the
smallest audience (ub ), the weight of the link between them is the normalized overlapping
audience: wab = uua∧b
.
b

Figure 4.4: Topic network of the overlapping audience. The nodes are the celebrities and the links
between them are weighted according to the overlapping audience. The weight among two nodes is
defined as the users that tweeted about both celebrity deaths throught 2018, normalized over the
size of the smallest audience. The thickness and darkness of the links scale with their weight (from
0.15% to 78.44%) and the colours of the nodes represent the category they belong to, as illustrated
in the legend. Finally, the width of the nodes is proportional to the length of the discussion phase
and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities
who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December.
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Figure 4.4 shows nearly a complete network, with density 0.72, without a clear pattern
of the interactions among the celebrities. However, the strongest link occurs between two
celebrities who have many aspects in common: Davide Astori and Verena Erlacher, two
Italian football players who died very young. This link shows that most of the users that
tweeted about the female football player (78.44%) tweeted also about the more famous
male football player even if their deaths were several months apart.
We investigated also the role of the size of the audiences in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.5 shows
the size of the audiences through the colour of the nodes; red for nodes with large audiences
and yellow for small ones.

Figure 4.5: Topic network of the overlapping audience. The nodes are the celebrities and the links
between them are weighted according to the overlapping audience. The weight among two nodes is
defined as the users that tweeted about both celebrity deaths during 2018, normalized over the size of
the smallest audience. The thickness and darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.15% to
78.44%) and the colours of the nodes scale with the size of their audience. Red for nodes with large
audiences and yellow for small ones. Finally, the width of the nodes is proportional to the length of the
discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left there
are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December.

Figure 4.5 shows that the most central nodes of the network in Figure 4.4 are the celebrities with the largest audience. This suggests that, simply considering the overlapping users
who tweeted about both celebrity deaths during the whole 2018, the topic network includes
also links due to only shared interests among the audiences and not necessarily the existence of spillover effect.
Hence, to obtain a topic network with links strictly related to spillover effect, we focused only on the direct connections among the topics. We restricted the selection of
the overlapping audience to only the users who referred to both celebrities in the same
tweet ). Thus, Figure 4.6 shows a subset of the previous network, with only the
tweet (usame
a∧b
strongest links. Nominating both the celebrities in the same tweet is the strongest expres76

sion of positive spillover effect that we can observe; a sufficient, but not necessary condition.
In fact, positive spillover effect might occur also among two subjects not directly connected.
Therefore, considering only direct connections might lead to underestimate the presence of
the effect. Finally, considering only the subset of the celebrities cited together in the same
Twitter post means to exclude the nodes with very small audiences.

Figure 4.6: Topic network of the overlapping co-tweeting audience. The nodes are the celebrities and
the links between them are weighted according to the overlapping audience. The weight among two
nodes is defined as the users that tweeted about both celebrity deaths in the same tweet, normalized
over the size of the smallest audience. The thickness and darkness of the links scales with their weight
(from 0.05h to 28.17%) and the colours of the nodes represent the category they belong to, as
illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of the nodes is proportional to the length of the
discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left there
are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December.

Figure 4.6 shows that the strongest links are between celebrities who died very close in
time. In particular the two strongest links, the ones between the two soccer players Quini
and Davide Astori and the two wrestlers Brian Christopherr and Nikolai Volkoff, have in
common the period of the death as well as their profession. There are also cases of strong
links among celebrities who died several months apart. Such as the links between the
two Mexican writers Sergio Pitol and Fernando del Paso and between the former American
president George H.W. Bush and his wife and first lady Barbara Bush.
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Since in this chapter we are interested only in the users responsible for the positive
deviations of the salience curves, hereafter we analyse the users posting only during the
primary and the secondary peaks. The primary peak has been estimated by our explanatory
model (Section 3.7) as response to the death of the celebrity, instead the secondary peaks
(Section 4.1) might have been triggered by positive spillover effect due to the announcement
of the death of other celebrities. In fact, the only detected evidences of the existence of the
positive spillover effect are the deviations in the salience curve of the topic experiencing the
effect.
Therefore, the remainer of this chapter focuses on the deviations due to the intervention
in the discussion of new users, especially if they are present also in discussions concerning
other topics. Hence, we considered a link between two celebrities only if the overlapping
audience includes users that posted about both celebrities during the peaks, defined by
upeaks
a∧b . Finally, since we are under the assumption of a partial audience migration, we consider the direction of the positive spillover effect towards the topic with the smallest number
of users present in the peaks. The same mechanism, but in a different context, is brand
linkage in marketing. In this case the spillover effect consists in linking existing products that
have already the customers’ faith (with many sales) towards new products (with few sales).
This promotion technique exploits the positive spillover effect that successful products have
on the new ones.
Since positive spillover effect interactions are directed (towards the celebrity with the
smallest audience), also the networks of the positive spillover effect among celebrities are
represented by directed graphs.
Considering the celebrities a and b, with b the celebrity with the smallest audience, the
weight of the spillover effect experienced by b is identified as wab
~ . wab
~ is defined as the
peaks
overlapping audience of the two celebrities during the peaks (ua∧b ) normalized over the
):
size of the audience of the celebrity that experiences the effect (upeaks
b
wab
~ =

upeaks
a∧b
upeaks
b

.

(4.3.1)

Considering a link among two celebrities only if the overlapping audience includes users
that tweeted about both celebrities during the peaks meant only a slight reduction, 0.45%, of
the number of links (from 21,907 in Figure 4.4 to 20,145 in Figure 4.7). Figure 4.7 shows a
topic network in which the links represent the spillover effect among celebrities and they are
directed towards the celebrity that experienced the effect. Finally the weight is proportional
to the overlapping audience during the peaks according to Equation 4.3.1.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.7, restricting the selection of who we consider part of the
overlapping audience to only the users that tweeted during the peaks did not have a strong
effect on the topic network of positive spillover effect displayed in Figure 4.4. The most visible
difference is, besides being a directed network, the variation of the weight distribution. The
strongest link in Figure 4.7 represents the positive spillover effect that the announcement
about the death of the Italian soccer player Davide Astori had on the diffusion of the news of
the death of the Spanish soccer player Quini and not anymore the connection between the
Italian soccer player and Verena Erlacher.
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Figure 4.7: Topic network of positive spillover effect. The nodes are celebrities and the links
between them represent the respective positive spillover effect. The weights vary according to the
positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node that experiences the
effect. The strength of the positive spillover effect between two celebrities scales with the
overlapping audience, defined as the users that tweeted about both celebrity during their peaks,
normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and darkness of the
links scale with their weight (from 0.16% to 73.15%) and the colours of the nodes represent the
category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of the nodes is
proportional to the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date
of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities
who died in December.

Considering a link between two celebrities only if the overlapping audience includes
users that posted about both celebrities during the peaks (upeaks
a∧b ) might not be sufficient
to exclude false positive links, defined as links not representative of the presence of positive
spillover effect, but rather of shared interests among the audiences. In fact, the audience
restriction implies only a slight reduction of the number of links among the celebrities.
However, the rate of misspecification of the signal depends on the definition of success
(Kay, 1993) and in this case cross-validation is not possible due to the blurry definition of
spillover effect.
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As additional analysis, we investigated further restrictive criteria as evidence of positive
spillover effect. The occurrence of strong positive spillover effect between two celebrities is
defined not only if their audiences overlap, but also if any of the peaks in the salience curves
peaks
of a celebrity occurs the same day of one of the peaks of the other celebrity (usync
).
a∧b
Clearly the looser definition (positive spillover effect) includes the stricter one (strong
positive spillover effect). However, the presence of strong positive spillover effect is an additional, but not necessary, evidence of positive spillover effect. Hereafter, we refer to the
users that tweeted about both celebrities in peaks that occur the same day as overlapping
audience in synchronous peaks.
Furthermore, since secondary peaks might be due to exogenous events (Jungherr and
Jürgens, 2014), synchronous peaks might be triggered by the same event.
Figure 4.8 shows a topic network in which the links represent strong spillover effect
among celebrities. As expected, considering only the overlapping users in synchronous
peaks lead to a way less dense network than the one in Figure 4.7. Only 196 celebrities with
by 230 links in a not fully connected graph.

Figure 4.8: Topic network of strong positive spillover effect. The nodes are celebrities and the links
between them represent the respective strong positive spillover effect. The weights vary according
to the strong positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node that
experiences the effect. The strength of the strong positive spillover effect between two celebrities
scales with the overlapping audience in synchronous peaks normalized over the size of the smallest
audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.02% to
54.87%) and the colours of the nodes represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the
legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase
and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities
who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December.

Figure 4.8 is a subset of Figure 4.7 considering only the strongest links. In fact, the
strongest connections in Figure 4.4 are the same that the ones in Figure 4.6, such as the
links between the soccer players and the wrestlers. Another strong link is the one between
two musicians, the Italian Stelvio Cipriani and the French Charles Aznavour who both died
the same day and who received a joined tribute by the Italian public television.
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4.4

Classification of the positive spillover effect

The reasons behind the presence of positive spillover effect between two celebrities can be
several and the purpose of this section is to classify the links observed in the topic network
shown in Figure 4.7. The primary factor that we employed to distinguish among the motivations behind each link is the temporal distribution of the positive spillover effect. How the
overlapping audience responsible for the link among each celebrity pairs (upeaks
a∧b ) is distributed in time.
As observed in Section 4.3, there are links between celebrities who died both very close
in time (e.g. Quini and Davide Astori) and with several months of distance (e.g. George
H.W. and Barbara Bush). In these cases we expect to find different temporal partitions of
the spillover effect between each pair of celebrities. In particular, among the phases before,
during and after the discussion (Section 4.1). Therefore, we investigated the temporal distribution of the positive spillover effect among celebrities with deaths close and distant in time
unbundling the respective link of the topic network in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.9: Temporal distribution of the positive spillover effect occurring between Quini and Davide
Astori (on the left) and between George H.W. and Barbara Bush (on the right) unbundling the
respective links of the topic network in Figure 4.7. Each celebrity has three nodes (above for Quini
and George H.W. Bush and below for Davide Astori and Barbara Bush). The colour of the nodes
represent the category to which the related celebrity belongs to, as expressed in the legend of
Figure 4.4 and their colour intensity is proportional to the number of users before (on the left), during
(in the middle) and after (on the right) the discussion phase. The number of users for each node is
also shown in their label. The continuous links are directed towards the node with the smallest
audience, that experience the effect, and their weight is the number of users overlapping among the
discussion phases normalized over the size of the smallest audience (according to Eq. 4.3.1). The
dashed links illustrate the level of overlap among the discussion phases of the same celebrity,
instead the continuous links the overlap between the audience of the two different ones. The
thickness and darkness of both links scale with theirs weights.
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Figure 4.9 shows the temporal partition of the positive spillover effect represented by the
respective links of the topic network in Figure 4.7. Each celebrity has three nodes whose
color intensity is proportional to the number of users present before (on the left), during
(in the middle) and after (on the right) the discussion. The continuous links represent the
positive spillover effect among the three phases whose direction is towards the node experiencing the effect, with the smallest number of users. Furthermore, the links are weighted
according the effect strength according to Equation 4.3.1.
The plot on the left refers to two deaths very close in time, those of the soccer players
Quini and Davide Astori, while the one on the right to two celebrities that passed away many
months apart, George H.W. and Barbara Bush. In the first case, the strongest overlap among
the audiences occur between the discussion phases, illustrated by the dark continuous link
in the middle of the plot (56.43% of the users responsible for the peaks in Quini’s discussion
phase tweeted also about Davide Astori in the same period). Furthermore, the direction of
the splillover effect, expressed by the link direction, is almost always from Davide Astori to
Quini. The only exception, the link from the discussion phase of Quini to the following phase
of the Italian soccer player, is neglected according to the strict definition of positive spillover
effect. Anyhow, the strong spillover effect would consider only the strongest link.
Instead, in the plot on the right, the strongest link connects the phases before and during
the discussion, as illustrated by the continuous link on the left of the plot (24.64% of the users
that tweeted about the former president before his death were also part of the audience of
Barbara Bush during her discussion phase), and the direction of the spillover effect varies
among the phases. When the former first lady died there was a spillover effect towards her
husband who was present at her funeral. Instead, when George H.W. Bush died, there was
a spillover effect towards his wife probably because his death triggered a memory about
her. This mutual spillover effect among celebrities is detected also according to the strong
spillover effect that would consider only these two links.
Finally, the dashed links illustrate the level of overlap among the three phases showing
how much consistent in time is the audience of each celebrity. For example, Figure 4.9
shows that the audience of the first lady is more constant than the one of the former president. In fact, Figure 4.9 shows that in the second plot the links connecting both the left and
the middle node and the first and the last node about Barbara Bush are thicker and darker
than the ones about her husband.
Both cases show that most of the users responsible for the peaks tweet during the discussion phase. In fact, Figure 4.9 shows that for all the celebrities the node with the most
intense color is the one in the middle, the one concerning the discussion phase. Therefore, it
is not surprising that for both pairs of celebrities the strongest link in absolute values occurs
between the two discussion phases.
To perform a classification of the temporal typologies of positive spillover effect, we extended this analysis, the pairwise temporal partition of the positive spillover effect, to all the
links displayed in Figure 4.7. Hence, since our focus is on the temporal classification of the
ties among celebrities, we focused only on the continuous links. According to the temporal
location of the strongest continuous link among two celebrities, we performed a classification
of the positive spillover effect among them.
The following subsection shows subsets of the topic network of positive spillover effect
in Figure 4.7 occurring among all the possible combinations of the temporal partitions of the
overlapping audiences both among different and same discussion phases.
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4.4.1

Links between different temporal phases

As assessed in Section 4.3, the direction of the positive spillover effect is always towards the
celebrity with the lowest number of users, that experiences the effect. Therefore, considering
the combination of different discussion phases, it is not surprising that the different size of
the audiences in each phase has an influence in the direction of the spillover effect. Since
the number of users present during the discussion phase is almost always higher then the
number of those in other phases, the direction of the positive spillover effect is almost always
from the discussion phase to the other phases.
Considering the the positive spillover effect between the celebrities a and b in the phases
1 and 2, direction and strength of the effect depends on the size of the audience of each
celebrity in each phase. Therefore, if for both phases celebrity b has the smallest audience
(upeaks
and upeaks
) the total strength of the spillover effect is the sum of the strength of the
b1
b2
effect in all the possible phase combinations:
−→ + w−−→ =
wab
~ = w−
a b
a b
1 2

2 1

upeaks
a1∧b2
upeaks
b2

+

upeaks
a2 ∧b1
upeaks
b1

.

(4.4.1)

Instead, if the celebrity affected by the positive spillover effect switches among the phases,
the direction of the positive spillover effect is mutual. For example, if during phase 1 celebrity
) and during phase 2 celebrity b has the smallest audia has the smallest audience (upeaks
a1
peaks
ence (ub2 ):
−→ =
wba
~ = w−
b a
2 1

−→ =
wab
~ = w−
a b
1 2

upeaks
b2 ∧a1
upeaks
a1
upeaks
a1 ∧b2
upeaks
b2

.

(4.4.2)

As we can see from both formulations, in case of concordant spillover effect (Equation 4.4.1) the maximum weight is 2. Instead, if the spillover effect is mutual (Equation 4.4.2)
its maximum is 1, as for Equation 4.3.1.
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Links between before and during the discussion phase
Figure 4.10 shows the subset of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7
considering only the links between before and during the discussion phase. This topic network subset shows 5,071 links, 25.17% of the links of the topic network of positive spillover
effect in Figure 4.7. This reduction is due to the small number of users present before the
discussion phase that is also the main reason for the absence of cases of mutual spillover
effect. All the links are from the discussion phase to the period before.

Figure 4.10: Topic network of positive spillover effect between before and during the discussion
phase. The nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive
spillover effect between before and during the discussion phase. The weights vary according to the
positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node that experiences the
effect. The strength of the positive spillover effect between two celebrities scales with the
overlapping audience in the peaks of the phases under consideration normalized over the size of
the smallest audience (Eq. 4.4.1). The thickness and darkness of the links scale with their weight
(from 0.003 to 1.05) and the colours of the nodes represent the category they belong to, as
illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of the nodes scales with the length of the
discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left
there are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December.

The 50 strongest spillover effect cases in Figure 4.10 (with weight over 1) occur most of
the times because of size effects. The audiences of the celebrities experiencing the effect
(before the discussion phase) are composed by very few users. Most of the times these
false positives occur when the source of the effect is a very popular celebrity with a large
audience, for example the link between the American singer Aretha Franklin and the French
cartoonist René Petillon.
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Nevertheless, when the audience sizes are comparable the link might actually represent
positive spillover effect. An additional, but not necessary, evidence for the effective relevance
of the links is their presence also in Figure 4.11, the topic network of the strong spillover effect among these two temporal phases. Figure 4.11 shows 46 links that often occur whether
the celebrity that experiences the effect is at the funeral or receives condolences messages
(e.g. George H.W. Bush or Carlo Ripa di Meana who died some months after the death of
his wife Maria Ripa di Meana).

Figure 4.11: Topic network of strong positive spillover effect between before and during the
discussion phase. The nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent the respective
strong positive spillover effect between before and during the discussion phase. The weights vary
according to the strong positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node
that experiences the effect. The strength of the strong positive spillover effect between two
celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in synchronous peaks of the phases under
consideration normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.4.1). The thickness and
darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.003 to 0.75) and the colours of the nodes
represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of
the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase.
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Links between during and after the discussion phase
In turn, Figure 4.12 shows the subset of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7 considering the links only among during and after the discussion phase. Figure 4.12
shows 3,143 links; 15.6% of the links of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7. Furthermore, as well as for the network displayed in Figure 4.10, this reduction is
due to the small number of users present after the discussion phase that is also the main
reason of the absence of mutual spillover effect cases. All the links are directed towards
after the discussion phase and their weights are computed through Equation 4.4.1.

Figure 4.12: Topic network of positive spillover effect between during and after the discussion
phase. The nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive
spillover effect between during and after the discussion phase. The weights vary according to the
positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node that experiences the
effect. The strength of the positive spillover effect between two celebrities scales with the
overlapping audience in the peaks of the phases under consideration normalized over the size of
the smallest audience (Eq. 4.4.1). The thickness and darkness of the links scale with their weight
(from 0.002 to 1.04) and the colours of the nodes represent the category they belong to, as
illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of the nodes scales with the length of the
discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left
there are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December.
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As for the network before and during the discussion phase, Figure 4.12 shows that the 36
strongest spillover effect cases (with weights over 1) occur most of the times because of size
effects. Nevertheless, when the audience sizes are comparable the link might represent an
actual spillover effect. Especially if the same links (only 26) are present also in the network
considering the positive spillover effect stricter definition, displayed in Figure 4.13. Most of
the times these links occur when the celebrity who is responsible for the effect triggers a
memory regarding another passed away celebrity, that experiences the effect. For example
the death of George H.W. Bush towards his wife who passed away previously. Another
example is the death of the American rapper XXXTentation that triggered a positive spillover
effect towards another rapper, Craig Mack.

Figure 4.13: Topic network of strong positive spillover effect between during and after the
discussion phase. The nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent the respective
strong positive spillover effect between during and after the discussion phase. The weights vary
according to the strong positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node
that experiences the effect. The strength of the strong positive spillover effect between two
celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in the synchronous peaks of the phases under
consideration normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.4.1). The thickness and
darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.008 to 0.42) and the colours of the nodes
represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of
the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase.
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It would be reductive to consider false positives all the links present in Figure 4.12 that do
not occur in Figure 4.13. For example, it looks plausible that the death of the soccer player
Sauro Tomá triggered a positive spillover effect (the respective link is shown in Figure 4.12)
towards another member of the same team that passed away a few weeks earlier, the coach
Emiliano Mondonico. This example underlines how, even if the presence of overlapping
users in synchronous peaks is an additional evidence of positive spillover effect, its presence
is not necessary.
Finally, all the similarities of Figure 4.12 with Figure 4.10 suggest that some of the examined cases display a mutual spillover effect. Usually, when audiences of some celebrities
react to the death of other celebrities (experiencing positive spillover effect), afterwards their
deaths might trigger the memory of the passed away celebrities (triggering positive spillover
effect). Such as the case of Barbara Bush and her husband.
Links between before and after the discussion phase
Figure 4.14 shows the subset of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7
considering the links only among before and after the discussion phase. Figure 4.14 shows
only 273 links, 1.35% of the links of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7.
Due to the comparable sizes, this network shows one case of mutual spillover effect between
the musician Enrico Crispolti and the art critique Antonio Infantino. Since we did not find any
apparent connection between the two celebrities and there are only two overlapping users,
probably the detected spillover effect is a false positive due to size effects. The small number
of users present before and after the discussion phase, did not only lead to a very sparse
network between the users before and after the discussion phase, but also to several false
positives.
As for the links during and after the discussion phase, Figure 4.12 shows that the two
strongest spillover effect cases (with weight 1) are due to size effects; these links are experienced by the painter Piero Guggione because his audience in these phases is of only
two users. Apart from the presence of false positives, we were able to identify only one
possible case of actual positive spillover effect. The link from the American musician Roy
Hargrove towards the other American musician Otis Rush probably because of several similarities among the blues and jazz musicians. An additional evidence of the relevance of the
link is its presence in the topic network of the strong positive spillover effect among these
two phases, that contains only two links.
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Time
Figure 4.14: Topic network of positive spillover effect between before and after the discussion
phase. The nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive
spillover effect between before and after the discussion phase. The weights vary according to
the positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node that
experiences the effect. The strength of the positive spillover effect between two celebrities
scales with the overlapping audience in the peaks of the phases under consideration
normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.4.1 and Eq. 4.4.2). The thickness and
darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.004 to 1.04) and the colours of the nodes
represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the
width of the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the
nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January
and on the right celebrities who died in December.
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4.4.2

Links between the same temporal phases

Links before discussion phases
Figure 4.14 shows the subset of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7
considering the links during the period before the discussion phase. Figure 4.14 shows only
222 links, 1.1% of the links of the links of the topic network of positive spillover effect in
Figure 4.7. As for the links among different phases (Subsection 4.4.1), Figure 4.15 shows
that the small number of users present before the discussion phase caused, beside a sparse
network, the presence of several false positives. For example, the strongest spillover effect
(with weight 1) is experienced by the actor Gilberto Idonea because his audience before the
discussion phase is composed of only two users.

Time
Figure 4.15: Topic network of positive spillover effect before the discussion phases. The nodes are
celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive spillover effect before the
discussion phases. The weights vary according to the positive spillover effect strength and the links
are directed towards the node that experiences the effect. The strength of the positive spillover
effect between two celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in the peaks before the
discussion normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and
darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.4% to 100%) and the colours of the nodes
represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of
the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the
date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January and on the right
celebrities who died in December.

Apart from the presence of false positives, we were not able to identify the presence
of any actual positive spillover effect among the considered celebrities. Besides, the topic
network of the strong spillover effect shows only one link, from the singer Aretha Frankling
towards the actor Salvatore Cantalupo, very likely another false positive.
This example displays how, even if less likely than in the looser definition, false positive
links might occur even employing the stricter formulation of positive spillover effect.
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Links during discussion phases
Since almost the whole audience occurs during the discussion phases, it is not surprising
that most of the links (92.27%) of the topic network of positive spillover effect shown in
Figure 4.7 occurs among discussion phases. Figure 4.16 shows its subset considering the
links only among during discussion phases. The strong positive spillover effect cases are
among celebrities who died both close in time and several months apart. For example, the
strongest spillover effect cases are among celebrities who died only few days apart, such as
Quini and Davide Astori. Another example of close in time deaths is the effect experienced
by the French cartoonist René Petillon by the death of the French singer Charles Aznavour
probably because of their common nationality. Instead, an example of positive spillover effect
among deaths occurring several months apart is the one experienced by the young soccer
player Verena Erlacher and triggered by the death of the more famous Davide Astori.

Figure 4.16: Topic network of positive spillover effect during the discussion phases. The nodes are
celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive spillover effect during the
discussion phases. The weights vary according to the positive spillover effect strength and the links
are directed towards the node that experiences the effect. The strength of the positive spillover
effect between two celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in the peaks during the
discussion normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and
darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.4% to 100%) and the colours of the nodes
represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of
the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the
date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January and on the right
celebrities who died in December.
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An additional, but not necessary, evidence of the effective meaning of the links as positive
spillover effect is their presence in Figure 4.17, the topic network of strong positive spillover
effect. Figure 4.17 shows how the strongest links are still present, such as the one between
Quini and Davide Astori, but not anymore the links connecting deaths far away in time such
as the link between Astori and Verena Erlacher.

Figure 4.17: Topic network of strong positive spillover effect during the discussion phases. The
nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent the respective strong positive spillover
effect during the discussion phases. The weights vary according to the positive spillover effect
strength and the links are directed towards the node that experiences the effect. The strength of the
positive spillover effect between two celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in synchronous
peaks during the discussion normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The
thickness and darkness of the links scale with their weight (from 0.8% to 60.32%) and the colours of
the nodes represent the category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally,
the width of the nodes scales with the length of the discussion phase.
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Links after discussion phases
Finally, Figure 4.18 shows the subset of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7 considers only the links after the discussion phase. Due to the small number of users
present after the discussion phase, Figure 4.18 shows only 55 links, 0.27% of the links in
the topic network of positive spillover effect shown in Figure 4.7.
We suspect that, apart from the false positive links due to the small size of the audience
in this phase, the spillover effect occurring after the discussion phase is among topics connected in a collateral way. Such as the strongest positive spillover effect (66%), experienced
by the American writer Harlan Ellison by the Italian translator Giuseppe Lippi, that edited
several Italian translations of Harlan Ellison’s books. A non-immediate connection that may
need some time to develop. Other similar examples are the links among musicians who
did not collaborate, but that belonged to the same musical genre, such as the jazz singer
Nancy Wilson and the jazz pianist Cecil Taylor. Nevertheless all these connections are not
confirmed also by the stricter definition of spillover effect, according to which there are not
connections in the period after the discussion phase.

Time
Figure 4.18: Topic network of positive spillover effect after the discussion phases. The nodes are
celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive spillover effect after the
discussion phases. The weights vary according to the positive spillover effect strength and the links
are directed towards the node that experiences the effect. The strength of the positive spillover
effect between two celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in the peaks after the discussion
normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and darkness of the
links scale with their weight (from 0.4% to 66.67%) and the colours of the nodes represent the
category they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the width of the nodes
scales with the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of
the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities
who died in December.
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4.4.3

Link classification

After having analysed the temporal distribution of the positive spillover effect among different
celebrities, we performed a classification according to the temporal location of the strongest
link among the phases before, during and after the discussion. The choice of the strongest
link was due to the non-exclusive time distribution of the positive spillover effect. For example, Figure 4.9 show a case in which the overlapping audience among the celebrities
exist simultaneously among several phases. Therefore, we performed a classification of
the temporal typologies of the positive spillover effect among celebrities according to the
temporal position of only the strongest partition of the positive spillover effect.
As shown in Subsection 4.4.2, most of the links occur between discussion phases.
Therefore, it is not surprising that over three quarters of the connections among celebrities
(75.7%) have the strongest link between discussion phases. Of these 15,250 connections,
only 12.88% refer to discussion phases that overlap in time such the two soccer players. In
fact, the maximum number of discussion phases overlapping in time is limited, as shown by
their temporal distribution in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Temporal distribution of the discussion phases of the selected celebrities. The length
of the horizontal lines is proportional to the length of the discussion phase with time on the x axis.
The celebrity name to wich each discussion phase refers to is stated in the label above, whose
dimentions scale with the discussion lenght.

Most of the other connections, 14.5%, exhibit the strongest link before and during the
discussion phase, followed by 8.5% of them with the strongest link during and after the
discussion. Finally, the sum of all the other cases is less than 1.3%.
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4.5

Nature of the interactions

After having classified the positive spillover effect cases, in this section we investigate the
reasons behind this typology and, in particular, those behind the existence of the links. We
hypothesized that the main motivations for the observed positive spillover effect are:
• synchronicity: if the events (not only the deaths, but also the memorials) occur close
in time,
• topicality: if the events present similarities, among the celebrities (e.g. same profession or age), the deaths (e.g. both celebrities committed suicide) or even among their
combinations (e.g. both celebrities committed suicide at the same age).
Clearly, these two motives for the positive spillover effect are not mutually exclusive. How
to differentiate between them is an open question that we address during this analysis and
that depends strongly on the definition of synchronicity.
To avoid to set an arbitrary temporal trade-off over which two events are not anymore
“close in time”, we excluded the synchronicity factor once that the topic is inactive. In Section 3.4 we defined a topic as inactive when its activity level goes back to the value before
of the celebrity death for at least a week. This time period is long enough to include also
the immediately following commemorative events such as funerals and memorials. Therefore we are confident in excluding synchronicity, also for the immediately following memorial
events, if the positive spillover effect occurs when the discussion phases of the celebrities
under consideration do not overlap.
Assuming the strength of a spillover effect proportional to the size of the overlapping
audience, we can conclude that in most of the examined links among celebrities (over 90%)
the strongest part of the spillover effect is due to only topicality. Instead, in the 1,964 cases
for which the strongest link occurred among discussion phases that overlap in time, we can
not exclude synchronicity among the reasons behind the link.
This result is consistent also performing a classification not normalizing the links among
the phases: 2,385 cases in which we could not exclude synchronicity. Therefore, even
employing different kinds of typology, the result is consistent; most of the observed spillover
effect cases are only due to topicality.
To investigate the spillover effect due to both synchronicity and topicality, Figure 4.20
shows a subset of Figure 4.16 considering the links only among discussion phases that
overlap. This led to a reduction of 87.25% of the connections keeping some of the strongest
links. Such as the positive spillover effect experienced by Quini from Davide Astori, sharing
the same profession, and the one between René Petillon and Charles Aznavour, sharing the
same nationality.
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Figure 4.20: Topic network of positive spillover effect for synchronicity and topicality. The nodes are
celebrities and the links between them represent the respective positive spillover effect after the
discussion phases. The weights vary according to the positive spillover effect strength and the links
are directed towards the node that experiences the effect. The strength of the positive spillover
effect between two celebrities scales with the overlapping audience in the peaks normalized over
the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and darkness of the links scale with
their weight (from 0.34% to 74.81%) and the colours of the nodes represent the category they
belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4.

After having investigated the temporal distribution of the spillover effect among three
phases in Section 4.4, we decided to study it more in depth. Hence, this section examines the temporal distribution of the spillover effect on a daily basis unbundling the daily
distribution of the respective links of the topic network of positive spillover effect shown in
Figure 4.7.
In the temporal distribution of the spillover effect on a daily basis, the audience of several
peaks is aggregated whether the peaks occur during the same day. These partitions are
visualized as bars located, according to their date, on different x coordinates. In Figure 4.21
the correspondence among the x coordinates of the bars and the time of the each peak is
underlined by the salience curves of each celebrity for the time period under consideration.
The size of the bars is proportional to the number of users during the peak and their colour
represents the job category to which the celebrity belongs (as indicated in the legend of
Figure 4.4), besides the bar of the date of the celebrity death that is red. As in Figure 4.9,
the weight of the continuous links is proportional to the strength of the positive spillover
effect between the two celebrities during the days in consideration (computed according
to Equation 4.3.1) and directed through the bar that experiences the effect. Instead, the
dashed links illustrate the level of overlap among the users tweeting about the same celebrity
normalized over the size of the users present in the previous bar. Finally, the discussion
phase of each celebrity is characterized by a yellow box.
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To illustrate a case of presence of both synchronicity and topicality, Figure 4.21 shows
the daily temporal analysis of the spillover effect between the two soccer players Quini and
Davide Astori. Figure 4.21 indicates that, consistently with what shown in Figure 4.9, the
strongest link occurs during the intersection of the discussion phases.

Time
Figure 4.21: Temporal distribution of the spillover effect between Quini and Davide Astori on a daily
basis . Each celebrity has several bars (above for Quini and below for Davide Astori) for each day of
the peaks of their relative salience curve. The bar located at the day of the death is a red bar,
instead the colour of the other bars represent the category to which the related category belongs, as
illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Furthermore, as shown in the legend, the size (both height
and thickness) of the bars is proportional the number of users. The x coordinates of the bars
represent the time of the each peak, whose correspondence is underlined by the salience curves of
each celebrity (above for Quini and below for Davide Astori) for the time period under consideration.
The weight of the continuous links is proportional to the strength of the positive spillover effect
between the two celebrities during the days in consideration (Eq. 4.3.1) and directed through the
node that experiences the effect. Instead the dashed links illustrate the level of overlap among the
users tweeting about the same celebrity normalized over the size of the previous node. Finally, the
discussion phase of each celebrity is characterized by a yellow box.

Figure 4.21 shows that, unlike for Astori, there are bars regarding Quini also before his
death indicating that his salience curve exhibits secondary peaks also before the discussion
phase. The presence of several differences between the celebrities is also illustrated by the
size of the bars. The highest bar for Davide Astori is the red one, showing that most of his
audience entered the conversation the day of the death. Instead Quini presents a way less
standard user distribution. Figure 4.21 shows a very high bar during the secondary peak,
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the first one after his death. This bar is also associated with the strongest link between the
two celebrities, the continuous vertical link, correlating the presence of the users twitting
during Quini’s main secondary peak and Davide Astori’s primary peak. The presence of the
strongest link during the intersection of the discussion phases shows that one meaning for
the connection among the celebrities is synchronicity. In particular, this strongest link occurs
the same day of a memorial for both the soccer players (a minute of silence during the game
Barcellona vs Atletico Madrid of 4/3/18) corresponding with Quini’s main secondary peak.
Nevertheless also topicality might be present, mainly because both celebrities were soccer
players.
Finally, more in general, this case enlights how we can never exclude topicality; two
celebrities might have always something in common, not necessarily their profession, such
as nationality, age or common characteristics that are often difficult to identify.
A total different case is the one of the daily temporal distribution of the spillover effect
between two celebrities who died several months apart, the former American president
George H.W. Bush and his wife Barbara Bush whose daily temporal distribution is displayed
in Figure 4.22. Consistently with Figure 4.9, Figure 4.22 shows that in this case the strongest
continuous link occurs outside the intersection of the discussions phases indicating the presence of only topicality, such as having in common the same family.

Figure 4.22: Temporal distribution of the spillover effect between George H.W. and Barbara Bush
on a daily basis. Each celebrity has several nodes (above for George H.W. and below for Barbara
Bush) for each day of the peacks of their salience curve. The peak located at the day of the death is
a red bar, instead the colour of the other peaks represent the category to which the related category
belongs, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Furthermore, as shown in the legend, the size
(both height and thickness) of the nodes is proportional the number of users present in each node,
during the related peak, and the x coordinates of the nodes represent the date of the each peak.
The weight of the continuous links is proportional to the strength of the positive spillover effect
between the two celebrities in the days in consideration (Eq. 4.3.1) and directed through the node
that experiences the effect. Instead the dashed links illustrate the level of overlap among the users
tweeting about the same celebrity normalized over the size of the previous node. Finally, the
discussion phase of each celebrity is characterized by a yellow box.
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Figure 4.22 shows that when Barbara Bush died her users tweeted also about her husband even if he was still alive, probably because he attended the funeral (spillover effect
from the discussion phase towards before it). Afterward, when the American former president died his audience reminded also his wife (spillover effect from the discussion phase
towards after it). This mutual spillover effect is typical of the links between the discussion
and other phases and it has been introduced in Subsection 4.4.1.
Finally, the higher dashed links are darker than the lower ones illustrating that George
H.W. Bush’s audience is rather constant in time, way more than Barbara Bush’s audience,
probably because he was more famous than his wife having held an elected office.

4.6

Centrality analysis

Finally, to identify a ranking of influence among topics, in this chapter we focused on centrality analysis. Both from a theoretical point of view (in Subsection 4.6.1) and investigating
the ranking of the nodes of the positive spillover effect topic network illustrated in Figure 4.7.
In Subsection 4.6.2 we test our initial hypothesis that the secondary peaks in the salience curves are evidence of experienced positive spillover effect comparing the ranking
obtained through centrality with the observed one. Finally, in Subsection 4.6.3 we identify
the celebrities that amplify the most the spread of others.

4.6.1

Theory

Centrality is based on nodes’ positions in a network (Borgatti et al., 2013) and used to
identify an importance ranking of the nodes. The obtained ranking has often been used as
an explanatory variable for some observed phenomena in several fields, such as ethology
(Sade, 1972; Silk et al., 2003), psychology (Borsboom and Cramer, 2013) and communication flows (Bavelas, 1948, 1950). Even if centrality is widely applied in network analysis, its
definition is still contradictory: “there is certaintly no unamity on exactly what centrality is or
on its conceptual foundations, and there is very little agreement on the proper procedure for
its measurement” (Freeman, 1979, p. 217).
Furthermore, since nodes can have multiple properties, ranking them according to these
several criteria can give rise to discordant orders. Different formulations of centrality indices
benefit, or even consider, only certain characteristics of the nodes. Therefore, to employ
centrality as explanatory variable, it is crucial to adopt a centrality index that provides a
ranking order that satisfies the requirements that are due by the nature of the data set.
Index approach
The standard approach consists in measuring nodes centrality through an indirect relation (Katz, 1953) that would provide a numerical value for each node. This means, in
terms of indices, to map numerical values (c : V → R) to the set of nodes V of a graph
G = (V, E) consisting in a set of nodes V (G) and a set of ties E(G). Node ranking is obtained ordering these values decreasingly. Prototypical indices include degree, closeness
(Sabidussi, 1966), betweenness (Freeman, 1977; Anthonisse, 1971) and eigenvector centrality (Bonacich, 1972). Brandes (2016) and Schoch and Brandes (2016) showed that most
of such indices can be broken down into a series of steps illustrated in Figure 4.6.1.
network

indirect relation

positions

preference

centrality

Figure 4.23: Steps implied in the design of centrality indices (Brandes, 2016)
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Figure 4.6.1 shows that, starting from a network, it is possible to assign a numeric value
at each node through a specific indirect relation (Katz, 1953). The choice of the indirect
relation depends on the desired output and it is the reason behind the existence of so many
different centrality indices. Indirect relations influence, in turn, the position of each node
relatively to the other nodes in the network. Finally, the order so created has to be consistent
to the data, otherwise it must be chosen a different indirect relation and start over. If the
obtained ranking satisfies the requirements of the data the centrality measure can then been
computed simply aggregating the indirect relations.
Any quantity resulting from these transformation and aggregation steps implicitly represents a theory about processes that make nodes more central than others. Specifically, if
the relations of interest are not necessarily directly observable, specific indirect relations are
applied, such as neighborhood-based or walk-based transformations (Brandes, 2016). Furthermore, aggregation requires the relations to be additive and treats all nodes equally assuming total homogeneity. Although additivity and homogeneity assumption seem to come
naturally, they are not self-evident. These consideration are, however, rarely reflected upon
in the literature.
The steps outlined in Figure 4.6.1 can be straightforwardly transferred to weighted networks with an edge weight attribute such as intensity or frequency. Deriving a new set of
relations, however, becomes a more complex issue. In fact, indirect relations can take in account different aspects of the nodes, such as structural importance that arises from just their
network topological properties. The backbone of the centrality indices uses this criterion,
such as degree and the betweenness centrality. Nevertheless, it is not trivial for these transformations to take the meaning of weights into account in order to derive a useful new set of
relations. It is therefore understandable the attempt to generalize graph concepts including
them in the centrality indices (Opsahl et al., 2010).
The most straightforward index for weighted networks is node strength (or weighted degree), defined as
X
s(i) =
wit ,
(4.6.1)
{i,t}∈E

where wit is the weight of the edge {i, t} ∈ E. Node strength is the weighted counterpart of
ordinary degree, d(i), defined as the number of neighbors of a node i ∈ V .
Opsahl et al. (2010) recognized that node strength has the shortcoming of not taking the
number of connections, i.e. ordinary degree, adequately into account. In the network shown
in Figure 4.6.1, for instance, node A and B both have a node strength of 8, but node B has
two more connections than node A.

Node

degree

strength

A
B
C
D
E
F

2
4
2
1
2
1

8
8
6
1
8
7

Figure 4.24: Representation of a weighted network illustrated in Opsahl et al. (2010) and of the
centrality values of its nodes.
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Opsahl et al. (2010) introduced generalized degree centrality, which combines both degree and node strength into a single index. Formally, generalized degree is defined as
cα (i) = d(i)1−α s(i)α .

(4.6.2)

The parameter α is used to control the relative importance of degree and strength. For
α = 0, we obtain c0 (i) = d(i) and for α = 1 we get c1 (i) = s(i). Any other value α in (0, 1)
creates a balanced index between degree and strength and consequent various rankings,
as shown in Table 4.6.1 for the weighted network illustrated in Figure 4.6.1.
ranking position

degree

α = 0.1

α = 0.3

α = 0.5

α = 0.8

α = 0.9

strength

1
2
3
4
5

B
A, C, E
D, F

B
A, E
C
F
D

B
A, E
C
F
D

B
A, E
C
F
D

B
A, E
C
F
D

B
A, E
F
C
D

A, B, E
F
C
D

Figure 4.25: Various rankings obtained sorting generalized degree centrality values for several
values of α for the nodes of the weighted network illustrated in Figure 4.6.1.

Table 4.6.1 shows that, even if different values of α produce different generalized degree
centrality values for each node, this might not influence the ranking order. The values with α
form 0.1 to 0.8 for the weighted network illustrated in Figure 4.6.1 produce the same ranking.
Since the purpose of centrality is to rank nodes, Opsahl et al. (2010)’s approach as well
as any quantitative approach, is very inefficient causing an infinitive number of quantitative
centrality indices without increasing the ranking combinations (Schoch and Brandes, 2016).
While generalized degree is the most popular index that combines unweighted and
weighted properties of a weighted network, several other combinations exist in literature
(Wei et al., 2013; Candeloro et al., 2016). Hereafter we refer to the set of indices that combine unweighted and weighted properties simply as conjoint indices (Bouyssou and Pirlot,
2005; Luce and Tuckey, 1964).
Conjoint indices disadvantages: Mixing apples and oranges
Aggregating relationships at node-level into a single quantity naturally leads to a complete
ranking, of all nodes. This convenience, however, comes with a series assumptions which
are implicitly made, but often not necessarily justified. For instance, while perhaps not immediately evident, every conjoint index involves decisions about trade-offs or substitutability
of quantities. Trade-offs might be justified by the nature of the data (e.g. historical notions
for the Florentine families’ database (Padgett and Ansell, 1993)) leading to the restriction of
both the index and parameter choice. Too often, though, indexes are selected only because
of mathematical convenience without justifying or even acknowledging implied trade-offs.
The common approach consists in choosing the centrality index that best interpolate
the data justifying the observed phenomena. This choice is driven by a fitting intent rather
than theoretical motivations, therefore it falls into the typical overfitting problems of the data
mining approach (Rokach and Maimon, 2014). Since it is always possible to design another
centrality index (or even a hybrid form of the existing ones) that would fit better a given data
set, the goodness of the index choice remains uncertain. Moreover, the standard approach
causes an infinitive number of quantitative centrality indices that generate the same ranking
order. It follows that the quantitative approach risks to only increase the specification level
of each index without any practical benefit: the number of indices increases, but not the
ranking combinations.
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For instance, generalized degree centrality (Opsahl et al., 2010) implies a not justified
conversion rate between node strength and degree; increasing the degree of node i by 1
has the same effect on the index as adding
"
#
 1−α
X
d(i) + 1 α
∆wit =
∆s(i) =
− 1 s(i)
d(i)
{i,t}∈E

additional strength to node i increasing the weights of its existing ties. Thus, (d(i) + 1, s(i))
and (d(i), s(i) + ∆s) are considered to be equally central with the same score cα (i). More
generally, all nodes j ∈ V have the same centrality score cα (i) as node i ∈ V if


cα (i) 1/α
s(j) =
(4.6.3)
d(j)1−α
holds. Equation (4.6.3) defines the so called isolines of the index cα (i), which represent
equally central pairs of degree and strength. Any pair (d(j), s(j)) that lies above (below) the
isoline defined by cα (i) has a higher (lower) centrality score than i. The slope of the isolines,
(1−α) s(i)
· d(i) , defines a trade-off between strength and degree.
α
Figure 4.26 illustrates the shape of the isolines for two different parameter settings of α.
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Figure 4.26: Example of trade-off between node strength and degree for a generalized degree
for α = 0.5 (grey) and α = 0.3 (black). All the points on a specific line have the same index
score as node i. The slope of the line corresponds to the trade-off (dashed triangles) illustrated
in the example on the right.

Positional Dominance
Instead of focusing on the formulation of quantitative centrality indices that would provide
the wished ranking for a given data set, we consider the positional dominance approach
(Brandes, 2016). It conceives ranks as nodes’ relative positions in a space defined by both
node relations and features. Hereafter, we refer to the position of the node i as i following
the notation employed in Brandes (2016).
According to positional dominance under total heterogeneity (Brandes, 2016) if a node j
has better relations to all nodes than a node i, then the position of node i is dominated by the
position of node j : i ≤ j . This means that that, if N (i) is the set of neighbors of i ∈ V
and N [j] = N (j) ∪ {j} the closed neighborhood of j ∈ V , then the neighborhood-inclusion
preorder is given by
i ≤ j ⇐⇒ N (i) ⊆ N [j].
Schoch and Brandes (2016) show that this preorder is preserved for a great variety of known
centrality indices. Therefore, for an undirected network
i ≤ j

⇐⇒ N (i) ⊆ N [j] =⇒ c(i) ≤ c(j).
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(4.6.4)

Theorem (4.6.4) can be generalized for directed networks considering the set of neighbors
of i ∈ V for the incoming edges as N − (i) and for the outgoing edges as N + (i):
i ≤ j

⇐⇒ N − (i) ⊆ N − (j) =⇒ c(i) ≤ c(j)

i ≤ j

⇐⇒ N + (i) ⊆ N + (j) =⇒ c(i) ≤ c(j).

(4.6.5)

The assumption of total heterogeneity is usually very restrictive and only a small set of nodes
is comparable under this premise. If homogeneity can be assumed, making some nodes
replaceable by others, then we can extend the preorder to positional dominance under total
homogeneity: i 4 j . Thus, dominance under heterogeneity implies dominance under
homogeneity:
i ≤ j =⇒ i 4 j .
If the two nodes are not comparable in the sense of Theorem (4.6.4) or Theorem (4.6.5)
even for positional dominance under total homogeneity, then there may exist indices that
favor one or the other according to specific trade-offs.
Starting from Schoch and Brandes (2016) that applied the positional dominance approach to just one node feature at a time, we extend it to multiple node characteristics, such
as weight and degree. Specifically, for the conjoint indices based on degree and weighted
degree, we define the position of a node as the tuple (d(i), s(i)) and two main area types:
• unambiguous areas
+ : i 4 j if d(i) < d(j) ∧ s(i) < s(j)
− : i < j if d(i) > d(j) ∧ s(i) > s(j)
• ambiguous areas
? : if d(i) ≤ d(j) ∧ s(i) ≥ s(j)
? : if d(u) ≥ d(v) ∧ s(i) ≤ s(j)
Figure 4.27: Example of positional dominance between node strength and degree. The points in
the unambiguous areas are comparable to node i. The points in the + area dominate i and in the
− area are dominated by i . Instead, the points in ambiguous areas are not comparable to node i
and their position might depend on the index and parameter choice. The light gray area rappresents
the ambiguous area covered by the generalized degree between α = 0.3 (black) and α = 0.5 (grey).

Figure 4.27 shows that according to positional dominance a node is higher in ranking
than another if its evaluated features are greater, generalising generalized degree centrality
(Opsahl et al., 2010). This is the the same principle employed in Subsection 3.7.2, celebrities
are higher in ranking if their explanatory variables are higher.
Figure 4.27 exemplifies the positional dominance approach applying it to the weighted
network illustrated in Figure 4.6.1.
i 4 j

=⇒ cα (i) ≤ cα (j) for all α ∈ [0, 1]

i < j

=⇒ cα (i) ≥ cα (j) for all α ∈ [0, 1]

Figure 4.28: Dominance relationships according to positional dominance under total homogeneity
of the weighted network illustrated in Figure 4.6.1 and how the positional dominance approach
generalises generalized degree centrality (Opsahl et al., 2010).
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Finally, we can conclude that positional dominance has the advantage to be very general
because it is not bounded to the characteristics of a certain data set and it does not do
any assumption about the index formulation without theoretical justifications. In fact, unlike
quantitative indices that provide only complete rankings, positional dominance allows the
control of the final ranking step by step.

4.6.2

Verification: secondary peaks and experienced positive spillover effect

Our whole analysis of positive spillover effect on topic diffusion is based on the assumption
that the positive deviations of the salience curves are possible evidences of the effects of
other topic influence. To verify this hypothesis we compared the ranking of the observed
phenomenon, the positive deviations of the salience curves celebrities, with the ranking of
the celebrities according to the positive spillover effect experienced by each of them.
The ranking of the observed phenomenon is a partial ranking since not all the salience
curves exhibit positive deviations, only 35, and we computed it sorting the size of positive
deviations. The size of the positive deviations (pds) of the salience curves is computed
as the difference between the area under the observed (AU Cobserved ) and expected curve
analysed in Chapter 3 (AU Cf oreseen ) normalized over the last one:
pds =

AU Cobserved − AU Cf oreseen
.
AU Cf oreseen

(4.6.6)

Since we are not interested in negative variations, we neglect negative pds.
Hereafter we compare the ranking of the observed phenomenon, computed ordering
the pds deviations, with the ranking of the effects of the positive spillover effect obtained
through the centrality level of the topic networks in Section 4.3. Moreover, since only the
consequence of the positive spillover effect (as secondary peaks) can be detected, we consider only the incoming edges of each node.
Index approach: discordant rankings
Unlike the ranking of the observed phenomena (partial, but univocal), the possible rankings
that can be obtained through centrality indices are complete, but several and discordant (as
described in Subsection 4.6.2).
For example, the centrality ranking of the nodes of the topic network in Figure 4.7
obtained sorting their indegree values is different than the one obtained computing their
weighted indegree. This difference is illustrated in Figure 4.29 that shows both node ranking
positions as y coordinates, indegree in the top plot and weighted indegree in the bottom plot.
Figure 4.29 shows discordant rankings, but still not concordant with the observed ranking
order illustrated by the color intensity of the nodes; dark blue for large deviations and white
if they are null.
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Weighted indegree
Indegree
Figure 4.29: Topic networks of positive spillover showing indegree (on the top) and weighted
indegree (on the bottom) rankings. The nodes are celebrities and the links between them represent
the respective positive spillover effect after the discussion phases. The weights vary according to
the positive spillover effect strength and the links are directed towards the node that experiences the
effect. The strength of the positive spillover effect between two celebrities scales with the
overlapping audience, defined as the users that tweeted about both celebrity during their peaks,
normalized over the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and darkness of the
links scale with their weight (from 0.16% to 73.15%) and the colours of the nodes is proportional to
their pds (Eq. 4.6.6), dark blue for large deviations and white if they are null. The width of the nodes
is proportional to the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the
date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January and on the right
celebrities who died in December. Finally, in the upper graph the y coordinates of the nodes are
proportional to their indegree and in the lower one to their weighted indegree.
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The discordance among the observed ranking and the ones obtained through network
centrality indices might due to the presence of false positive links due to only common interests rather than positive spillover effect. As further indication of the presence of false
positives, some of the nodes that have high indegree and weighted indegree have a lower
position in ranking or they are not even present (such as Iaia Fiastri or Silvano Campeggi)
in the network obtained considering the strong positive spillover effect shown in Figure 4.30.
Figure 4.30 shows the topic network of the strong positive spillover displaying the observed
ranking of the nodes through their color intensity, as in Figure 4.29.

Figure 4.30: Topic network of the strong positive spillover showing the observed ranking. The
nodes are the celebrities and the links between them are weighted according to the strong positive
spillover effect strength and directed towards the node that experiences the effect. The strength of
the positive spillover effect between two celebrities scales with the synchronous overlapping
audience, defined as the users that tweeted about both celebrity during their peaks, normalized over
the size of the smallest audience (Eq. 4.3.1). The thickness and darkness of the links scale with
their weight (from 0.16% to 73.15%) and the colours of the nodes is proportional to their pds
(Eq. 4.6.6), dark blue for large positive deviations and white if they are null. The width of the nodes
is proportional to the length of the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the
date of the death. Thus, on the left there are celebrities who died in January and on the right
celebrities who died in December.

Furthermore, Figure 4.30 shows that the direction of the spillover effect in the topic network of the strong spillover effect might be misleading. In fact, Figure 4.30 shows that the
strongest spillover effect is from the wrestler Nikolai Volkoff to the other wrestler Brian Christopher. Instead, the positive deviation of the salience curve (pds) has been experienced only
by Nikolai Volkoff proving that the direction of the effect is instead the opposite, in agreement
with the topic network of positive spillover effect shown in Figure 4.7. In fact, considering the
looser definition of positive spillover effect, the direction of the effect is in agreement with the
observations: from Brian Christopher to Nikolai Volkoff.
To try to cut the false positive links in Figure 4.7, we excluded 1,071 links with weights
lower than the minimum weight of the links present also in the topic network of the strong
spillover effect displayed in Figure 4.8. The following centrality analysis is performed on the
network obtained from this cut, i.e. cut topic network of positive spillover effect.
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The computed topic network might be subject to errors because of false positive links,
but also the observed ranking is not flawless. In fact, the system is not closed and some
deviations of the salience curves might be due to several reasons, such as spillover effect
cases triggered by other kinds of news. For example, in case of the death of Alvaro Arzú his
high secondary peak was probably due to the presence at his funeral of other celebrities,
such as the current Guatemalan president Jimmy Morales. However, the positive spillover
effect triggered by Jimmy Morales was not considered by our analysis; he is not among the
selected celebrities because he is alive.
Ranking uncertainty
Not only the topic network and the observed ranking might be subject to errors, but also the
rankings obtained by the tested centrality indices have some limitations, such as not being
univocal as investigated in Subsection 4.6.2. Since it is always possible to design another
centrality index that would fit better the data set, the goodness of the ranking of the nodes in
the topic network, obtained with the index approach, remains uncertain.
Furthermore, simply fitting the data set through centrality indices would mean to assume
that the incomplete observed ranking, obtained sorting the deviation sizes, would correspond to the actual ranking of the celebrities most affected by the positive spillover effect
neglecting the uncertainty of the measure.
Whereas changing prospective and conceive ranks as nodes’ relative positions in a
space defined by both node relations and features would allow to compute the level of uncertainty of the centrality ranking. Not forcing the two ranking (both observed and obtained
through the centrality analysis of the respective topic network) to match can provide the level
of uncertainty of the observed ranking allowing us to obtain the level of noise of the signal.
As introduced in Subection 4.6.1, according to the positional dominance approach only
the nodes in the unambiguous areas can be compared unequivocally. Hence, the percentage of the not comparable pairs of the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7
gives the level of uncertainty of the ranking.
In case of positional dominance under total heterogeneity considering only the incoming
edges, all the nodes could be ordered arbitrarily. Instead, assuming total homogeneity,
only 30.12% of the pairs are comparable. This result shows that even performing a strong
assumption (all the nodes are replaceable by each other) the centrality ranking of the nodes
most affected by the spillover effect has a high level of uncertainty: 59.88%.
To increase the numbers of comparable pairs without the homogeneity assumption, we
computed the dominance relations of the cut topic network of positive positive spillover neglecting link weights. Hence, a node dominates another if it experiences positive spillover
effect by at least the same neighbors considering only the incoming edges (as defined in
Theorem 4.6.5) disregarding the strength of the effect. In fact, the condition of considering
celebrities dominated by others not only if they experience positive spillover effect at least
from the same celebrities, but also if the strength of the experienced effect is higher, might
be too restrictive.
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The dominance relations of the incoming edges of the unweighted cut topic network of
positive positive spillover under the assumption of total heterogeneity of the source of the
effect is shown in Figure 4.31.

Dominated nodes
Figure 4.31: Dominance relations under the total heterogeneity assumption of the incoming edges
of the cut topic network of positive spillover effect neglecting link weights. The nodes are celebrities
and the links are directed from the dominated node to the dominating one. Transitively implied
relationships are omitted. The colour of the nodes is proportional to their pds (Eq. 4.6.6); dark blue
for large deviations and white if they are null. The width of the nodes is proportional to the length of
the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left
there are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December. Finally,
the y coordinates of the nodes scale with their number of dominated celebrities. Thus, on the top
there are the most influenced nodes.

Figure 4.31 has a density level of 1.87%, slightly higher than the one that we would
obtain not performing the cut of the edges (1%). Figure 4.31 shows that the only celebrity
not experiencing any positive spillover effect is Stephen Hawking because of the lack of
incoming links in the topic network of positive spillover effect in Figure 4.7. The highest
node in ranking, considering the incoming edges, is the editor Lara Saint Paul, that did not
experience any noteworthy positive deviation in her salience curve, but that is quite high in
ranking even considering strong positive spillover effect. Hence, her ranking position does
not seam due to false positive links, but simply to many (but weak) incoming edges maybe
because of the non-sectoral nature of her audience.
Finally, even if the level of uncertainty so obtained allows us to control for the uncertainty
of the observed ranking, it does not allow us to control for the errors of the computed network
and to estimate the number of false positive links.
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4.6.3

Most influential celebrities

Another question that can be answered employing the positional dominance approach concerns the identity of the most influential nodes. In fact, there are not verifiable observations
to check if a celebrity triggered a positive spillover effect. The only observed deviations in
the salience curves are due to the effects of the influence of other topics. Therefore, to
compute the most influential nodes, we computed the positional dominance of the selected
celebrities considering only the outgoing edges of the respective topic network.
Positional dominance under total homogeneity considering only outgoing edges presents
a more certain ranking, with more comparable pairs (75.58%), than the ranking obtained
through the incoming edges (Subsection 4.6.2). The ranking of the celebrities triggering
positive spillover effect is way less ambiguous than the ranking of the celebrities experiencing the effect. However, considering only the outgoing edges, no celebrities is comparable
under total heterogenity. Hence, we considered positional dominance neglecting link weights
as in Subsection 4.6.2. The dominance relations of the outgoing edges of the unweighted
cut topic network of positive positive spillover under the assumption of total heterogeneity of
the target of the effect are shown in Figure 4.32.

Dominated nodes
Figure 4.32: Dominance relations under the total heterogeneity assumption of the outgoing edges
of the cut topic network of positive spillover effect neglecting link weights. The nodes are celebrities
and the links are directed from the dominated node to the dominating one. Transitively implied
relationships are omitted. The colour of the nodes is proportional to their pds (Eq. 4.6.6), dark blue
for large deviations and white if they are null. The width of the nodes is proportional to the length of
the discussion phase and the x coordinates of the nodes with the date of the death. Thus, on the left
there are celebrities who died in January and on the right celebrities who died in December. Finally,
the y coordinates and labels of the nodes scale with their number of dominated celebrities.
Therefore, on the top there are the most infuential nodes.

As expected, the most influential nodes (e.g. Davide Astori and Stephen Hawking), that
triggered positive spillover effect, are celebrities with large audiences. Figure 4.32 shows
that the celebrity with the largest audience, Stephen Hawking, is also the most influential
celebrity. The second in ranking is Davide Astori probably because he does not only dominates Italian celebrities, such as the TV presenter Fabrizio Frizzi, but also foreigners, such
as the inventor of the Marvel universe Stan Lee.
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Finally, Figure 4.32 has a density level of 7.53%, almost the same of the one that we
would achieve by not performing the cut of the edges (7.58%).
Instead, to take into consideration the segmentation of the celebrity audiences, we toke
into consideration the link weights as well. Since often the observed spillover effect is among
celebrities in the same job category (such as Quini and Davide Astori), we investigated
also positional dominance allowing replacements only if the nodes belong to the same job
category, defined in Subsection 3.3.2. Performing this assumption the comparable pairs
are 9.05% whose dominance relations are shown in Figure 4.33, that illustrates the most
influential celebrities in each category.

Figure 4.33: Dominance relations, under the homogeneity assumption about their job category, of
the outgoing edges of the positive spillover effect topic network displayed in Figure 4.7. The nodes
are celebrities and the links between them are directed from the dominated node to the dominating
one. Transitively implied relationships are omitted. The colours of the nodes represent the category
they belong to, as illustrated in the legend of Figure 4.4. Finally, the y coordinates of the nodes are
proportional to their number of dominated nodes. Therefore, on the top, with large labels, there are
the most influential nodes that triggered positive spillover effect the most.
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Finally, the analysis of the most influential nodes in Figure 4.34 shows how the the most
influential celebrities are simply the ones with the largest audiences and highest peaks and
not the ones that died before. Time does not play a role, as instead for example for cocitation data (Brandes and Pich, 2011) since spillover effect can effect also celebrities that
are still alive and, instead, authors cannot cite papers that have not been published yet.

Figure 4.34: Dominance relations, under the homogeneity assumption about their job category, of
the outgoing edges of the topic network displayed in Figure 4.7. The nodes are celebrities and the
links between them are directed from the dominated node to the dominating one. Transitively implied
relationships are omitted. The colours of the nodes represent, on the right the size of the audiences
(red for celebrities with large audiences and yellow for small ones) and on the left the size of the
peaks (blue for celebrities with high peaks and yellow for small ones). Finally, the y coordinates of
the nodes are proportional to their number of dominated nodes. Therefore, on the top, with large
labels, there are the most influential nodes that triggered positive spillover effect the most.

4.7

Summary and Discussion

In this chapter we investigated the positive deviations, secondary peaks, of the salience
curve regarding each celebrity selected in Subsection 3.3.1 from the one expected according to Section 3.6. We proved that some of the secondary peaks are correlated to the positive spillover effect among celebrities; the diffusion of information about a celebrity helps
information about another celebrity to spread. Positive spillover effect is a thematic often
overlooked by the current literature mainly focused on how topics might compete among
each other for the audience attention.
Since highly related topics have often a high overlap among the audiences (Thompson,
2017), we assumed the strength of the positive spillover effect proportional to the audience
overlap during the primary (described in Section 3.7) and secondary peaks. Furthermore,
assuming a partial audience focus migration, we considered the direction of the positive
spillover effect towards the topic with the smallest number of users present in the peaks.
To study positive spillover effect among the selected celebrities, in Section 4.3 we built a
topic network in which the nodes represent the celebrities and the links the respective positive spillover effect. The so obtained network has a very high density (66.22%) showing that
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almost all the celebrity deaths trigger, or experience, positive spillover effect with celebrities who died both close and far away in time. Nevertheless some of these links might be
false positives that do not represent an actual help of the topic diffusion, but rather shared
interests among the audiences. Hence, we considered as additional evidence of positive
spillover effect a stricter definition of positive spillover effect that considers only synchronous peaks, that occur during the same day and that are probably triggered by the same
exogenous event.
To study the reasons behind each link of the topic network, in Section 4.4 we investigated
the temporal distribution of the positive spillover effect between each celebrity pair. Since
most of the audience usually tweet during the discussion phase, it is not surprising that for
over three quarters of the connections among celebrities (75.7%) most of positive spillover
effect occur between discussion phases. The possible reasons for these connections are
several, instead some of the remaining temporal link partitions present really clear patterns.
For example the links among the discussion phase and the period before are often due to
messages of condolence sent to family members, or celebrities attending the funeral, who
will die afterwards. Instead, the positive spillover effect cases among the discussion phase
and the period after are rather memories.
The main result of our analysis is that most of the observed spillover effect cases (over
90%) are only due to the presence of topicality, similarities among the celebrities or their
deaths. The other cases might be due to also synchronicity, the events occur close in time,
because the discussion phases of the celebrities into consideration overlap.
Finally, some deviations of the salience curves might be due to positive spillover effect
triggered by other events, not necessarily related to the selected celebrities. Hence, we
could not cross-check the level of noise in the system. Its only possible estimation (69.88%)
was computed in Section 4.6 as the uncertainty level of the ranking of the celebrities experiencing the positive spillover effect through the positional dominance approach (Brandes,
2016). With the same technique we identified also the nodes that are more responsible of
the positive spillover effect for each job category. As expected, they are simply the celebrities
with the largest audiences.
One of the main limitation of this study is that we did not consider the positive spillover
effect among celebrities and other kind of events. For example we did not analyse the
influence that the polemics with Donald Trump had on the diffusion of the announcement of
the American senator John McCain’s death. Even if enlarging the set of topics taken into
consideration is feasible, this implementation would need to consider that several kinds of
issues show different salience curve shapes (Lehmann et al., 2012).
Finally, our research is focused on topics, on how they can help each other diffusion,
not on the individual behaviour of users entering the discussion late in time creating secondary peaks. From the data available the anomaly of the behaviour of these users cannot
be proven as due to the announcement of the death of another celebrities, but only their
correlation. How the activity of these users is correlated to their activity in spreading news
about other celebrities.
A future implementation of this analysis could be applying topic modeling to understand
which kind of topicality is present. For example if the posts about two celebrities share
the world suicide, this suggests that the topicality of the positive spillover effect regards
the cause of death. Furthermore, one of the possible future applications of this work is to
analyse other kinds of news, for example how the positive spillover effect among crime news
influence crime perception in the population.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
The final research goal of this thesis was to contribute to the existing attention dynamics
literature by accounting for the spread of multiple topics during the analysis of information
diffusion on social media. Among all the different kinds of interaction, in this thesis we investigated positive spillover effect: how the diffusion of a topic amplifies the spread of another
topic. In particular, we considered a specific study case: sudden death of celebrities with
an Italian audience. Hence, our research question consisted in studying how the diffusion
of information about a celebrity, such as their death, amplifies the spread of information
about another celebrity on Twitter. We did so by focusing on the deviations of the expected
salience curves, i.e. the time series of the Twitter activity level, for this kind of events and
applying the tools of network analysis; especially centrality.
To investigate positive spillover effect among celebrities, we focused on the selection of
Twitter users with a common cultural background; a territorial community. In fact, celebrities’
own definition depends on the attention that their audience gives them and hence on the
users’ personal interests.
However, the existing literature on user detection on social media is focused on user interaction and spatial proximity rather than taking into account the current sociological definition of territorial community. Groups of people whose personal interests intersect, even if
only partially, the cultural space of the selected geographical area regardless of their territorial dispersion. Thus, our first contribution was to develop a technique to select members
of geographic communities according to their personal interests. This was obtained considering the union of the Twitter accounts that satisfy any selection criteria (e.g. interface
language and language of the posts); therefore we called this technique multi-signal union.
The presence of discordant indicators does not exclude the users from the territorial community, but it only indicates that their personal interests may range beyond the geographical
area. For example, supporters of the local soccer team that are also interested in international politics.
We tested this technique for the Italian case and we were able to select not only Italians
living in Italy, that could have been identified also by the existing methods in user detection
literature, but also other profiles: Italians abroad, immigrants, foreign companies, children of
emigrants and even supporters of Italian teams. These last categories could have not been
selected employing the existing geo-inference techniques, even if the existence of categories
of territorial community members beyond spatial proximity (e.g. children of emigrants) is well
known in sociology.
The main limitation of this approach is that half of the selection criteria is language oriented, thus this approach works properly only for geographically-focused languages (e.g.
Italian). This restriction has not an easy fix and it may be overcome performing text analysis
on the posts, for example identifying dialectal words employed in the geographical area of
interest.
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A further advantage of the multi-signal union technique is the possibility to differentiate
among the user profiles (e.g. locals, immigrants and emigrants) through the different level
of concordance of the selection criteria. This advantage could be applied to investigate
differences in the use of the platform or in their reaction to local news. Since proximity is
one of the factors determining newsworthiness for the audience, the different categories that
compose the cultural space may consider a topic more or less important.
Our second contribution consisted in characterising the salience curve typical shape of
celebrities after the announcement of their death. Like all the sudden events, this class of
topics has the following dynamics: a shock that rises suddenly the topic activity followed by
its decay until the activity goes back to its initial level. Quite all the celebrities presented a
null initial level and a period of only 3 hours before reaching their maximum, in agreement
with the literature. While there is common agreement that the attention (whose approximate measure is the online activity) decays in time, there is no consensus on the shape of
the attention drop. We tested the main literature approaches and power law decay gave
the best fit for the activity drop of celebrities after their death. However, this result cannot
be generalized because different kinds of topics have different timelines and thus different
attention drop shapes.
Also aggregation might play a role in the shape of the cooling phase. We proved that
summing exponential decays with at least one exponent different than the others may result
in a power law. Since users might have different levels of personal attachment to each topic,
we cannot assume that the attention about a certain topic decays in time at the same rate for
several users. This is true for any kind of topic, but especially for celebrities that base their
own definition on people’s perception. Therefore, we tested whether the observed power
law attention drop is only a mathematical artifact or instead emerges also at individual level.
However, since most of the users tweet only once about each celebrity, we could test the
shape of the cooling phase at individual level only for few users that are not representative of the standard user behaviour. This small sample displayed a power law activity drop
suggesting that the aggregated behavior is present also at individual level.
Our results show that the online activity decays quite always with the same rate for all
celebrities. Furthermore, the observed decay rates are slightly higher than the ones predicted for YouTube videos belonging to the exogenous critical dynamic class, exogenous
events whose spreading propagates through many generations. The slight difference among
our observations and the decay rates for this class of events might be due to both the differences among the platforms (Twitter gives more visibility than YouTube to new content) and
the time span among the studies (the literature study on YouTube dates back 10 years before
our data collection and users have might changed their attitude towards online content).
Finally, we found that salience curves scale according to the characteristics of each
celebrity, but their shape remains constant. Our third contribution is that salience curve dimensions vary according to several explanatory variables such as news values, factors that
foresee newsworthiness and that are well established in journalism literature (unusual, popularity and slightly controversy), and factors that influence sharing dynamics (media coverage). Beside these explanatory variables also job category and nationality of the celebrities
have been considered since they have an effect in the selection process. The so obtained
linear model explains 64% of the observed variance in the data. Even if this is not enough to
perfectly describe the exact dimensions of the salience curves, it confirms that news values
have an impact in forecasting topic popularity in social media (at least for the study case)
and not only in traditional news media.
The limited explanatory power of the model could be improved expanding the examined
sources of media coverage in addition to national newspapers. Nevertheless, taking into
account topic exposure from all media sources can be methodologically very challenging.
However, there will always be a certain level of uncertainly in predicting topic popularity not
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least because arbitrary factors might come into play. For example, the spread of the death of
George Michael had a strong impact on social media partially because of a totally arbitrary
factor: he died on Christmas and one of his most famous songs was “Last Christmas” giving
rise to several memes about his death.
Our final contribution was to prove that some of the positive deviations (secondary peaks)
of the expected celebrities’ salience curves are correlate with positive spillover effect among
celebrities, the positive effect of information about a celebrity on the spread of information
about another celebrity. Thus, we performed a classification of the positive spillover effect
cases according to their temporal distribution among the phases before, during and after
the discussion phase; the time period in which the system is not in equilibrium due to the
celebrity death.
According to the temporal distribution of the positive spillover effect between each celebrity
pair, we could identify several possible reasons behind these connections. For example,
positive spillover effect occurring among the discussion phase and the period before is often due to messages of condolence sent to family members. Instead, positive spillover
effect between the discussion phase and the period after is mainly due to memories. We
hypothesized two main motivations for the observed positive spillover effect: topicality, similarities among the celebrities or their death, and synchronicity, temporal proximity among
the events. Our main result is that most of the observed spillover effect cases (90%) are
only due to the presence of topicality, instead in the other cases also synchronicity might be
among the reasons.
We considered the presence of spillover effect among two celebrities if the overlapping
audience includes users that posted about both celebrities during the primary and secondary
peaks. According to this definition almost all the celebrities trigger, or experience, positive
spillover effect with celebrities who died both close and far away in time. Nevertheless, some
of the detected positive spillover effect cases might be false positives that do not represent an
actual help of the topic diffusion, but rather shared interests among the audiences. However,
cross-validation was not possible due to the blurry definition of the spillover effect.
Finally, false positives are present not only among the detected positive spillover effect
cases, but also among the observed evidences of their effect. Some deviations of the salience curves might be due to positive spillover effect triggered by other events, not necessarily related to the selected celebrities. Hence, we could not cross-check the level of noise in
the system. Its only possible estimation (69.88%) was computed as the uncertainty level of
the ranking of the celebrities experiencing the positive spillover effect through the positional
dominance approach. With the same technique we identified the nodes most responsible
for positive spillover effect in each job category. As expected, these nodes are simply the
celebrities with the largest audiences and not the ones that died before. In this context, time
does not play a role since positive spillover effect can effect even celebrities that are still
alive. This is not the case for other kinds of data, such as co-citation networks because
authors cannot cite papers that have not been published yet.
One of the main limitations of this study is that we did not consider the positive spillover
effect among celebrities and other kinds of events. A future implementation could be the
expansion of the set of topics taken into consideration, but this development would need
to take into account that several kinds of issues may have different salience curve shapes.
Another possible implementation of this analysis could be applying topic modeling to understand which kind of topicality is present. For example, the sharing of the world suicide
in the posts about two celebrities suggests that the topicality of the positive spillover effect
between the celebrities regards the common cause of death.
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A possible application of this thesis is to analyse other kinds of topics, for example how
positive spillover effect among crime news influence crime perception in the population.
However, crime news is rarely shared on social media because it could harm the user public
image. Instead, crimes that have additional symbolic meanings are exceptions; such as
femicides, gender-based hate crimes, for the feminist movement.
For example, Figure 5.1 shows the salience curve of the hashtag #f emminicidio (the
Italian translation of femicide). The curve presents several deviations suggesting sudden
rises of attention on the topic, especially in occasions of some of the femicides occurred in
Italy in 20181 and labeled in the figure.

Figure 5.1: Salience curve of the hashtag #f emminicidio commented with some of the
femicides occurred in Italy in 2018.

In agreement with the literature, Figure 5.1 shows that the main peaks are correlated
with the presence of some related offline events, but many other murders (81 over 86) did
not generate a visible response in the Twitter audience. This gap could be explained by
positive spillover effect, besides news values and media coverage. Figure 5.1 shows that
the second highest activity peak of the salience curve occurred when two crimes happened
close in time suggesting that the number of tweets and retweets about the matter might be
correlated to positive spillover event between the two offline events.
Besides the investigation of positive spillover effect among topics, the analysis performed
in this thesis illustrates how to investigate matters with a high level of uncertainty. Borrowing
a term typically employed in physics, these experimental settings are open systems that
experience undefined external interactions. The perfect knowledge of the factors that may
have a role in the phenomenon under study is not possible for several complex systems
besides attention dynamics.
The performed network analysis acknowledges the uncertainty level of the system without
forcing the data to agree to the expectations of a clear pattern in the observed interactions.
Hence, the employed approach suggests to acknowledge the uncertainty of the proposed
explanation of the phenomenon under study. After all, all the measurements imply a level of
uncertainty; errors are part of the measurement process.
1

http://www.inquantodonna.it/femminicidi/femminicidi-2018/
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Selected celebrities
death date
01/01/2018
01/01/2018
02/01/2018
03/01/2018
04/01/2018
05/01/2018
07/01/2018
07/01/2018
08/01/2018
09/01/2018
10/01/2018
10/01/2018
14/01/2018
14/01/2018
15/01/2018
15/01/2018
16/01/2018
18/01/2018
19/01/2018
19/01/2018
20/01/2018
23/01/2018
23/01/2018
27/01/2018
27/01/2018
27/01/2018
30/01/2018
30/01/2018
30/01/2018
30/01/2018
31/01/2018
04/02/2018
05/02/2018
07/02/2018
07/02/2018
09/02/2018
09/02/2018
09/02/2018
11/02/2018
12/02/2018
14/02/2018
15/02/2018
18/02/2018
19/02/2018
21/02/2018
24/02/2018
24/02/2018
26/02/2018
27/02/2018
27/02/2018
28/02/2018
02/03/2018
02/03/2018
03/03/2018
03/03/2018
03/03/2018
04/03/2018
10/03/2018
10/03/2018
11/03/2018
11/03/2018
11/03/2018
12/03/2018
13/03/2018
13/03/2018
13/03/2018
14/03/2018
22/03/2018
24/03/2018
24/03/2018
25/03/2018
26/03/2018
27/03/2018
29/03/2018
01/04/2018
01/04/2018
02/04/2018
03/04/2018
04/04/2018
05/04/2018
05/04/2018
06/04/2018
10/04/2018
12/04/2018
13/04/2018
14/04/2018
15/04/2018
16/04/2018
17/04/2018
18/04/2018
19/04/2018
20/04/2018
21/04/2018
21/04/2018

celebrity
Albino Longhi
Mauro Staccioli
Ferdinando Imposimato
Aharon Appelfeld
Marina Ripa di Meana
John Watts Young
France Gall
Peter Sutherland
Juan Carlos Garcı́a
Mario Perniola
Eddie Clarke
Novello Novelli
Cyrille Regis
Dan Gurney
Edwin Hawkins
Dolores O’Riordan
Giampaolo Talani
Michele Gesualdi
Anna Campori
Dorothy Malone
Paul Bocuse
Nicanor Parra
Hugh Masekela
Mort Walker
David Zard
Ingvar Kamprad
Antonio Infantino
Mark Salling
Romano Cagnoni
Azeglio Vicini
Rasual Butler
Irina Sanpiter
Elisabetta Terabust
John Perry Barlow
Bruno Pace
Jóhann Jóhannsson
Liam Miller
Reg E. Cathey
Asma Jahangir
Giuseppe Galasso
Morgan Tsvangirai
Bibi Ballandi
Didier Lockwood
Tonino Zangardi
Billy Graham
Folco Quilici
Sridevi
Gian Marco Moratti
Luciano Benjamı́n Menéndez
Quini
Pierre Milza
Carlo Ripa di Meana
Gillo Dorfles
Roger Bannister
David Ogden Stiers
Mimmo Càndito
Davide Astori
Piero Ostellino
Hubert de Givenchy
Mario Vegetti
Graziella Mascia
Alba Arnova
Craig Mack
Luigi Necco
Henry Williams
Ivano Beggio
Stephen Hawking
René Houseman
José Antonio Abreu
Marco Solfrini
Maretta Scoca
Fabrizio Frizzi
Stéphane Audran
Emiliano Mondonico
Steven Bochco
Efraı́n Rı́os Montt
Winnie Madikizela-Mandela
Arrigo Petacco
Ray Wilkins
Cecil Taylor
Isao Takahata
Jacques Higelin
Sauro Tomà
Sergio Pitol
Milos Forman
Isabella Biagini
R. Lee Ermey
Dona Ivone Lara
Barbara Bush
Bruno Sammartino
Marco Garofalo
Avicii
Verne Troyer
Nabi Tajima

occupation
Journalist
Sculptor
Judge
Writer
TV Personality
Astronaut
Singer
Politician
Soccer Player
Writer
Musician
Actor
Soccer Player
Racing Driver
Musician
Musician
Painter/Sculptor
Politician/Writer
Actor
Actor
Chef
Poet
Musician
Cartoonist
Record Producer
Entrepreneur
Musician
Actor
Photographer
Soccer Player/Coach
Basketball player
Actor
Dancer
Poet/Lyricist
Soccer Player/Coach
Musician/Record Producer
Soccer Player
Actor
Layer/Activist
Historic/Journalist/Politician
Politician
TV writer/Entrepreneur
Musician
Movie Director/Producer
Religious member
Movie/TV Director/Writer
Actor
Entrepreneur
Army member
Soccer Player
Historic
Politician/Activist
Art historian/Poet/Philosopher
Athlete
Actor
Journalist/Writer
Soccer Player
Journalist
Fashion Designer
Historian of philosophy/Translator
Politician
Dancer/Actor
Rapper
Journalist/Sports Broadcaster/Writer
Basketball player
Entrepreneur
Physicist
Soccer Player
Jazz Musician/Politician
Basketball player/Sports executive
Politician/Layer
TV Personality
Actor
Soccer Player/Coach
Film/TV Producer
Politician
Activist/Relative
Journalist/Writer/Historic
Soccer Player/Coach
Jazz Musician
Movie Director
Singer/Musician/Actor
Soccer Player
Writer/Politician
Movie Director
Actor
Actor
Singer/Composer
First Lady
Professional Wrestler
Dancer/Choreographer
DJ/Producer
Actor
Supercentenarian

118

users
100
59
2070
247
1514
117
1065
85
56
123
326
649
112
190
104
9045
118
351
78
78
711
329
237
109
678
991
151
1451
78
1160
166
518
170
248
83
258
213
105
131
425
68
1182
126
71
485
1409
270
533
61
1213
71
460
1929
133
70
213
29012
532
854
74
63
66
190
1830
173
337
29859
133
419
116
115
20439
179
3877
96
90
247
244
636
172
1750
221
298
93
1474
398
689
113
912
408
359
16870
634
85

posts
136
81
3440
317
1976
128
2021
103
109
147
420
718
168
336
115
13438
139
430
82
110
949
504
275
131
818
1114
230
2545
86
1471
210
554
221
293
121
321
281
108
217
496
78
1740
179
78
743
1720
545
613
72
2016
91
535
2494
150
81
252
92975
715
1167
82
78
72
260
2407
210
428
47792
185
562
152
125
42047
302
5902
115
140
279
274
1177
231
2305
382
439
171
1852
477
796
153
1440
741
480
33097
707
91

max posts/h
13
6
424
19
225
24
251
7
16
9
39
96
16
24
12
1970
21
40
8
8
121
67
33
12
96
185
15
635
9
281
34
98
18
17
18
33
31
11
12
35
13
128
21
8
54
212
35
83
18
297
11
100
328
17
7
32
12121
70
97
5
5
13
18
266
28
66
2904
29
24
13
8
2621
25
785
12
14
33
47
294
14
136
48
48
18
148
68
67
22
123
95
53
5014
113
9

var posts/h
5.30481893356143
1.01764328485885
413.16584316188
2.33180177250432
109.439665128853
8.2644257703081
407.717867718929
1.49179292929293
2.53026830135041
0.844210709318532
33.9840995506394
154.629371231696
1.22754309034867
26.5684210526316
5.17094298245614
3616.61386041444
3.99272890050328
26.3162482566248
2.28885003885005
1.0650094814082
38.3939853430834
28.3619489559166
8.00015638598775
2.13686772669664
257.897241647242
46.280652433331
1.75374157974792
1200.31083448659
1.4968634160251
634.631781729433
34.9960526315789
234.473669467788
2.65285580524348
2.74510304056492
2.16544953802418
6.16030528460288
14.2342921896792
3.23776223776224
1.15496060387345
5.23823706697877
0.854795583922722
132.758556062581
2.34294100094663
0.616544885177436
24.313448673041
219.210683866707
23.8551532434611
52.0220232267186
3.65034965034965
273.470375521556
2.12999001996008
26.3561759256969
126.061434320955
6.93455945252355
1.23321214713431
15.7209302325583
364052.957628938
148.313471250972
89.3332336956527
0.414828489381183
0.77656794425088
1.27931769722814
12.1356893542759
490.309237722654
9.53621169916439
41.3768867381032
56379.4782115367
42.4676418439716
5.23868363256532
3.25385439854894
3.02990447676076
39116.7875583899
8.56624271330164
3867.44048364643
2.39127491646506
2.049499564839
35.3700657894737
34.3401320901319
4132.97828014184
2.68417509791123
312.16432408344
10.4958402503486
25.5385838663827
3.31970752089139
510.630683403069
45.7734102787456
65.1213371143766
6.67580170157068
344.685314685315
53.394827065723
82.0000000000002
99547.2341954032
75.9355349760667
3.10252192982456

death date
23/04/2018
23/04/2018
24/04/2018
26/04/2018
27/04/2018
02/05/2018
05/05/2018
06/05/2018
06/05/2018
07/05/2018
07/05/2018
08/05/2018
10/05/2018
11/05/2018
12/05/2018
12/05/2018
13/05/2018
13/05/2018
14/05/2018
15/05/2018
15/05/2018
18/05/2018
18/05/2018
19/05/2018
21/05/2018
22/05/2018
26/05/2018
26/05/2018
28/05/2018
28/05/2018
28/05/2018
03/06/2018
04/06/2018
05/06/2018
07/06/2018
08/06/2018
08/06/2018
08/06/2018
14/06/2018
18/06/2018
21/06/2018
21/06/2018
22/06/2018
27/06/2018
28/06/2018
28/06/2018
03/07/2018
05/07/2018
06/07/2018
07/07/2018
08/07/2018
08/07/2018
15/07/2018
15/07/2018
19/07/2018
22/07/2018
25/07/2018
28/07/2018
29/07/2018
29/07/2018
29/07/2018
05/08/2018
06/08/2018
10/08/2018
13/08/2018
13/08/2018
15/08/2018
16/08/2018
16/08/2018
17/08/2018
18/08/2018
20/08/2018
21/08/2018
21/08/2018
22/08/2018
23/08/2018
24/08/2018
24/08/2018
25/08/2018
26/08/2018
29/08/2018
31/08/2018
06/09/2018
06/09/2018
07/09/2018
12/09/2018
13/09/2018
18/09/2018
18/09/2018
20/09/2018
23/09/2018
29/09/2018
29/09/2018
30/09/2018
01/10/2018
01/10/2018
02/10/2018
04/10/2018

celebrity
Mario Galbusera
Giovanni Galloni
Henri Michel
Pietro Marzotto
Álvaro Arzú
Tony Cucchiara
Michele Castoro
Paolo Ferrari
Eric Geboers
Ermanno Olmi
Maurane
Lara Saint Paul
Manlio Brigaglia
Gérard Genette
Antonio Mercero
Tessa Jowell
Margot Kidder
Glenn Branca
Tom Wolfe
Jlloyd Samuel
Salvatore Ligresti
Tony Wolf
Gaetano Anzalone
Bernard Lewis
Anna Maria Ferrero
Philip Roth
Ted Dabney
Alan Bean
Serge Dassault
Marı́a Dolores Pradera
Pippo Caruso
Alessandra Appiano
Dwight Clark
Pierre Carniti
Anthony Bourdain
Gino Santercole
Danny Kirwan
Eunice Gayson
Ettore Romoli
XXXTentacion
Carlo Bernardini
Charles Krauthammer
Vinnie Paul
Joe Jackson
Domenico Losurdo
Harlan Ellison
Robby Müller
Claude Lanzmann
Shoko Asahara
Tyler Honeycutt
Tab Hunter
Carlo Vanzina
Ray Emery
Franco Mandelli
Denı̈s Ten
Tony Sparano
Clara Sereni
Oliver Dragojević
Brian Christopher
Vibeke Skofterud
Nikolai Volkoff
Charlotte Rae
Jimmy il Fenomeno
Cesare De Michelis
Salvatore Cantalupo
Jim Neidhart
Rita Borsellino
Aretha Franklin
Atal Bihari Vajpayee
Claudio Lolli
Kofi Annan
Uri Avnery
Vincino
Stefán Karl Stefánsson
Ed King
Arcabas
Antonio Pennarella
Emiddio Novi
Lindsay Kemp
Neil Simon
Silvano Campeggi
Mario Facco
Burt Reynolds
Claudio Scimone
Mac Miller
Rachid Taha
Guido Ceronetti
Goran Kuzminac
Robert Venturi
Inge Feltrinelli
Gary Kurtz
Luigi Agnolin
Otis Rush
René Pétillon
Stelvio Cipriani
Charles Aznavour
Geoff Emerick
Giovanni Barbareschi

occupation
Entrepreneur
Jurist/Politician
Soccer Player
Entrepreneur
Politician
Singer/Actor/TV writer
Religious member
Actor
Motorcycle rider
Movie Director
Actor/Singer
Editor
Historian/Journalist
Literature critic/Writer
Movie Director/Scriptwriter
Politician
Actor
Musician/Composer
Journalist/Writer
Soccer Player
Fixer
Cartoonist
Politician/Sports Executive/Entrepreneur
Historian
Actor
Writer
Entrepreneur
Astronaut
Engineer/Entrepreneur /Politician
Singer/Actor
Composer
Writer/TV author
NFL Player
Syndicalist/Politician
Chef
Singer/Composer/Actor
Musician/Singer
Actor
Politician
Rapper/Singer
Physicist
Journalist
Drummer
Relative/Manager
Philosopher/Historian
Writer
Photography Director
Movie Director/Scriptwriter
Criminal
Basketball player
Actor
Movie Director/Producer/Scriptwriter
Hockey Player
Doctor
Figure Skater
Soccer Coach
Writer/Journalist
Musician
Wrestler
Skier
Wrestler
Actor
Actor
Publisher/Academic
Actor
Wrestler
Activist/Politician
Musician
Politician
Musician/Poet/Writer
Politician
Journalist
Cartoonist
Actor
Musician
Artist
Actor
Journalist/Politician
Dancer
Screenwriter
Painter
Soccer Player/Coach
Actor
Conductor
Musician
Singer
Poet/Philosopher/Writer
Musician/Doctor
Architect
Publisher/Photographer/Journalist
Movie Producer
Soccer Referee/Sports Manager
Musician
Cartoonist
Musician/Composer
Singer
Sound Engineer
Religious member/Partisan
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users
129
70
116
129
38
81
93
968
85
3163
300
136
73
86
68
98
700
114
1114
75
392
415
101
100
127
4835
93
424
191
135
641
759
79
1084
5420
407
73
119
67
4065
152
119
930
372
241
199
170
415
96
142
115
2958
73
1095
61
60
301
69
69
43
80
164
366
382
77
70
5026
10034
70
1974
3010
202
2063
346
158
110
138
167
769
744
77
171
1884
208
7463
295
716
205
143
2433
67
355
72
53
254
5670
113
104

posts
137
85
175
171
99
97
123
1166
110
4253
743
161
98
105
81
124
932
148
1462
92
425
456
113
115
136
7295
99
565
294
217
773
1084
115
2113
9239
507
80
171
121
7431
172
223
1663
517
372
390
252
672
117
254
199
4143
128
1255
81
79
385
112
120
142
161
195
388
493
84
123
7283
16773
156
3110
4253
233
3313
404
178
140
172
179
1055
940
83
262
2558
304
16195
520
968
253
209
3143
80
414
95
92
318
9885
167
128

max posts/h
25
7
29
23
22
12
9
156
6
401
89
28
11
6
12
17
168
20
209
38
48
23
14
6
19
673
7
62
30
22
154
95
29
215
792
60
6
18
13
979
15
46
112
72
37
52
16
52
15
27
38
415
17
137
6
20
29
11
11
18
16
19
50
36
7
19
865
3357
9
379
526
18
325
40
21
16
28
18
95
154
12
24
505
24
2534
48
79
23
13
215
11
61
9
19
43
1046
11
11

var posts/h
7.76567953752174
0.613168127524282
3.05414733819299
3.52879153649527
3.39288919712794
2.17361705161107
1.81347996515678
614.466006216007
1.21851851851852
698.833033844785
37.4063724716594
18.9999299719888
3.07206682206682
0.538687369519833
2.99369118905046
1.1014009661836
58.4652791464639
4.59721059972107
146.475223954036
13.5050505050505
32.5202068210626
6.42159737795407
2.56677071234999
1.02815282617111
4.02962962962962
2634.976757789
0.59031041305961
32.5468938189527
9.14253731343284
2.22747726130073
300.768142286856
55.4467047210386
6.52418739092489
147.842996537771
629.839196038648
13.7332363595764
1.05061082024433
3.2219431998844
2.30891870723063
809.655904598058
3.57292439607551
33.0419956140351
105.480916536322
166.913048245614
5.82380540807509
31.7941583131698
1.24710424710423
28.1153081510932
2.13808635394459
12.8836122733614
6.41534292821612
1350.33044974686
4.17461645746168
118.831115950782
0.617270591145188
3.81410885689355
4.26358859894664
0.941658235775864
2.1119944694089
2.56821417517792
2.5982018114371
8.6048640167364
33.2866821525361
18.7260049499566
0.743902439024399
2.95457327023499
2538.32828358515
297239.674295775
3.79720279720279
138.755814951911
625.540327602564
8.03563738156762
1282.71527075202
6.54891259406301
4.6895457168769
2.91923032607441
6.82866689710788
6.15242692605501
71.6746486191712
173.034973692353
1.32771662956551
19.8167949814657
312.0137119255
6.01702029785534
2769.19960660473
4.98118560729032
23.8076378461386
2.43644390063223
1.2009272927249
350.363395079617
4.3719298245614
64.3744186046513
2.5360644257703
4.70784770784773
36.6835664335665
3844.25358950877
1.93371409292462
1.82315202231519

death date
05/10/2018
05/10/2018
06/10/2018
06/10/2018
06/10/2018
09/10/2018
10/10/2018
14/10/2018
15/10/2018
15/10/2018
21/10/2018
21/10/2018
22/10/2018
24/10/2018
25/10/2018
27/10/2018
31/10/2018
01/11/2018
02/11/2018
04/11/2018
07/11/2018
07/11/2018
11/11/2018
12/11/2018
13/11/2018
14/11/2018
16/11/2018
23/11/2018
23/11/2018
26/11/2018
26/11/2018
30/11/2018
30/11/2018
30/11/2018
01/12/2018
03/12/2018
05/12/2018
06/12/2018
06/12/2018
07/12/2018
08/12/2018
10/12/2018
14/12/2018
14/12/2018
15/12/2018
16/12/2018
17/12/2018
22/12/2018
22/12/2018
23/12/2018
24/12/2018
24/12/2018
26/12/2018
28/12/2018
28/12/2018

celebrity
Gilberto Idonea
Franco Pannuti
Scott Wilson
Piero Guccione
Montserrat Caballé
Venantino Venantini
Tex Winter
Eduardo Arroyo
Paul Allen
Arto Paasilinna
Ilie Balaci
Robert Faurisson
Gilberto Benetton
Tony Joe White
Sara Anzanello
Vichai Srivaddhanaprabha
Enzo Apicella
Carlo Giuffré
Roy Hargrove
Bruno Caruso
Verena Erlacher
Francis Lai
Douglas Rain
Stan Lee
Katherine MacGregor
Fernando del Paso
William Goldman
Raed Fares
Nicolas Roeg
Bernardo Bertolucci
Stephen Hillenburg
Palden Gyatso
Sandro Mayer
George H.W. Bush
Ennio Fantastichini
Josep Lluı́s Núñez
Dynamite Kid
Joseph Joffo
Pete Shelley
Luigi Radice
Enrico Crispolti
Robert Spaemann
Edmond Simeoni
Nancy Wilson
Giuseppe Lippi
Felice Pulici
Penny Marshall
Paddy Ashdown
Enzo Boschi
Stefano Livadiotti
Osvaldo Bayer
Grazia Nidasio
Carlo Maria Maggi
Iaia Fiastri
Amos Oz

occupation
Actor
Doctor
Actor
Painter/Engraver
Soprano
Actor
Basketball player
Painter
Entrepreneur
Writer
Soccer Coach/Player
Writer
Entrepreneur
Musician
Volleyball Player
Sport Executive/Entrepreneur
Cartoonist/Painter/Designer
Actor/Theater Director
Musician
Painter
Football player
Composer
Actor/ Dubbling actor
Cartoonist/Editor/Movie Producer
Actor
Writer/Poet
Writer/Playwright/Screenwriter
Activist
Film Director
Film Director
Draftsman/Biologist
Buddhist monk
Journlaist/Writer/TV personality
Head of State
Actor
Sport Manager
Professional Wrestler
Writer
Singer
Soccer Player/Coach
Art historian/critic
Philosopher/Theologian
Politician
Singer
Journalist/Writer/Translator
Soccer Player/Coach/Manager
Actor/Producer/Director
Politician
Geophysical
Journalist/Writer
Writer/Historian/Journalist
Cartoonist
Terrorist
Playwright/Screenwrighter/Lyricist
Novelist
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users
59
93
652
129
1778
112
147
98
1170
230
42
298
648
54
1050
1983
101
239
281
54
168
151
147
18047
69
79
242
121
263
5045
1545
53
557
1571
2231
89
63
58
354
889
53
127
318
123
135
464
424
94
689
125
126
359
134
77
2201

posts
76
116
1020
235
2721
169
197
137
1540
286
101
446
740
101
1421
3250
120
260
488
86
172
207
158
35421
73
120
328
173
374
7680
1934
84
807
2463
2948
132
104
72
523
1209
72
168
1099
177
186
722
573
134
921
133
211
461
144
84
3297

max posts/h
10
10
73
13
224
18
20
19
233
30
8
31
121
10
169
444
9
61
31
6
21
27
12
7917
8
14
36
6
31
886
195
10
133
124
580
27
11
15
80
139
5
9
95
10
23
62
104
24
120
10
31
34
21
15
285

var posts/h
1.19144405729769
3.59551820728292
39.4057551506887
1.67931436732673
344.473209130264
4.41193141435685
9.15036606373814
2.85713397299221
216.578502415458
23.5102952602953
2.15736384374108
12.6544630807792
60.4960080785125
1.56790816914392
409.347375849751
340.232946645806
0.833854018744663
37.0516110635871
9.04096618357498
0.263776524022423
11.5982456140351
4.93841791775457
2.75237035204878
42706.1813883325
1.50466923296264
2.64431386104388
10.7693850009637
0.716480575501722
12.7728567007121
2647.42317966382
161.722414841846
0.88133704735378
187.866615853659
49.058358015913
635.994470774072
6.79689922480626
2.14849267872523
2.68531468531469
12.7441764365318
251.582395498392
0.336034115138595
1.60975609756097
28.0025747691871
2.18195028444225
10.208041958042
22.0517566263687
85.7845229865186
1.66659988169529
102.221030274279
3.17732875218151
5.4022451588337
20.1034771402418
6.6993006993007
5.56315789473684
278.039565936318
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